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**ABSTRACT**
The results of research investigating contact damage and fatigue of ceramics is described, with particular attention to microstructural design. The aims were as follows: (i) To develop experimental testing methodologies, using Hertzian contacts, for studying the fundamental short-crack damage properties of tough ceramics, notably in silicon carbide and silicon nitride; (ii) To examine the role of critical microstructural variables (grain size and shape, grain boundary phase, interface energy, internal stress) on the nature of the ensuing contact damage; (iii) To investigate the effect of the damage on associated mechanical properties, e.g. strength degradation, fatigue resistance, wear resistance; (iv) To process and modify ceramic materials in order to improve the above properties; (v) To develop theoretical models of the damage micromechanics; (vi) To establish design engineering criteria for materials selection and optimization. The proposed program has led to new insights into the role of micromechanical phenomena in mechanical behavior of tough ceramics, insights that will eventually bear on practical areas such as bearing mechanics, cyclic fatigue, ceramic design, and coating-substrate technology.
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2. **OBJECTIVES**

This program has been directed generally toward basic research into the role of microstructure in the damage resistance of tough monophase, multiphase, and layered ceramics, particularly in high-stress contact configurations. A specific goal was to provide basic materials design data for AFOSR sponsored programs in bearing technology and coatings. The toughest ceramics are those with a crack resistance that is not single-valued but rather an increasing function of crack size (R-curve), with strongly enhanced values in the “long-crack” region (i.e. long relative to the scale of the microstructure). The R-curve is most pronounced in those ceramics with large grains, weak interfaces, and high internal stresses. Accordingly, to gain long-crack toughness in ceramics one builds in microstructural heterogeneity. A primary feature of the R-curve is that it leads to a marked insensitivity of the strength to initial crack size, i.e. "flaw tolerance". This has a strong appeal to the structural engineer, because components may be designed to a specific stress without undue concern for variable flaw distributions, either pre-existing or service-induced. On the other hand, microstructural heterogeneity tends to enhance fracture in the “short-crack” region, leading to a degradation of wear resistance and surface integrity from microfracture at the grain level. Designing with ceramics is essentially an exercise in compromise, tailoring microstructures for specific applications.

Nowhere is the microstructural interaction between materials variables and fracture properties more important than in contact fields, where ceramic surfaces may be subjected to intense local stress concentrations over long periods of time or over many hundreds of thousands of loading cycles. Such concentrated stresses occur most notably in bearing applications, and in spurious local impacts at exposed surfaces. Ceramic engine components are highly susceptible to this kind of damage. Studies in our laboratories using the Hertzian contact test have provided new insights into the micromechanics of this kind of damage, especially in cyclic fatigue loading. Most importantly, these studies reveal that the entire nature of the damage can change with modifications to the material microstructure, from a classical single cone fracture in fine-grain homogeneous ceramics to multiple subsurface microfracture in coarse-grain heterogeneous ceramics [B.R. Lawn, N.P. Padture, H. Cai and F. Guiberteau, "Making Ceramics ‘Ductile’," Science 263 1114-16 (1994)]. Associated with this change in damage response is an increasing nonlinearity in the indentation stress-strain response, a “brittle-ductile” transition. The brittle and ductile responses have radically different influences on strength loss and material removal properties of the material. Implications concerning microstructural design for optimal mechanical properties, particularly in the crucral short-crack region, are profound.

Accordingly, the principal objectives of this program have been: (i) To develop experimental contact testing methodologies for studying the fundamental short-crack damage properties of tough ceramics, especially silicon nitride; (ii) To examine systematically the role of critical microstructural variables (grain size and shape, grain and glassy phases, interface energies, and internal stresses) on the nature of the ensuing contact damage in tough ceramics; (iii) To investigate the effect of the damage on associated mechanical properties, e.g. strength degradation, fatigue resistance, wear resistance; (iv) To design and process ceramic materials in order to improve the above properties; (v) To develop theoretical models of the damage micromechanics, and thereby establish design engineering criteria for materials selection and optimization. Another principal aim was to extend the study to layer structures, e.g. thermal barrier coatings.
(3) STATUS

Progress has been accomplished in all of the goals listed in the previous section. In particular:

(i) Contact testing methodologies for identifying and quantifying contact damage modes in several tough ceramics, and in ceramic layer structures, have been established. These test protocols represent a simple but powerful approach to damage characterization in tough ceramics.

(ii) New modes of indentation fracture and plasticity have been discovered and documented in monolithic ceramics, notably in silicon nitrides. The competition between these modes determines the service lifetime of bearing structures.

(iii) A new philosophy for the design of ceramic laminate structures has been proposed. Critical silicon nitride layered structures have been developed at NIST, and alumina layered structures at Lehigh.

(iv) An extensive study has been completed on thermal barrier coatings, in collaboration with Dr. C.C. Berndt at the Department of Materials Science and Engineering, State University of New York at Stony Brook.

(v) A finite element code for computing contact stress fields in monolithic and layer structures has been developed at NIST, and is now being routinely used to evaluate damage patterns in silicon nitride and other materials.

(vi) New micromechanical models for describing the contact damage in heterogeneous ceramic microstructures have been developed (in collaboration with D.B. Marshall, Rockwell International).

(vii) New silicon nitride microstructures have been designed, fabricated and tested at NIST. The contact responses are found to be highly sensitive to the microstructures.

(viii) Fatigue studies on the silicon nitride materials are being continued. Again, the fatigue responses are critically dependent on the microstructures. This element of the program is being coordinated with external bearing programs (notably via Michael Hilton at Aerospace Corporation).

The results of this work have been published in internationally recognized journals (or are in press), see section 6. Several others have been presented at conferences (see section 7).
(4) ACCOMPLISHMENTS

(i) Design of Tough Ceramics.

Silicon nitride ceramics for fatigue-resistant bearing applications, fabricated in-house as well as provided by external companies (Norton/TRW, Allied Signal), have been evaluated for mechanical and thermal properties. Grain size and shape and intergrain boundary phases are proving to be critical components of fatigue resistance, pointing the way to future improvements in processing and performance. The tests on the NIST materials show how the mode of contact damage changes dramatically, from essentially brittle to essentially plastic, as the grain heterogeneity is increased. Several papers on this aspect of the work have been published.

Processing variables, such as starting powder (particle size, Si$_3$N$_4$ phase), heat treatment time and temperature, are being systematically investigated. These variables all have a dramatic influence on ultimate mechanical properties, especially contact damage.

Tests in repeat contact loading (contact fatigue) are now being carried out on these materials. These tests are conducted in air and water environments. We are finding that the tougher (heterogeneous) ceramics suffer more from fatigue than their less tough (homogeneous) counterparts.

(ii) Design of Innovative Ceramic Multilayers.

We have pioneered a new philosophy for designing ceramic laminate structures, based on interleaving fine-grain homogeneous outer layers (for strength and wear resistance) with inner coarse-grain heterogeneous layers (for toughness and flaw tolerance). Uniquely, the interlayer interfaces are strongly bonded, so that penetrating cracks approach the sublayer and arrest, instead of the usual deflection along a weak interface. The principal model system studied has been silicon nitride, with elastic and plastic mismatch between adjoining layers. Laminates of alumina with calcium hexaluminate additives have also been studied. Extensive contact testing has been carried out on laminate structures. Several papers in this area have been published.

(iii) Thermal Barrier Coatings.

Extensive work has been carried out on the mechanical characterization of thermal barrier coatings, using our Hertzian test procedure. Under a spherical indenter contact, damage is produced in the brittle coating (distributed microcracking) and ductile substrate (plastic flow). Characterization of these damage modes is crucial to a basic understanding of failure modes of TBCs. The roles of elastic-plastic mismatch in the coating, bond coat and substrate have been critically examined. In cases of weak coating/substrate bonding, delamination occurs. Criteria for designing layer structures for maximum resistance to service damage are being constructed. Several papers in this area have been published.
(iv) **Contact Damage Modelling.** Work has continued on the development of analytical modelling procedures for describing damage modes in tough ceramics, including layered structures. Initial studies revealed an entirely new form of damage accumulation in heterogeneous ceramics. Finite element codes have been developed to be quantify this damage by elastic-plastic stress analysis. Such analyses enable determination of quasi-plastic yield zones and fracture paths.

Micromechanical models are being developed to relate the controlling material parameters, e.g. yield stress, fracture toughness, to the underlying material microstructures, and thus to provide a route to microstructural design of ceramics. A paper on this topic with D.B. Marshall is in press. The same kind of micromechanical modelling has been used to predict the strength properties of bearing materials after contact damage. A paper on this topic has been published.

A model for quantifying the stress-strain behavior of layer structures, with X-Z. Hu, has also been completed.
(5) **PERSONNEL SUPPORTED**

Dr. Helen M. Chan  (Principal Investigator)

Dr. Brian R. Lawn  (Principal Investigator, no cost to AFOSR)

Dr. Seung-Kun Lee  (Postdoctoral Fellow)

Mr. Hyoung-Chan Ha  (Graduate Student)

Mr. Sataporn Wuttiphan  (Graduate Student, no cost to AFOSR)

Dr. Herzl Chai  (NIST Guest Scientist)
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(6) PUBLICATIONS

1. “Cyclic Fatigue of a Mica-Containing Glass-Ceramic at Hertzian Contacts”
   H. Cai, M.A. Stevens Kalceff, B.M. Hooks, B.R. Lawn and K. Chyung


3. “Enhanced Machinability of Silicon Carbide via Microstructural Design”
   N.P. Padture, C.J. Evans, H.H.K. Xu and B.R. Lawn

4. "Contact Fatigue of a Silicon Carbide With a Heterogeneous Grain Structure"
   N.P. Padture and B.R. Lawn

5. “Effect of Microstructural Coarsening on Hertzian Contact Damage in Silicon Nitride”
   H.H.K. Xu, L. Wei, N.P. Padture, B.R. Lawn and R.L. Yeckley

6. “Fatigue in Ceramics with Interconnecting Weak Interfaces: A Study Using Cyclic Hertzian Contacts”
   N.P. Padture and B.R. Lawn

7. “Hertzian Contact Damage in Magnesia-Partially-Stabilized Zirconia”
   A. Pajares, F. Guiberteau, B.R. Lawn and S. Lathabai

8. “Indentation Stress-Strain Curves for ‘Quasi-Ductile’ Ceramics”
   A.C. Fischer-Cripps and B.R. Lawn

9. “Damage Accumulation and Cyclic Fatigue in Mg-PSZ at Hertzian Contacts”
   A. Pajares, L. Wei, B.R. Lawn and D.B. Marshall

10. "Contact Damage of Brittle Solids"
    B.R. Lawn

11. “In Situ Processing of Silicon Carbide Layer Structures”
    N.P. Padture, D.C. Pender, S. Wuttiphan and B.R. Lawn

12. “Damage-Resistant Alumina-Based Layer Composites”
L. An, H.M. Chan, N.P. Padture and B.R. Lawn

13. “Thermal Wave Analysis of Contact Damage in Ceramics: Case Study on Alumina”
L. Wei and B.R. Lawn

14. “Crack Suppression in Strongly-Bonded Homogeneous/Heterogeneous Laminates:
A Study on Glass/Glass-Ceramic Bilayers”
S. Wuttiphan, B.R. Lawn and N.P. Padture

15. “Hertzian Contact Response of Tailored Silicon Nitride Multilayers”
H. Liu, B.R. Lawn and S.M. Hsu

16. “Mechanical Characterization of Plasma Sprayed Ceramic Coatings on Metal Substrates
by Contact Testing”
A. Pajares, L. Wei, B.R. Lawn, N.P. Padture and C.C. Berndt

17. "Effect of Mechanical Damage on Thermal Conduction of Plasma Sprayed Coatings"
L. Wei, A. Pajares and B.R. Lawn

18. “Contact Damage in Alumina-Based Plasma Sprayed Coatings”
A. Pajares, L. Wei, B.R. Lawn and C.C. Berndt

19. "Control of Calcium Hexaluminate Grain Morphology in In-Situ Toughened Ceramic
Composites"
L. An and H.M. Chan and K.K. Soni

20. "R-Curve Behavior of In-Situ Toughened Al₂O₃:CaAl₂O₁₉ Ceramic Composites"
L. An, H.M. Chan

21. “Stress Analysis of Contact Deformation in Quasi-Plastic Ceramics”
A.C. Fischer-Cripps and B.R. Lawn

22. “Stress Analysis of Elastic-Plastic Contact Damage in Ceramic Coatings on Metal
Substrates"
A.C. Fischer-Cripps, B.R. Lawn, A. Pajares and L. Wei

23. "Effect of Substrate and Bond Coat on Contact Damage in Zirconia-Based Plasma Coatings"
S. Wuttiphan, A. Pajares, B.R. Lawn and C.C. Berndt

24. "Hertzian Contact Damage in Porous Alumina Ceramics"

25. "Contact Damage in Alumina Reinforced with Silicon Carbide Platelets"
M. Belmonte, S.K. Lee

26. "Role of Microstructure in Hertzian Contact Damage in Silicon Nitride: I. Mechanical Characterization"
S.K. Lee, S. Wuttiphan and B.R. Lawn

27. "Role of Microstructure in Hertzian Contact Damage in Silicon Nitride: II. Strength Degradation"
S.K. Lee and B.R. Lawn

28. "Contact-Induced Transverse Fractures in Brittle Layers on Soft Substrates: A Study on Silicon Nitride Bilayers"

29. "A Model of Strength Degradation From Hertzian Contact Damage in Tough Ceramics"
B.R. Lawn, K.S. Lee, I.M. Peterson and S. Wuttiphan

30. "Nonlinear Stress-Strain Curves for Solids Containing Closed Cracks With Friction"
B.R. Lawn and D.B. Marshall

31. "Indentation of Ceramics With Spheres: A Century After Hertz"
B.R. Lawn

32. "Effect of Starting Powder on Damage Resistance of Silicon Nitrides"
S.K. Lee, K.S. Lee, B.R. Lawn and D.K. Kim
33. "Contact Damage and Strength Degradation in Brittle/Quasi-Plastic Silicon Nitride Bilayers"
K.S. Lee, S.K. Lee, B.R. Lawn and D.K. Kim

34. "A Simple Indentation Stress-Strain Relation for Contacts with Spheres on Bilayer Structures"
X.Z. Hu and B.R. Lawn

35. "Effect of Microstructure on Contact Damage and Strength Degradation in Micaceous Glass-Ceramics"
I.M. Peterson, S. Wuttiphan, A. Pajares and B.R. Lawn

36. "Fracture and Deformation Damage Accumulation in Tough Ceramics"
B.R. Lawn, S.K. Lee and K.S. Lee
(7) INTERACTIONS/TRANSITIONS

(a) Conferences, Meetings, Seminars

(* Invited Paper)

1995

* “In-Situ Toughened Silicon Carbide”
  N.P. Padture and B.R. Lawn
  Pacific Coast Regional Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Los Angeles, CA, 1994.

* “Contact Damage and Fatigue of Tough Ceramics”
  B.R. Lawn
  Pacific Coast Regional Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Los Angeles, CA, 1994.

* “Contact Damage in Mica-Containing Glass-Ceramics”
  B.R. Lawn and A.C. Fischer-Cripps
  National Meeting of the American Chemical Society, Los Angeles, CA, 1995.

* “Contact Damage in Tough Polycrystalline Ceramics”
  B.R. Lawn
  American Society of Mechanical Engineers Summer Meeting, Los Angeles, CA, 1995.

* “Microstructure, Toughness and Fatigue of Ceramics”
  B.R. Lawn

“Control of Contact Damage by Microstructural Design in Laminated Structures”
L. An, H.M. Chan, N.P. Padture and B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1995.

“Mechanical and Thermal Properties of Thermal Barrier Coatings in Cyclic Contact Degradation”
L. Wei, N.P. Padture and B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1995.

“Indentation Stress-Strain Curves and Evidence of ‘Ductility’ in Ceramics”
A.C. Fischer-Cripps and B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1995.

“Enhanced Machinability of Silicon Carbide via Microstructural Design”
N.P. Padture, C.J. Evans, H.H.K. Xu and B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1995.

“Damage and Fatigue in Mg-PSZ at Hertzian Contacts”
A. Pajares, L. Wei, F. Guiberteau and B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1995.

“Microstructure, Toughness and Fatigue of Ceramics”
* B.R. Lawn

“Hertzian Indentation Behavior of Layered Composites of In-Situ Toughenened Al$_2$O$_3$;Ca Al$_{12}$O$_{19}$”
H.M. Chan, L. An, N.P. Padture and B.R. Lawn

“Contact Damage in In-situ Toughened Ceramics”
* B.R. Lawn
Fall Meeting of the Basic Science Division of the American Ceramic Society, New Orleans, Louisiana, 1995.

“Processing and Mechanical Behavior of Layered Composites of In-Situ Toughenened * Al$_2$O$_3$;Ca Al$_{12}$O$_{19}$”
H.M. Chan, L. An, N.P. Padture and B.R. Lawn
Fall Meeting of the Basic Science Division of the American Ceramic Society, New Orleans, Louisiana, 1995.

1996

“Contact Damage and Fatigue of Dental Ceramics”
* B.R. Lawn
74th Session of the International Association of Dental Research, San Francisco, California, 1996.

“Damage Accumulation Beneath Hertzian Contacts in Tough Ceramics”
* B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Indianapolis, Indiana, 1996.

“Analysis of Contact Damage in YSZ Plasma Sprayed Coatings”
S. Wuttiphan, A. Pajares, B.R. Lawn and C.C. Berndt
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Indianapolis, Indiana, 1996.

“Contact Damage and Contact Failure of Silicon Nitrides with Different Microstructures”
S-K. Lee, A.C. Fischer-Cripps and B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Indianapolis, Indiana, 1996.
“Effect of Layer Thickness on the Hertzian Contact Response in Laminated Ceramics”
L. An, H.M. Chan, A.C. Fischer-Cripps and B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Indianapolis, Indiana, 1996.

“Contact Damage Evolution in Designed Heterogeneous Microstructures”
* B.R. Lawn

“Mechanical Properties of Tough Ceramics: A Study Using Indentations”
* B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the Korean Ceramic Society, Seoul, Korea, 1996.

1997

"Role of Microstructural Heterogeneity in Damage Accumulation in Bulk and Layered Ceramics"
* B.R. Lawn

"Damage Accumulation Beneath Hertzian Contacts in Ceramics"
* B.R. Lawn

"Cyclic Contact Fatigue of Silicon Nitrides with Controlled Microstructures"
S.K. Lee and B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Cincinnati, OH, 1997.

"Effect of Coating Thickness and and Elastic/Plastic Mismatch on the Contact Fracture of Silicon Nitride Layer Structures"
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Cincinnati, OH, 1997.

“Analysis of Contact Damage in Silicon Nitride Layers”
S. Wuttiphan, S.K. Lee, K.S. Lee, and B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Cincinnati, OH, 1997.

“Hertzian Contact Behavior of Alumina:CalciumHexaluminate (CA6)”
H.C. Ha, A. DiGiovanni, H.M. Chan and B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Cincinnati, OH, 1997.

"Role of Microstructure in Contact Fracture and Deformation in Silicon Nitride"
* S.K. Lee, K.S. Lee and B.R. Lawn
Symposium on Material Microstructure, Heterogeneity, and Fracture, Joint

"Effect of Coating Thickness and Elastic-Plastic Mismatch on the Contact Fracture of Silicon Nitride Layer Structures"
B.R. Lawn, K.S. Lee and S.K. Lee
Conference on Composites: Design for Performance, Lake Louise, Canada, 1997.

"Contact Damage in Quasi-Brittle/Quasi-Plastic Silicon Nitride Bilayers"
Fall Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, San Francisco, CA, 1997.

1998

"Microstructure, Strength and Fatigue of Tough Ceramics"
* B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Cincinatti, OH, 1998.

"Indentation Mechanics: A Hundred Years Since Hertz"
* B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Cincinatti, OH, 1998.

"Contact Damage in Brittle/Quasi-Plastic Silicon Nitride Bilayers"
S.K. Lee, K.S. Lee, D.K. Kim, B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Cincinatti, OH, 1998.

"Effect of Starting Powder on Damage Resistance of Silicon Nitrides"
S.K. Lee, K.S. Lee, D.K. Kim, B.R. Lawn
Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Cincinatti, OH, 1998.

"Damage Accumulation Beneath Hertzian Contacts in Ceramics and Other Brittle Materials"
* B.R. Lawn

"Indentation Mechanics: A Method for Evaluating Brittle Materials"
* B.R. Lawn

"Contact Damage in Ceramics"
* B.R. Lawn

"Fracture and Deformation Accumulation in Tough Ceramics"
* B.R. Lawn
ENCERA 98: Second International Symposium on the Science of Engineering Ceramics,

“Contact Damage and Fatigue of Silicon Nitride”
B.R. Lawn and S.K. Lee
PacRim Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Kyongju, Korea, 1998.

“Contact Damage of Silicon Nitrides with Controlled Microstructures”
B.R. Lawn, S.K. Lee and K.S. Lee
The First China International Conference on High-Performance Ceramics, Beijing, China, 1998.
(b) Transitions

Our program has provided useful guidelines on microstructural design to other researchers working in related AFOSR bearing and coating programs:

(xi) The program has facilitated meaningful transfer of basic knowledge to the bearing industry. The Principal Investigators have established a cooperative arrangement with the Norton/TRW Ceramics Company, in which custom-made specimens of bearing quality silicon nitride have been provided by that company for experimental evaluation at Lehigh and NIST. Site visits and consultations with Norton have been made.

(ii) Collaborative work has been completed on layer and multilayer ceramic structures, specifically thermal barrier coatings, with Dr. C.C. Berndt at the Department of Materials Science and Engineering, State University of New York at Stony Brook. The goal of this aspect of the program was to develop simple procedures, using the Hertzian testing technology, for characterizing mechanical and thermal properties of TBCs, in order to provide material design guidelines.

(iii) Discussions have been held with Dr. Michael Hilton at Aerospace Corporation on a collaborative program to study the effects of microstructure on mechanical properties of silicon nitride bearings, as an adjunct to the AFOSR program.
NEW DISCOVERIES, INVENTIONS, PATENTS


2. Proposed new philosophy of ceramic laminate structures, alternating layers with homogeneous microstructures (for strength and wear resistance) and heterogeneous microstructures (for toughness and energy absorption), with strong interlayer bonding to avoid delamination.

3. Developed simple but powerful new test procedure for mechanically characterizing brittle coatings (including TBCs) using Hertzian contact, and developed analytical routes to the design of these coatings for optimum resistance to service failure.

4. Developed new silicon nitride microstructures, using systematic array of starting powders and heat treatment times and temperatures. Demonstrated sensitivity of bearing properties to ensuing microstructures.

5. Extended contact testing to contact fatigue of silicon nitride materials. Demonstrated sensitivity of fatigue properties to microstructures.
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10. SELECTED REPRINTS
A simple indentation stress–strain relation for contacts with spheres on bilayer structures

Xiao Zhi Hu a,*, Brian R. Lawn b

a Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, University of Western Australia, Nedlands, WA 6907, Australia
b Materials Science and Engineering Laboratory National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899, USA
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Abstract

A simple formulation for the indentation stress–strain behavior of bilayers in contacts with hard spheres is proposed. The formulation is based on empirical power-law stress–strain relations for each of the individual constituent bulk materials, and thence for the bilayer coating/substrate composite. For the constituent materials, two regions of response are considered: at low loads, an elastic region, with linear stress–strain response (exponent = 1); at high loads, an elastic–plastic region, with nonlinear stress–strain response (exponent < 1). The material responses in each of these two regions are characterized by effective moduli. For the composite bilayer, the transition in load-bearing capacity from coating to substrate with increasing load is represented by a three-parameter Weibull asymptotic function of ratio contact radius to coating thickness. This function conveniently defines the geometrical aspects of the contact response separately from the material properties. The power-law formulation is tested, and the Weibull parameters calibrated, against FEM-generated and experimental indentation stress–strain data for selected coating/substrate systems with widely different interlayer elastic–plastic mismatch. The formulation allows a priori predictions of the composite bilayer indentation stress–strain curves from control data on the constituent materials. Conversely, measurements of indentation stress–strain responses on given bilayers may be used to evaluate otherwise undeterminable elastic–plastic properties of coatings on well-characterized substrates. © 1998 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Stress–strain relation; Spheres; Bilayer structures

1. Introduction

The relationship between contact load (P) and characteristic contact radius (a) (or, alternatively, contact displacement (z)) represents an important material characteristic in indentations with spheres of given radius (r). Spherical indenters are widely studied experimentally, because of their relatively simple geometry; and theoretically, because of their facility to provide essential information on both elastic and plastic deformation properties of the test material [1]. By defining an indentation stress, \( p_0 = P / \pi a^2 \), and indentation strain, \( a/r \), it is possible to generate an indentation function \( p_0(a/r) \) which strikingly reflects the intrinsic stress–strain curve for any bulk material. Such functions have been routinely measured on homogeneous bulk materials, including ceramics [1–8].

The problem becomes considerably more complex in the indentation of bilayers, where the contact field can be strongly influenced by elastic–plastic mismatch between the ‘coating’ and ‘substrate’ materials. Recently, experimental measurements of indentation stress–strain curves using spherical indenters have been made on a wide variety of coating/substrate systems [9–16]. The complexities are especially severe when the mismatch in material response is large, especially in hard brittle (e.g., ceramic) coatings on soft plastic (e.g., metal, polymer) substrates (or vice versa). In such instances the stress–strain response undergoes a progressive transition, from coating-controlled at very low loads to substrate-controlled at very high loads. Detailed computations using finite element modelling (FEM) codes are able to account for such transitions [14,17]. However, the practical importance of bilayer systems makes it desirable to establish some means of representing the composite stress–strain relation in simple (if empirical) closed form, so that the prospective behavior of any given bilayer structure may be predicted from the properties of the two constituent materials without resort to lengthy numerical computation.

* Corresponding author.
Accordingly, our objective is to formulate a simple \( p_0(a/r) \) relation for bilayer composites so that the role of coating thickness and elastic–plastic mismatch as design parameters may be evaluated. We propose power-law relations for \( p_0(a/r) \), starting with the separate bulk coating and substrate materials and leading to an analogous power-law expression for the composite bilayers. The relations for the individual materials are linked via an asymptotic function representing the transition in load-bearing capacity from coating to substrate, somewhat analogous to a functional methodology described by Gao et al. [18]. The bilayer relations are tested against FEM-generated and experimental indentation stress–strain data for selected bilayer systems with varying coating thicknesses and widely different interlayer elastic–plastic mismatch. Potential use of the formulation to deconvolute properties of otherwise uncharacterized coatings from indentation measurements on the composite bilayers is discussed.

2. Indentation stress–strain curves for bulk materials

The indentation stress–strain relation \( p_0(a/r) \) for contacts with spheres is well defined by the classic Hertzian theory for ideally elastic, homogeneous bulk materials of Young’s modulus \( E \) and Poisson’s ratio \( \nu \) [19,20]. The Hertzian solution for \( p_0(a/r) \) has the linear form [2]

\[
p_0 = \left( \frac{4E^*}{3\pi} \right) (a/r) \tag{1}
\]

where we define a modified Young’s modulus for the indenter/specimen system,

\[
E^* = 1/[(1 - \nu^2)/E + (1 - \nu_1^2)/E_1] \tag{2}
\]

with \( I \) referring to the indenter material. The indentation stress–strain curve in Eq. (1) reflects the elastic stress–strain response of the test material, and its uniqueness is unaffected by the size of the indenting sphere.

Experimental data on monolithic materials confirm that \( p_0(a/r) \) is independent of sphere size even when plastic damage occurs below the contact (‘geometrical similarity’ [1]). To exploit the general usefulness of this result, Eq. (1) needs to be extended to cover nonlinearity. We propose the following simple modification:

\[
p_0 = \left( \frac{4E^*}{3\pi} \right) (a/r)^n \tag{3}
\]

with material parameters \( E^* \) a nonlinear modulus and \( n \) a strain-hardening parameter. Eq. (1) is recovered if \( n = 1 \) and \( E^* = E \). The parameters \( n (\leq 1) \) and \( E^* (\leq E) \) may be obtained by curve-fitting numerically (e.g., FEM) generated or direct experimental data on any given inelastic monolithic material.

Generally, it is necessary to assign different values of \( n \) and \( E^* \) in different regions of the stress–strain curve, to distinguish low-load elastic responses (Eq. (1)) from high-load plastic responses (Eq. (3)) in materials with distinctive elastic–plastic regions [21].

3. Indentation stress–strain curves for composite bilayers

Consider the contact of a bilayer system with a sphere, as depicted in Fig. 1a. The volumes of influence of the deformation field are idealized by hemispherical zones about the contact center. Two factors distinguish the bilayer from the bulk structure: (i) a configurational factor \( d/r \), representing the coating thickness \( d \) in relation to the sphere radius \( r \); (ii) a material factor \( E_c/E_s \) (or \( E_c^* / E_s^* \)) representing the coating/substrate elastic–plastic mismatch. It can be foreseen from the idealized deformation geometry in Fig. 1b that the substrate will have little influence on the \( p_0(a/r) \) relation when the contacts are small, \( a/d \ll 1 \); conversely, the substrate will exert a strong, even dominant influence when the contacts are large, \( a/d \gg 1 \). The critical questions are: can we define a universal configurational function to describe the transition between these two limiting cases?—and how does the mismatch term \( E_c/E_s \) enter into this function? Of course, in real bilayers the deformation geometry may depart substantially from the idealized configuration shown in Fig. 1, with enhanced damage zone in either the coating or substrate depending on the mismatch, in which case the
 universality of any derived configurational function is questionable. However, as we shall see, a reasonably well-defined function can be determined for a broad range of material bilayers.

As in the previous section, we begin by first considering elastic contacts (cf. Eq. (1)), and then generalizing the treatment to plastic contacts (cf. Eq. (3)).

3.1. Fully elastic response

Begin by considering relations for the contact radius \( a \) and load \( P \) in terms of the effective elastic modulus \( E' \) for the constituent bulk coating (c) and substrate (s) materials. From Eq. (1), in conjunction with \( p_0 = P/\pi a^2 \):

\[
a_c = (3 Pr/4 E_c^*)^{1/3} \tag{4a}
\]

\[
a_s = (3 Pr/4 E_s^*)^{1/3} \tag{4b}
\]

Suppose that we write an analogous relation for the composite coating/substrate bilayer (cs):

\[
a = (3 Pr/4 E_{cs}^*)^{1/3} \tag{5}
\]

with \( E_{cs}^* \) an effective modulus for the bilayer. We can expect Eq. (5) to approach Eq. (4a) asymptotically at \( a/d \ll 1 \) (low \( P \)), and conversely Eq. (4b) asymptotically at \( a/d \gg 1 \) (high \( P \)), as indicated schematically in Fig. 2. In the intermediate region, \( E_{cs}^* \) will depend on the mismatch parameter \( E_c^*/E_s^* \) and configuration variable \( a/d \).

In order to evaluate \( E_{cs}^* \) we adopt a procedure analogous in some ways to that used by Gao et al. [18] for elastic contacts on bilayers. We rewrite Eq. (5) in the reduced form:

\[
a = a_c (E_c^*/E_s^*)^{L/3} \tag{6}
\]

such that, with Eqs. (4a) and (4b), the exponent \( L \) defines a nondimensional configurational function

\[
L(a/d) = \ln(a/a_c)/\ln(a_s/a_c) \tag{7}
\]

with \( 0 \leq L \leq 1 \) in the region \( 0 \leq a/d \leq \infty \). The function \( L(a/d) \) bears some resemblance to the modulus weighting function ('traction coefficient') defined by Gao et al. [18] although the mathematical context in the present work is quite different. Along with \( p_0 = P/\pi a^2 \), Eq. (6) provides the indentation stress–strain relation for elastic bilayers:

\[
p_0 = (4 E_c^* / 3 \pi) (E_c^*/E_s^*)^{L} (a/r) \tag{8}
\]

In this relation the influence of the substrate is seen as a simple modification of the elastic response for the bulk coating, with mismatch factor \( E_c^*/E_s^* \) and configuration factor \( L(a/d) \) now conveniently separated. This separation is helpful because it allows us to study the mismatch and geometry factors independently. From Eqs. (4a), (4b), (5) and (6), the effective modulus for the bilayer is

\[
E_{cs}^*(a/d) = E_s^*(E_c^*/E_s^*)^{L(a/d)} \tag{9}
\]

Note that in the trivial case of zero mismatch in Eq. (9) \( (E_{cs}^* = E_c^* = E_s^*) \), Eq. (8) reduces to Eq. (1) for the bulk coating \( (L = 0, a/d = 0) \) or substrate \( (L = 1, a/d = \infty) \).

This leaves only determination of the configurational asymptotic function \( L(a/d) \). We shall return to this issue in Section 4, after extending the analysis to elastic–plastic contacts.

3.2. Elastic–plastic response

The analysis for elastic bilayers may be extended to cover elastic–plastic bilayers by replacing Eq. (1) with Eq. (3). We write separate indentation stress–strain relations for the coating (c) and substrate (s):

\[
p_{oc} = (4 E_c^*/3 \pi) (a_c/r)^n \tag{10a}
\]

\[
p_{os} = (4 E_s^*/3 \pi) (a_s/r)^m \tag{10b}
\]

where \( n \) and \( m \) are plasticity exponents and \( E_c^* \) and \( E_s^* \) are effective nonlinear moduli. With \( p_0 = P/\pi a^2 \), we obtain analogous expressions for the contact radii \( a \) in Eqs. (4a) and (4b):

\[
a_c = (3 Pr^n / 4 E_c^*)^{1/(n+2)} \tag{11a}
\]

\[
a_s = (3 Pr^m / 4 E_s^*)^{1/(m+2)} \tag{11b}
\]

Fig. 2. Asymptotic behavior of \( a(P) \) in Eq. (5) for bilayer, depicted schematically for (a) hard coating on soft substrate, (b) soft coating on hard substrate. Dashed lines are representations of Eqs. (4a) and (4b) for the monolithic coating and substrate materials respectively.
Following Eq. (5), we write an analogous relation for the coating/substrate (cs) bilayer:

\[ a = \left( 3Pr^N / 4E_c^* \right)^{1/(N+2)} \]  

(12)

where \( E_c^* \) is an effective modulus and \( N \) is an effective exponent in the elastic–plastic region.

Presuming the function \( L(a/d) \) in Eq. (7) to remain material-insensitive, the analysis yields a nonlinear stress–strain relation for bilayers:

\[ p_0 = \left( 4E_c^* / 3\pi \right) \left( E_c^* / E_e^* \right)^{l(a/d)} \]  

(13)

where \( l \) is another nondimensional configurational exponent,

\[ l(a/d) = (n + 2)L(a/d)[(m + 2) + (n - m)L(a/d)] \]  

(14)

Like \( L(a/d) \), \( l(a/d) \) is an asymptotic function, with similar limits, i.e., \( l = 0 \) at \( L = 0 \) \( (a/d = 0) \) and \( l = 1 \) at \( L = 1 \) \( (a/d = \infty) \). Within these limits, \( l > L \) \( (0 \leq a/d \leq \infty) \).

Again, the influence of the substrate represents a simple modification of the elastic–plastic response for the bulk coating, with mismatch factor \( E_c^* / E_e^* \) and configuration factor \( l(a/d) \) separate entities. From Eqs. (12) and (13), the effective modulus and exponent are determined as

\[ E_e^*(a/d) = E_e^* \left( E_c^* / E_e^* \right)^{l(a/d)} \]  

(15a)

\[ N(a/d) = n - (n - m)l(a/d) \]  

(15b)

Note that in the trivial case of zero mismatch \( (E_c^* = E_e^*; N = n = m) \), we have \( l = L \) in Eq. (14), in which case Eq. (13) reduces to Eq. (3) for the bulk coating \( (L = 0, a/d = 0) \) or substrate \( (L = 1, a/d = \infty) \).

Again, the stress–strain curve is asymptotically determined by the properties of the coating at small contacts \( (a/d \rightarrow 0) \), and by the properties of the substrate at large contacts \( (a/d \rightarrow \infty) \). For the special case of identical exponents \( m = n \) \( (l = L \text{ in Eq. (14)}) \), Eq. (13) reduces to

\[ p_0 = \left( 4E_e^* / 3\pi \right) \left( E_c^* / E_e^* \right)^{(n/a)} \]  

(16)

For the even more special case \( m = n = 1 \), the elastic solution of Eq. (8) is recovered.

4. Empirical calibration of asymptotic configuration functions

We are now left with determining the asymptotic configuration function \( L(a/d) \), and thence \( l(a/d) \), needed for predicting the response of the bilayer from the elastic–plastic constants of the individual coating and substrate materials. We resort here to empirical calibration, using \( p_0(a/r) \) data for selected bilayer systems with a wide range of elastic–plastic mismatch: (i) a relatively hard glass–ceramic coating (Dicor, Dentsply/Caulk, Milford, DE) on a soft glass-filled polymer substrate (HCE, Kurrayar, Osaka, Japan) [22]; (ii) a relatively soft porcelain coating (Vita ZahnFabrik, Bad Sackingen, Germany) on a hard glass-infiltrated alumina substrate (InCeram, Vita ZahnFabrik, Bad Sackingen, Germany) [22]; (iii) a hard silicon nitride coating on a softened silicon nitride containing 30 vol.% boron nitride platelets (Si3N4/Si3N4–30BN) [16,23]. Data for the first two systems are computer-generated in stepwise loading using an FEM algorithm for Hertzian contacts on layer structures, in conjunction with constitutive relations matching the elastic–plastic properties of the individual bulk materials [14] (Appendix A). Data for the silicon nitride system are taken from actual

![Fig. 3. Indentation stress–strain curve for Dicor glass–ceramic coatings on HCE polymer substrates, for coating thicknesses d indicated. Data points are FEM-generated results, using WC spheres r = 3.18 mm for bilayer data. Solid curves are generated from Eqs. (8), (10a) and (10b). Bounding curves for Dicor and HCE bulk materials are data fits; intermediate curves for bilayer data at prescribed coating thickness are predictions. (Data courtesy of I.M. Peterson, Y.-G. Jung and S. Wuttiphan.)](image)

![Fig. 4. Indentation stress–strain curve for porcelain coatings on glass-infiltrated alumina substrates, for coating thicknesses d indicated. Data points are FEM-generated results, using WC spheres r = 3.18 mm for bilayer data. Solid curves are generated from Eqs. (8), (10a) and (10b). Bounding curves for porcelain and alumina bulk materials are data fits; intermediate curves for bilayer data at prescribed coating thickness are predictions. (Data courtesy of I.M. Peterson and S. Wuttiphan.)](image)
Fig. 5. Indentation stress–strain curves for Si$_3$N$_4$ coatings on Si$_3$N$_4$–30 wt.% BN substrates, for coating thicknesses $d$ indicated. Data points are experimental results, using WC spheres $r = 1.98$ mm for bilayer data. Solid curves are generated from Eqs. (8) and (13), in conjunction with Eqs. (14) and (17). Bounding curves for Si$_3$N$_4$ and Si$_3$N$_4$–30 wt.% BN bulk materials are data fits; intermediate curves for bilayer data at prescribed coating thickness $d$ are predictions. (Data from Ref. [16].)

The indentation stress–strain data for the three bilayer systems are plotted in Figs. 3–5, for a range of coating thicknesses $d$, and for tungsten carbide spheres of radius $r = 3.18$ mm in Figs. 3 and 4 and $r = 1.98$ mm in Fig. 5. Data for the constituent bulk materials represent upper and lower bounds for the bilayer functions. Best fits of Eqs. (1) and (3) to these bounding data in the elastic and elastic–plastic regions are shown as dashed curves. We distinguish the elastic and plastic regions arbitrarily by $a/r = 0.05$, corresponding to a typical indentation strain at yield [1]. (Alternatively, and perhaps preferably, one might distinguish the two regions by actual measurements of the contact pressure $p_Y$ at which yield is first observed experimentally [1,24–26].) The best fits to the bulk material data enable the evaluations of the coating and substrate moduli ($E^c$ and $E^s$, $E^c_*$ and $E^s_*$) and exponents ($n$ and $m$) in Table 1.
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Fig. 6. Determination of configuration function $L(a/d)$. Points are from bilayer data in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. Solid curve is best-fit three-parameter Weibull function.

With this parametric calibration for the constituent materials, we then use the bilayer data in Figs. 3–5 to determine $L$ as a function of $a/d = (a/r)(r/d)$, solving from Eq. (8) (elastic) or Eqs. (13) and (14) (elastic–plastic). The results for the three bilayer systems are plotted in Fig. 6. Note that the $L(a/d)$ data for the three systems overlap each other within the random scatter in data, suggesting a universal function, although some systematic shifts are apparent. The data are best-fitted by a three-parameter Weibull function,

$$L(a/d) = 1 - \exp\left\{-\left[ A + B \ln\left(\frac{a}{d}\right)\right]^M\right\}$$

yielding coefficients $A = 0.749$, $B = 0.173$ and $M = 4.72$. This best-fit function is plotted as the solid curve in Fig. 6. Note that the data tend asymptotically to the limits $L = 0$ at $a/d = 0$ and $L = 1$ at $a/d = \infty$, as required.

To illustrate the validity of this fitting procedure, we regenerate the indentation stress–strain functions $p_Y(a/r)$ from Eqs. (8) and (13) for the bilayers as the solid curves in Figs. 3–5, using the best-fit function $L(a/d)$ in Eq. (17) together with the empirically calibrated material parameters in Table 1. Withstanding some systematic deviations from the data, the regenerated curves account for the broad trend from coating-controlled to substrate-controlled behavior as the indentation strain $a/r$ increases, and as the coating thickness $d$ diminishes.

| Table 1 | Elastic–plastic parameters in Eq. (1) for bulk coating (c) and substrate (s) materials represented in Figs. 3, 4 and 5 |
|----------------|-------------------------------------------------|----------------------|-----------------|
| Material               | Elastic modulus (GPa) | Inelastic modulus (GPa) | Inelastic exponent |
| Glass–ceramic (Dicor)  | (c)   | $E_c = 64.1$ | $E_c^* = 22.4$ | $n = 0.614$ |
| Polymer (HCE)          | (s)   | $E_s = 23.5$ | $E_s^* = 11.5$ | $m = 0.764$ |
| Porcelain              | (c)   | $E_c = 54.8$ | $E_c^* = 39.7$ | $n = 0.852$ |
| Al$_2$O$_3$ (infiltrated) | (s)   | $E_s = 218$ | $E_s^* = 57.6$ | $m = 0.540$ |
| Si$_3$N$_4$            | (c)   | $E_c = 220$ | $E_c^* = 89.0$ | $n = 0.639$ |
| Si$_3$N$_4$–30BN       | (s)   | $E_s = 113$ | $E_s^* = 15.0$ | $m = 0.368$ |
5. Discussion

In this study, we have presented simple, analytical power-law relations for the stress–strain response $p_0(a/r)$ of elastic-plastic bilayer systems (Sections 2 and 3) for indentations with spheres. The configurational function $L(a/d)$ that lies at the core of the analysis has been evaluated from data on three material bilayer systems, and fitted with an empirical three-parameter Weibull function (Section 4). A feature of the formulation is the mathematical separation of material parameters (mismatch modulus factors $E_s/E_s$, and $E_s^*/E_s^*$, exponents $n$ and $m$) from geometrical parameters ($a/d$, or $d/r$), so that the roles of material and geometrical variables may be assessed independently. To make predictions for a given bilayer system it is still necessary to specify material parameters a priori for each layer component, or to calibrate these parameters directly from experimentally measured or FEM-generated data on monolith controls. The ensuing calculation of the composite $p_0(a/r)$ function using Eqs. (8) and (13) is more straightforward than conventional numerical analysis. In this context, the power-law formulation presents itself as a useful design adjunct for optimizing materials and geometries for layer structures.

The fact that we can fit a single function to the data in Fig. 6 for widely different coating/substrate bilayer systems suggests a certain universality in our function $L(a/d)$ for spherical indenters, providing confidence in using the analysis in a predictive capacity. Universality in $L(a/d)$ implies geometrical similarity in the contact field, essentially requiring that the geometry of the damage zones in Fig. 1b be the same for all material systems. This requirement is in fact unlikely to be satisfied for materials with widely different modulus and hardness properties, especially in the elastic–plastic regions where yield occurs preferentially and more extensively in the softer component [16,23]. Such departures from similarity could account for the small apparent system-to-system data shifts in Fig. 6, and thence for some of the discrepancies between data and predictions in Figs. 3–5. Nevertheless, the predicted curves do appear to predict the broader data trends in these figures.

In principal, one could derive analogous $L(a/d)$ functions for contacts with fixed-profile indenters, e.g., cones or pyramids, in terms of the (size-invariant) hardness values of the coating and substrate materials [17]. The advantage of spherical indenters is that they incorporate the complete range of elastic and plastic properties within the constituent $p_0(a/r)$ functions [21,25,27], whereas the same functions for fixed-profile indenters (at least in the loading half-cycle of the indentation) contain information only on the fully plastic state.

In the present work we have chosen bilayers with coating thicknesses in the range $= 0.1$–$1$ mm as illustrative case studies. However, universality in $L(a/d)$ means that the analysis should apply equally well to microscale and even nanoscale layers—it is necessary only to scale the indentation process to suit the scale of the coating. To establish a rule of thumb for this scaling we write $r/d = (r/a)(a/d)$, and insert the following representative values: (i) $a/d = 2.77$ at $L = 0.5$ in Eq. (17) (Fig. 6), corresponding to a contact configuration in which the substrate and coating contribute equally to the load-bearing capacity; (ii) $a/r = 0.1$, corresponding to the mid-range of elastic–plastic deformation (Figs. 3–5). This gives $r/d = 25$. Hence our use of sphere radius $r = 1.98$ and $3.18$ mm is most appropriate to coatings of thickness $d = 0.1$ mm. Conversely, for $d = 1$ μm and $d = 1$ nm, we would choose spheres of radius $r = 25$ μm and $r = 25$ nm, respectively, which is in the range of instrumented nanindenters.

We have used the properties of the constituent bulk materials to predict the indentation stress–strain response of composite bilayers. In many coating systems this course may not always be possible, because of difficulties in obtaining bulk specimens of the coating material for independent evaluation. Moreover, the properties of coatings may be very different from those of the corresponding bulk material. (A striking example is plasma-sprayed coatings, where the moduli may be diminished by more than an order of magnitude [12].) In this context, a potentially important application of our simple formulation is to deconvolute the coating properties from measurements on the composite bilayers. In principle, one should be able to evaluate all of the coating and substrate parameters (moduli $E_s^*$ and $E_s$, $E_s^*$ and $E_s^*$, exponents $n$ and $m$) by best-fitting the bilayer data sets to Eqs. (8) and (13) in the elastic and elastic–plastic regions, in conjunction with Eqs. (14) and (17). In practice, the reliability of any such evaluation will depend on the availability of a sufficient quantity of data; and, in the case of the coating, will be greatly improved if the properties of the substrate are

![Fig. 7. Plot of indentation stress–strain curves for Si$_3$N$_4$ coating material. Data points are experimental measurements from Fig. 5. Solid curves are predictions from Eqs. (1) and (3) using coating parameters deconvoluted from bilayer data in Fig. 5.](image-url)
Fig. 8. Finite element grid for indentation of bilayer of coating thickness d with sphere of radius r (3.18 mm).

independently established. As an example, we use the bilayer data sets for each coating thickness d in Fig. 5 to determine the parameters for the silicon nitride coating material, using the substrate parameters listed in Table 1. With these determinations, we regenerate the coating stress–strain functions (solid curves) shown in Fig. 7, for comparison with the experimental data points. The correlation between predicted curves and experimental data is generally well within 10% in stress values, except for the smallest coating thickness d. The discrepancy in the latter case confirms that more reliable evaluations of the coating properties are likely to come from data at larger d.

Our power-law stress–strain formulation, notwithstanding its apparent capacity to predict trends, has acknowledged limitations. We have already alluded to departures from universal geometrical similarity as one such limitation. Invariably, adoption of empirical power-law functions provides mathematical expediency at the expense of physical insight. Such idealized power-law functions are unlikely to represent fundamental uniaxial stress–strain responses. (In fact, in quasi-plastic materials, the underlying elastic–plastic response is probably closer to bilinear [28], resulting in a nonlinear p0(a/r) function different from power-law [21].) We may expect the regenerated p0(a/r) curves to provide inaccurate representations in the transition region near the yield point, and at high stresses and strains as the deformation approaches full plasticity. In brittle coatings on soft substrates, experimental data points are expected to fall below the regenerated curves at high loads, as transverse cracks propagate and reduce the net compliance of the system [13,22]. (However, note that delamination cracks are less likely to influence the results, since these cracks tend to form predominantly at the end of unloading [13].) We may further expect the regenerated curves to be inaccurate in the presence of superposed residual in-plane coating stresses, e.g., from thermal expansion mismatch between interlayers, especially for residual stresses > 1 GPa (cf. values of p0 in Figs. 3–5). FEM simulations are likely to provide more accurate and continuous representations over the data range, especially in the vicinity of the yield point [14,15], and if due allowance is also made in the code for the incidence of any transverse cracking [29].

Finally, it is envisioned that the procedure outlined in Sections 2 and 3 might equally well be used to derive load-displacement (P–z) relations of the kind measured in instrumented indentation testing [30,31].
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Appendix A. Finite element modelling of indentation stress–strain curves

A commercial FEM package (Strand, G&D Computing, Sydney, Australia) is used to construct an algorithm for generating the data in Figs. 3 and 4 [14,15]. The algorithm models an indenting sphere of given radius (r = 3.18 mm) in frictionless axisymmetric contact on a flat cylindrical specimen (4 mm radius and 4 mm thick), using the grid shown in Fig. 8. For the bilayer structures, each material layer is allowed to yield according to a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Young's modulus [E] (GPa)</th>
<th>Yield stress [Y] (GPa)</th>
<th>Strain-hardening coefficient [α]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass–ceramic (Dicor)</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer (HCE)</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porcelain</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al₂O₃ (infiltrated)</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
critical shear stress condition, in conjunction with a bilinear uniaxial stress–strain function \( \sigma(\varepsilon) \) [25]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma &= E\varepsilon , \quad (\sigma < Y) \quad (A1a) \\
\sigma &= Y + \alpha (\varepsilon E - Y) , \quad (\sigma > Y) \quad (A1b)
\end{align*}
\]

with \( E \) Young’s modulus, \( Y \) a uniaxial compression yield stress, and \( \alpha \) a dimensionless strain-hardening coefficient (0 \( \leq \alpha \leq 1 \): \( \alpha = 1 \), fully elastic; \( \alpha = 0 \), fully plastic). Strong interfacial bonding is assumed between the adjacent layers in Fig. 8 (no delamination). Contact is incremented monotonically to peak load, with a maximum 50 iterations at each increment, with a tolerance 0.1\% in force and 0.5\% in displacement. At each load \( P \) the contact radius \( a \) is determined, from which \( p_0 = P / \pi a^2 \) and \( a/r \) are evaluated.

In order to generate a priori FEM stress–strain curves for the bilayers of specified coating thicknesses \( d \) in Fig. 8, the parameters, \( E, Y \) and \( \alpha \) in Eq. (1) (as well as Poisson’s ratio taken here at a common value 0.25), must first be specified for each material. In practice, this is most readily done by ‘calibration’ against experimental \( p_0(a/r) \) data for bulk specimens. The results of such parameter calibrations for the materials in Figs. 3 and 4 are summarized in Table 2, to be described in more detail elsewhere [22].
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stresses—i.e., tougher ceramics characterized by R-curves. The R-curve can be due to several toughening mechanisms, but is most commonly associated with energy dissipation by internal friction at sliding grains, platelets or whiskers, or other microstructural elements that "bridge" the crack wake.\textsuperscript{12,14} Such ceramics ordinarily appear completely brittle in traditional strength tests. However, the very same microstructural features that enhance long-crack toughness tend also to degrade short-crack toughness, compromising such important properties as wear resistance.\textsuperscript{15} Hertzian fracture tends to be suppressed in these materials—instead, a "quasi-plastic" deformation zone develops in the strong shear-compression region below the contact. Macroscopically, this deformation region resembles the plastic zones that occur in metals.\textsuperscript{6} Microscopically, however, the damage is altogether different, consisting of an array of "closed" mode II cracks with internal sliding friction ("shear faults") at the weak planes within the microstructure.\textsuperscript{16} At high loads, secondary "extensive" microcracks initiate at the ends of the constrained faults. Much precedent for this type of distributed damage exists in the literature on grossly heterogeneous brittle rocks in confined compression fields.\textsuperscript{17,18} It is implicit that one can control the degree of quasi-plasticity relative to the brittle mode by suitably tailoring the ceramic microstructure.\textsuperscript{16}

Experimental simplicity and amenability to materials evaluation are features of general indentation testing. Sometimes indentation is the only practical means of obtaining fundamental information on critical lifetime-limiting damage modes in some ceramics, particularly the quasi-plastic mode. However, we will not attempt to cover the entire field of indentation testing here, omitting in particular parallel developments in the 1970s using Vickers and Knoop indenters ("sharp" indenters). These parallel developments have been reviewed elsewhere.\textsuperscript{22,23} We simply point out here one major advantage of "blunt," spherical indenters—they enable one to follow the entire evolution of damage modes, a progressive transition from initial elasticity to full plasticity.\textsuperscript{19}

The layout in the article is as follows. We begin with a consideration of the stress fields beneath a spherical indenter, in both elastic and elastic-plastic contact. Then we present micrographic evidence for the two modes of indentation damage, single cone cracking ("brittle mode") and distributed microdamage ("quasi-plastic mode"), in a broad range of glassy and polycrystalline ceramics. Specific attention is focused on the controlling role of microstructure in the competition between these two modes. Damage models for the two modes, at both the macroscopic and microscopic levels, are described. The practical issue of stress degradation from damage accumulation, in particular relation to damage tolerance, is then examined. Finally, the scope of Hertzian contact testing is illustrated by examining the most recent work on contact fatigue and damage in layer structures.

II. Contact Stress Fields

Consider the frictionless contact of a sphere, radius $r$, at normal load $P$, on a flat continuum specimen, Fig. 1. The field is initially elastic. Beyond a critical load, however, a Hertzian cone crack ("brittle solid") or a subsurface deformation zone ("plastic solid") initiates. Here we outline the basic features of the stress fields associated with elastic and elastic-plastic contacts.

(1) Elastic Fields

The basic Hertzian elasticity solutions for a sphere of radius $r$ at normal load $P$ are well-documented.\textsuperscript{1,2,20,21} The contact radius $a$ is given by

$$a^3 = 4kPr/3E$$ \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $E$ is Young's modulus and $k = (9/16)\{1 - v^2\} + (1 - v^2)/E$ is a dimensionless coefficient, with $v$ Poisson's ratio and the prime notation denoting the indenter material.\textsuperscript{21} The contact radius defines the spatial scale of the contact field. The mean contact pressure

$$p_0 = P/\pi a^2$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

defines the intensity of the contact field. The maximum tensile stress in the specimen occurs at the contact circle:

$$\sigma_m = \frac{1}{2}(1 - 2\nu)p_0$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

The maximum shear stress is located along the contact axis at a depth $-0.5a$ below the surface:

$$\tau_m = 0.48p_0$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

The mean contact pressure in Eq. (2) can be written in other useful forms by combining with Eq. (1). One such form expresses $p_0$ in terms of $a$ and $r$:

$$p_0 = (3E/4\pi k)a/r$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

Equation (5) prescribes a linear relation between $p_0$, "indentation stress," and $a/r$, "indentation strain," leading to a procedure for obtaining basic stress-strain information.\textsuperscript{22} Another useful form is given in terms of $P$ and $r$:

$$p_0 = (3E/4k)^{2/3}(P/\pi r^2)^{1/3}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

Principal normal and shear stresses are calculable from analytical solutions of the contact boundary conditions (Panel A). It is conventional to define $\sigma_1 \geq \sigma_2 \geq \sigma_3$ nearly everywhere within the Hertzian field, so that $\sigma_1$ is the most tensile principal stress and $\tau_{13} = \frac{1}{2}(\sigma_1 - \sigma_3)$ is the maximum principal shear stress. Figure 2 shows contours of $\sigma_1$, $\sigma_3$, and $\tau_{13}$ (Fig. 2) as a "hoop" stress. The $\sigma_1$, tensile stresses (shaded) in Fig. 2(a) concentrate in a shallow surface region, with maximum value $\sigma_{m1}$ at the contact circle (Eq. (3)). Included in Fig. 2(a) are $\sigma_2$ stress trajectories (dashed lines) from the specimen surface, defining paths always normal to $\sigma_1$ within the plane of the diagram. The rapid decrease of $\sigma_1$ along these trajectories is a characteristic feature of contact problems. Note that the $\sigma_3$ stresses in Fig. 2(b) are everywhere compressive. The principal shear stresses $\tau_{13}$ at $\tau_{13}$ in Fig. 2(c) are constrained beneath the contact, with widely spaced contours and maximum value $\tau_m$ along the contact axis (Eq. (4)).

(2) Elastic-Plastic Fields

Above some yield point relatively soft materials, such as metals, undergo plastic flow beneath the contact. In relation to the uniaxial compression yield stress $Y$, the flow initiates at $\tau_m = \frac{1}{2}Y = 0.47p_Y$, corresponding to $p_Y = 1.14Y$. At in-
Panel A. Hertzian Stress Fields

The stresses within the Hertzian elastic contact field are given by the following expressions, in cylindrical coordinates $R, \theta, z$ (with $z$ along the axis of symmetry):\(^{21,23}\)

\[
\sigma_r/\rho_0 = \frac{1}{2}(1 - 2v)(a/R)^2[(1 - (z/u^{1/3})^3]^3
+ \frac{3}{2}(z/u^{1/3})[(1 - v)u/(a^2 + u)]
+ (1 + v)(a/u^{1/2}) \text{arctan}(a/u^{1/2}) - 2]\]

\[
\sigma_\theta/\rho_0 = \frac{1}{2}(1 - 2v)(a/R)^2[(1 - (z/u^{1/3})^3]^3
+ \frac{3}{2}(z/u^{1/3})[(1 - v)u/(a^2 + u)]
+ (1 + v)(a/u^{1/2}) \text{arctan}(a/u^{1/2}) + 2v]\]

\[
\sigma_z/\rho_0 = \frac{3}{2}(z/u^{1/3})[(a^2u/(a^2 + 2z^2)]
+ \frac{3}{2}(z/u^{1/3})[(1 - v)u/(a^2 + u)]
+ (1 + v)(a/u^{1/2}) \text{arctan}(a/u^{1/2}) + 2v]\]

\[
\tau_{Rz} = \frac{3}{2}(R/a^2u/(a^2 + 2z^2)]\right)\]

where

\[
u = \frac{1}{2}((R^2 + z^2 - a^2) + [(R^2 + z^2 - a^2)^2 + 4a^2z^2]^{1/2}\]

The principal normal stresses, defined such that $\sigma_1 \equiv \sigma_2 \equiv \sigma_3$ nearly everywhere,\(^{11}\) are

\[
\sigma_1 = \frac{1}{2}(\sigma_R + \sigma_z + \left[\left(\frac{1}{2}(\sigma_R + \sigma_z)\right)^2 + \tau_{Rz}^2\right])
\]

\[
\sigma_z = \sigma_R
\]

\[
\sigma_3 = \frac{1}{2}(\sigma_R + \sigma_z - \left[\left(\frac{1}{2}(\sigma_R + \sigma_z)\right)^2 + \tau_{Rz}^2\right])
\]

where $\sigma_2$ is a hoop stress. The maximum principal shear stress is

\[
\tau_{13} = \frac{1}{2}(\sigma_1 - \sigma_3)
\]

The angle $\alpha$ between the $\sigma_2-\sigma_3$ stress trajectory surface (closely approximating the cone crack path) and the specimen free surface is given by

\[
tan 2\alpha = -2\tau_{Rz}/(\sigma_R - \sigma_z)
\]

Analogous relations exist for a cylindrical flat punch end-loaded onto the specimen surface\(^{21}\) and for a sliding spherical indenter.\(^{24,25}\)

III. Hertzian Cone Fracture in Brittle Solids

(1) Historical Survey

As indicated, most early experiments on cone fracture were conducted on glass, notably soda–lime glass, in normal static loading. The transparency of this model brittle solid made it especially easy to follow the crack evolution. The 1950s saw the first serious attempts to understand the underlying mechanics of cone fracture in glass, highlighted by the systematic studies of Tillett\(^{33}\) and Roessel.\(^{25,35}\) Around the same time, papers on single crystals, notably on diamond,\(^{36-39}\) germanium,\(^{40}\) and silicon\(^{41}\) began to appear, attesting to the generality of the phenomenon. The main distinguishing features in the single crystals were attendant cleavage tendencies in the surface crack patterns, reflecting crystallographic symmetries.

A photograph of a Hertzian cone crack in glass (in this instance, formed with an axisymmetric flat punch) is shown in Fig. 4(a).\(^{34}\) The fully developed cone crack is the archetypal stable fracture system.\(^{34,42}\) The crack base continues to grow steadily with subsequent increasing load. Roessel, using energy balance concepts in conjunction with Tillett’s data, established the now well-known relation $P/R^{1/2} = \text{constant}$ between applied load $P$ and cone base radius $R$. In the case of a spherical indenter, the expanding contact circle ultimately engulfs the surface ring, resulting in the generation of secondary ring cracks (a complication avoided with flat-punch indenters). Af-
ter unloading, the fracture usually remains visible because of imperfect closure at the crack interface. 39,43

The mechanics of cone crack initiation goes back to 1891, when Auerbach established his famous empirical law between critical load and sphere radius, $P_C \propto r$.10 This relation and its limits were illustrated most compellingly by Tillett’s data on glass,33 reproduced in Fig. 5 as a plot of $P_C r$ vs $r$. Two regions of behavior are evident: the Auerbach region, $P_C r =$ constant, at small $r$, and a second region, asymptotic to $P_C r^2 =$ constant, at large $r$. Roesser subsequently reviewed the existing literature data on glass and demonstrated the commonality of Auerbach’s law under a wide range of contact conditions, including impact.34 From such studies arose one of the most celebrated paradoxes in brittle fracture theory: if it is assumed that cone cracking initiates when the maximum tensile stress exceeds the strength of the bulk solid, $\sigma_C = \sigma_m = \sigma_b$, Eqs. (3) and (6) predict $P_C \propto r^2$, independent of $r$. As Fig. 5 shows, this quadratic relation is approached only in the limit of infinite $r$. The stresses $\sigma_C$ calculated from Eqs. (3) and (6) using measured $P_C$ values are invariably higher than the measured bulk strengths $\sigma_b$ on the same material, the more so at smaller $r$, implying breakdown of the critical stress concept; specifically, $P_C \propto r$ corresponds to $\sigma_C \propto r^{-1/2}$. At sufficiently small $r$, $\sigma_C$ may become high enough that some form of plasticity generates before fracture, in even the most brittle materials, indicating a “brittle-ductile” transition with increasing indenter

Fig. 2. Hertzian stress field: (a) principal normal stress $\sigma_1$, (b) principal normal stress $\sigma_3$, and (c) principal shear stress $\tau_{13} = \frac{1}{2}(\sigma_1 - \sigma_3)$. Dashed curves in (a) are $\sigma_1$ stress trajectories. Stresses in units of $P_0$. AA denotes contact diameter $2a$. Plotted for $\nu = 0.22$.

Fig. 3. Indentation stress–strain curve for glass-ceramic. In base glass and crystallized forms. Data taken with tungsten carbide spheres in the radius range $r = 0.79$ mm to 12.7 mm (not distinguished in plot). Curves through data are FEM fits using Eq. (7), with $\alpha = 1$ for the glassy state and $\alpha = 0.10$ for the crystallized state ($E$ and $Y$ independently determined). Initial yield pressure $P_Y$ indicated for glass-ceramic. Data reproduced from Refs. 16 and 32.

“sharpness.” 44–47 At the same time, $\sigma_C$ generally remains well below the limiting cohesive strength of the solid over most practical ranges of $r$, indicating that the cone cracks must initiative from pre-present flaws.

This last point raises the issue of flaw statistics.48,49 At one time it was proposed that Auerbach’s law might be explained if the flaw distributions were sufficiently sparse. Assuming that the critical stress criterion remains valid, it was argued that smaller contacts have a lower probability of locating larger flaws within a given size population, accounting for an apparent increase in critical stress with decreasing $r$. This school pointed to the wide scatter in $P_C$ data on smooth, carefully handled glass surfaces. However, later experiments on glass surfaces containing controlled flaws introduced by a wide range of abrasive grit sizes demonstrated an insensitivity of $P_C$ to flaw size in the Auerbach region.50

Fig. 4. Hertzian cone fracture: (a) photograph of crack in soda–lime glass, produced by indentation with cylindrical punch at $P = 40$ kN (block edge 50 mm), from Ref. 34; and (b) schematic showing critical geometrical parameters.
An important factor in the evolution of cone cracking is the test environment, particularly water. Early experimentalists noted that newly formed cone cracks in glass extend steadily at constant load, at first rapidly and then more slowly.\textsuperscript{54,51} This growth was later demonstrated to be commensurate with conventional crack velocity laws.\textsuperscript{52,53} The role of moisture is even stronger in the crack initiation. Figure 6 shows some data for soda–lime glass indented with steel spheres in different environments, plotted as critical load $P_c$ vs contact time $t_c$ (time to fracture at constant crosshead speed).\textsuperscript{54} In any given environment, $P_c$ decreases steadily with increasing $t_c$. At any given $t_c$, $P_c$ decreases with increasing water content and with increasing temperature, highlighting the kinetic effect. Section-and-etch studies on cracks grown slowly in moist environments confirmed that the cone begins its life as a slowly penetrating embryonic surface ring prior to its abrupt full development.\textsuperscript{55}

Later, experiments were extended to fine-grain polycrystalline and other ceramics.\textsuperscript{56-63} Such materials are generally opaque, making it necessary to observe the specimen surface \textit{a posteriori} or to use acoustic emission to detect the crack initiation.

\subsection*{(2) Introduction of Fracture Mechanics}

Introduction of Griffith–Irwin fracture mechanics into the Hertzian fracture problem was made in 1967 by Frank and Lawn,\textsuperscript{11} with the express purpose of deriving Auerbach’s law from first principles. The basic precepts of the fracture mechanics approach in the context of Hertzian fracture can be summarized as follows. Cone cracks tend to form in highly brittle solids with zero or insignificant $R$-curves, i.e., materials with single-valued toughness, $K_{IC} = T_0$. For such materials, extension of any crack of length $c$ under equilibrium conditions is determined by the simple equality $K(c) = T_0$; if $dK(c)/dc > 0$, the equilibrium is unstable; if $dK(c)/dc < 0$, the equilibrium is stable.\textsuperscript{7} When kinetic conditions prevail, extension is determined by a crack velocity relation $\nu = \nu(K)$.

Consider cone cracks in their well-developed state, Fig. 4(b). The actual crack length $c$ is related to the dimension $C$ of a "virtual" cone with the tip located above the contact surface:

$$C = c + R_0/\cos \alpha_0$$

(8)

where $R_0$ is the surface ring radius and $\alpha_0$ is the cone base angle. The stress-intensity factor for this virtual cone crack system is given by\textsuperscript{3}

$$K(c) = \chi P/c^{3/2}$$

(9)

where $\chi$ is a crack geometry coefficient. At $K = T_0$, we have $P \simeq C^{3/2}$, i.e., Rosner's relation. Sphere radius $r$ enters Eqs. (8) and (9) only through $R_0$; therefore, $K(c)$ is insensitive to $r$ in the region $c >> R_0$.

The mechanics of cone crack initiation is more complex. The Frank–Lawn treatment\textsuperscript{11} addressed this issue in two key steps:

(i) The cone cracks start from flaws on the specimen top surface at (or just outside) the contact circle where the tensile stresses are concentrated. The embryonic cracks subsequently coalesce the contact circle as a shallow surface ring, then propagate downward and outward, closely (but not exactly) following the $\sigma_3$ trajectories (so as to be nearly normal at all points to the $\sigma_1$ tensile stresses) in the prior stress field (Fig. 2(a)).

(ii) A stress-intensity factor for the downward crack extension can be expressed uniquely in terms of the prior stress function $\sigma_1(s)$, where $s$ is a coordinate along the $\sigma_3$ trajectory. The stress-intensity factor has the form

$$K(cla) = p_0 a^{1/2}l(c/a,\beta,\nu)$$

(10)

where $\beta = R_0/a$ is the relative crack location and $l(c/a,\beta,\nu)$ is the dimensionless integral

$$l(c/a,\beta,\nu) = 2(c/\pi a) 1/2 \int_0^{c/a} [\sigma_1(s/a,\beta,\nu)/p_0] (s/a)$$

$$\left(s^2/a^2-\beta^2/a^2\right)^{1/2}$$

(11)

Figure 7 sketches the normalized condition $K(cla)/T_0$ for a sequence of increasing loads ($P' \rightarrow P \rightarrow P''$). The function has two unstable branches (1,3) and two stable (2,4) branches. Suppose the specimen contains surface flaws within the range $c_0 \leq c_1 \leq c_4$ and that equilibrium conditions prevail. Then the crack evolves along the configurational path marked by the arrows, growing stably with load along $K(T_0) = 1$ until a critical penetration depth $c = c_4$ is reached, whence the full cone crack pops in and arrests on branch 4. Inserting $I = I(c,\nu) = \text{constant}$ and using Eqs. (1) and (2) to eliminate $p_0$ and $a$ in Eq. (10), we obtain the critical condition for cone initiation.

---

Fig. 5. Plot of $P_c/r$ vs $r$ for polished soda–lime glass, using steel spheres. Inclined dashed line is prediction for flaw in uniform field $\sigma_w$. Plot reproduced from Ref. 50, using Tillet's data.\textsuperscript{53}

Fig. 6. Critical load for cone initiation as function of time to fracture in surface-abraded soda–lime glass, using steel spheres ($r = 6.35$ mm) at constant crosshead speeds in different environments. Reference horizontal dashed line is "inert" value (evaluated from sphere drop tests). Data from Ref. 54.

Fig. 7. Normalized $K(c)$ curves for Hertzian fracture ($\beta = 1$ and $\nu = 0.3$). Arrows indicate evolution from surface flaw to full cone crack. Plots from Refs. 2 and 3.
where \( A = 4\pi r^3/3E = \text{constant} \). Equation (12) is a formal statement of Auerbach's law.

The requirement that surface flaws must first grow to depth \( c_f \), before propagating within the full cone renders \( P_C \) independent of \( c_f \) in Eq. (12), consistent with the test results on variously abraded glass surfaces mentioned in the previous subsection. For very small flaws in the range \( c_f < c_0 \), or for very large spheres (large \( r \), large \( a \)), the initiation is spontaneous from branch 1 to branch 4—which is the domain of the asymptotic relation \( P_C \approx r^2 \) in Fig. (5). Interestingly, for very large flaws in the range \( c_f > c_1 \), it can become increasingly difficult to initiate cone cracks at all, because of difficulties in accommodating the crack to the curved stress trajectory paths of maximum tension.50,51,64,65

A feature of Eq. (12) is the appearance of toughness \( T_0 \) (not apparent, of course, in the original empirical Auerbach’s law).11,24 This feature has been used to evaluate the toughness properties of several brittle glasses and single crystals11,66-69 and fine-grain ceramics70-72 (although Vickers indenters have proved to be more popular in this regard73,74).

Several variants of the above theory have appeared in the three decades since 1967,53,61,70,71 Most have focused on modifications to the Greens function in Eq. (11), with allowance for several factors: a starting surface crack outside the contact (\( \beta > 1 \));70,72 indenter–specimen interface friction (which redistributes the tensile stresses);73 an ever-widening crack front;74 and hybrid combination of flaw statistics with fracture mechanics.71 One conclusion that can be drawn from these variant studies is that the exact form of the calculated \( P_C(r) \) function is highly assumption-sensitive, making absolute predictions of toughness difficult. Some analyses question the existence of the “energy barrier” at \( c = c_f \) in Fig. 7. In this context of analytical subjectivity, an approach by Kocer and Collins76 using FEM simulations of cone crack evolution is worthy of special mention. In their algorithm, the cone crack is allowed to grow stepwise from a starting surface flaw, and the actual (as distinct from the prior) field at the crack tip is reevaluated at each step, using energy-release-rate principles to determine the next increment. The Kocer–Collins procedure is noteworthy for its accurate prediction of the observed cone crack angle, and offers the prospect of more-objective evaluations of toughness parameters.

Notwithstanding any persistent uncertainties in the fracture mechanics, the stabilizing role of the decreasing tensile stress function \( \sigma_f(s) \) in Eq. (11) in the experimentally documented shift away from \( P_C \propto r^2 \) toward \( P_C \propto r \) and the associated sphere-size dependence of the critical tensile stress \( \sigma_C \) are incontrovertible.

Finally, how restrictive is the presumption of a single-valued toughness in the equilibrium-crack analyses? For microstructurally heterogeneous ceramics with \( R \)-curves, \( K_C(c) \) in Eqs. (9) and (10) should strictly be equated to a crack-size-dependent toughness function \( K_C(c) = T_C(c) \) rather than to \( T_0 \) (equivalent to replacing the horizontal dashed line at \( K/T_0 = 1 \) in Fig. 7 by a \( K_C \)-curve), with consequent reduction in size of the cone crack. But a more dramatic consequence of microstructural heterogeneity, as shown in the next section, is a fundamental change in the damage mode.

IV. Quasi-Plastic Damage in Tough Ceramics

(1) Nature of Quasi-Plastic Deformation

Investigation of sphere-indentation quasi-plastic damage in tough, heterogeneous ceramics, although foreshadowed in some earlier studies,22,29,75 began in earnest only in the 1990s.6,16,19,32,76-79 We have already alluded to this damage mode in association with nonlinear stress–strain curves (Fig. 3) and to attendant suppression of cone cracking in such ceramics. The question remains: what is the nature of the quasi plasticity?

Contact-induced quasi plasticity is manifest as a residual surface impression above a threshold yield load \( P_y \). Combining \( \tau_m = \frac{1}{2}Y \) with Eqs. (4) and (6) gives

\[
P_C(r^2) = (1.1\pi Y^3)(4k/3E)^2 = \text{constant}
\]

Measurement of \( P_y \) thereby affords a simple means for determining the yield stress \( Y \). The quadratic relation \( P_C \propto r^2 \) implies geometrical similarity in the elastic–plastic field (valid as long as the contact dimension remains very much larger than the microstructure scale81). Again, comparison of \( P_C \propto r^2 \) for yield with \( P_C \propto r \) for cracking indicates an increasing tendency to dominant plasticity at “sharper” contacts.

But the most informative clues as to the nature of the quasi-plastic mode are obtained from subsurface sections. Recall from Fig. 2(c) that the location of maximum shear stress is located beneath the contact surface. One particularly useful technique, an adaptation from earlier workers,29,82,83 involves preseccioning a specimen into two half-blocks before indentation, using an adhesive to bond the two halves together again, and indenting across the surface trace of the bonded interface—Nomarski illumination of the separated half-blocks then reveals the subsurface damage.32,76 Half-surface and section views obtained in this way are shown in Fig. 8(a) for the same crystal-
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lized glass-ceramic used to obtain the stress-strain data in Fig. 3. The subsurface quasi-plastic zone in this ceramic is macroscopically similar to the yield zones beneath hardness impressions in soft metals, except that it is much more highly constrained ("pinched") beneath the immediate contact. Observations of sequences of indentations at different loads allow one to follow the entire evolution of the quasi-plastic zone, from initial yield to "full plasticity." Cone cracking is conspicuously absent in Fig. 8(a).

Bonded-interface observations on two other model ceramic systems serve to demonstrate the critical role of microstructure in the competition between fracture and deformation. Figure 9 shows damage patterns in pure, dense alumina over a broad range of grain sizes, 3–48 μm, under common indentation conditions.\(^{19,76}\) A progressive "brittle-ductile" transition with increasing grain size, from well-defined cone cracking to diffuse subsurface damage, is apparent. Surface ring cracks form in all cases, but are increasingly inhibited in their downward growth in the coarser aluminas, ultimately to one grain depth or less. The quasi-plastic zones again remain severely constrained below the contact. The intensity of damage in such zones can be strongly enhanced in the alumina microstructure by including platelet phases with weak interphase boundaries\(^{84,85}\) or pores.\(^{86}\) Figure 10 is an analogous sequence of patterns in silicon nitride for microstructures with increasing grain size, aspect ratio, and β: α phase ratio, designated fine (F), medium (M), and coarse (C).\(^{79,81}\) Once more, a progressive transition from well-defined cone crack to distributed subsurface damage is observed. In this material the response is highly sensitive to processing conditions, starting powder, etc.\(^{87}\) It is interesting that the grades of silicon nitride used in practical bearing structures lie closest to the intermediate microstructure in Fig. 10,\(^{81}\) suggesting a compromise between the extremes of dominant cracking and dominant quasi-plasticity.

It is at the microstructural level that the underlying character of the quasi-plastic deformation is determined. Figure 11 is a magnified view of the damage in the glass-ceramic of Fig. 8(a), from a central section region.\(^{32}\) Distributed shear-fault microfailures occur at weak interfaces between mica platelets and surrounding glass phase. (These weak interfaces enhance both machinability\(^{30,31}\) and long-crack toughness.\(^{88}\)) Other platelet structures, e.g., alumina with additive calcium hexaluminate phases\(^{84,89}\) and silicon carbide with yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) second phase,\(^{77,90}\) exhibit similar shear-fault arrays. In monolithic structures, e.g., alumina (Fig. 9)\(^{19,76}\) and silicon nitride,\(^{79}\) the shear faults take the form of transgranular twinning or block slip. In zirconia, the shear-fault damage is augmented by phase transformations.\(^{78,91}\) A general feature of the shear faults is their discreteness, localized by the grain structure. The constrained shear faults may in turn initiate secondary microcracks at their ends, especially where the faults intersect weak grain or interphase boundaries.\(^{19,76}\)

Attempts at quantitative evaluation of the damage intensity have been made. Damage intensity is usually characterized...
by a parameter $NP$, where $N$ is the number density and $l$ the characteristic size of the composite faults (which, depending on the specific measurement technique, may or may not include both primary fault and secondary microcrack). In situ acoustic emission has revealed considerable activity from damage events in heterogeneous silicon carbide, during unloading as well as loading, enabling at least relative measurements of damage intensity.\textsuperscript{77} Another nondestructive evaluation (NDE) technique, thermal wave imaging, has been used to provide absolute measurements in alumina and other ceramics (Panel B).

At high loads or large numbers of cycles (Section VI), the damage in the more heterogeneous ceramics can become so intense that neighboring microcracks coalesce (Fig. 11), leading ultimately to extensive material removal. As alluded to earlier, such materials tend to have inferior wear properties.

(2) Damage Mechanics

Macroscopic aspects of the quasi-plastic damage zone beneath a spherical indenter can be confirmed using numerical computational methods, such as the FEM algorithm described in Section II(2). In the FEM calculations, the material below the indenter is allowed to deform in accordance with the bilinear yield relation Eq. (7), using stress–strain data (e.g., Fig. 3) to "calibrate" the essential material parameters.\textsuperscript{88} Boundaries of the damage zone at any given load are then determined as the shear-stress contour $\tau_{13} = Y/2$. For the glass-ceramic in Fig. 8, the computed contour shows geometrical correspondence with the experimental damage zone. This correspondence confirms that the damage is essentially shear-driven, i.e., is quasi plastic. The FEM computations also demonstrate that the yield can relax the tensile stresses outside the surface contact.\textsuperscript{58}

To understand the role of microstructure it is necessary to model the discrete damage events within the confining shear–compression elastic–plastic contact field, Fig. 12(a). The generic picture is that of a closed sliding shear fault with attendant extensive "wing" cracks at the constrained fault ends, Fig. 12(b). This type of modeling, while highly phenomenological, has strong precedent in the rock mechanics literature.\textsuperscript{17,18,96,97} Because of the compression across the shear fault surfaces the sliding must overcome an internal resistive "cohesion" stress $\tau_c$, so that the net sliding shear stress is $\tau_s = \tau_p - \tau_c$, where $\tau_p$ is the applied shear stress associated with the applied field. (A more general expression includes an extra friction coefficient $\mu$ term, neglected here.)\textsuperscript{98} For a body in uniform uniaxial compression containing an array of noninteracting, favorably aligned penny shear faults of number density $N$ and size $l$ (ignoring wing cracks for the moment), we recover the bilinear relation Eq. (7b), with\textsuperscript{98}

$$Y = 2\tau_c$$

$$\alpha = 1/(1+2NP)$$

(14a)

(14b)

Thus the yield stress $Y$ is determined by the intrinsic shear stress to initiate sliding failure at internal interfaces, and the strain-hardening coefficient $\alpha$ is determined by the damage parameter $NP$ (with limits $2NP < 1$ corresponding to a fully elastic response and $2NP \gg 1$ to a fully plastic response). Equation (14) connects the micromechanics with the macroscopic stress–strain curves and opens the way, through $N$ and $l$, to incorporation of microstructural variables (e.g., grain size and shape, volume fraction of particulate phases) into the analysis.\textsuperscript{98}

Extensive wing cracks initiate at the faults above some critical stress, depending on the grain size.\textsuperscript{99} (By effectively increasing the fault size, the wing cracks lower $\alpha$ even further than predicted in Eq. (14b), leading in extreme cases to "strain
Panel B. Quantifying Microcrack Damage Using Thermal Wave Imaging

With Lanhua Wei, Therma-Wave, Fremont, California

Several NDE methods exist for detecting contact damage accumulation. Acoustic emission has proved useful in some cases, revealing damage activity during both loading and unloading. Instrumented nanoindenters have been used to probe damage zones on section surfaces (e.g., Fig. 10), and thus to evaluate damage intensities from relations between elastic modulus and microcrack density. One of the more intriguing methods is instrumented thermal wave analysis, which is especially sensitive to the presence of open cracks. The technique can be used in scanning mode to provide a digitized image of the fracture damage distribution, and to quantify the density of microcracks.

Figure B1 shows images of the same alumina specimens as in Fig. 9. High-damage regions are indicated in red ("hot") and undamaged regions in green ("cold"). The patterns provide a pictorial illustration of the transition from single macrocrack in the fine structures to diffuse microcrack zone in the coarse structures, correlating with the optical observations in Fig. 9.

Quantitative data on crack densities are obtained from evaluations of thermal diffusivities $\alpha$ at each digitized pixel, using a modified version of a relation by Hasselman:

$$N_l^3 = (9/8n) \sum \frac{\alpha_i}{\alpha_0} - 1$$

where $\alpha_i$ is evaluated over all $n$ pixels within the damage zone and $\alpha_0$ is evaluated without. Figure B2 plots $N_l^3$ as a function of grain size $l$. A systematic increase in microcrack damage intensity with microstructural heterogeneity is apparent above a threshold value of $l$.

**Fig. B2.** Microcrack densities in indentation damage zones as a function of grain size for alumina materials in Fig. B1. From Ref. 94.

---

**Fig. B1.** Thermal wave images of same alumina materials as in Fig. 9. Red designates high crack densities. From Ref. 94.
Finally, we have noted the tendency for quasi plasticity in tougher ceramics to be accompanied by suppression of cone cracking. There are two reasons for this: coarser microstructures deflect surface flaws further along weak interfaces, away from tensile stress trajectories into compression regions of the contact field, in a manner analogous to that referred to earlier in connection with large abrasion flaws (Section III(2)); and the onset of yield below the contact redistributes and relaxes the tensile stresses outside the contact.}

V. Strength Degradation from Contact Damage

(1) Experimental Data

A critical issue in designing with ceramics is damage tolerance: if damage does occur, will the component survive subsequent applied stresses? What effect does contact damage have on strength? Such consideration is crucial in many structural applications involving ceramics, e.g., bearings and dental restorations. Strength testing also provides a quantitative measure of the damage introduced by the contact event.

The indentation–strength test involves placement of sphere indentations into the centers of prospective tensile surfaces of flexure specimens at specified loads P and contact environments. Strengths, σF, are then measured, usually in four-point, biaxial, and in fast-loading and d-bearing environments to avoid kinetic effects (‘‘inert strengths’’). When the damage provides the dominant flaw, the specimen fails from the indentation sites. Illustrative examples are shown in Fig. 13 for the F-, M-, and C-grade silicon nitride represented in Fig. 10. Fractographic examination confirms failures from the bases of cone cracks in the F and M materials, and from within the subsurface damage zones in the C material.

Strengths for the same silicon nitride materials are plotted as functions of load in Fig. 14—the data are experimental strength measurements, the solid curves theoretical fits (Section V(2)). Initially, each material holds its pretrained strength with increasing load, corresponding to failures from natural flaws. In the more brittle F-grade silicon nitride (Pc < Pc) and M-grade silicon nitride (Pc < Pc), these strengths suffer abrupt losses at Pc. On the other hand, in the quasi-plastic C-grade silicon nitride (Pc < Pc), the strengths decrease slowly, and only after some buildup of damage intensity, above Pd = 2Pc. These results indicate a superior damage tolerance in the coarser microstructure. However, at very high loads or under fatigue conditions, when cracks coalesce, the quasi-plastic microstructures become subject to accelerated strength losses (Section VI).

Hertzian damage analysis and strength testing are proving a powerful means of characterizing fracture and deformation properties in a broad range of ceramics, including dental ceramics (Panel C).

(2) Modeling

The strength degradation characteristics for indentation–damaged ceramics are calculated from the instability conditions for cone cracks (brittle materials) and shear-fault/wing-cracks (quasi-plastic materials) in uniform tensile fields.\(^{65,99}\)

(A) Brittle Ceramics: Above the critical load \( P = P_c \), failure initiates spontaneously from the base of a cone crack, propagating downward nearly normal to the applied tensile stress. Assuming a single-valued toughness, \( K_{IC} = T_0 \) (and ignoring residual stresses from any accompanying quasi plasticity), the classical strength equation applies:

\[
\sigma_F = \frac{T_0}{\sqrt{c}} \left( \frac{P}{P_c} \right)^{1/2}
\]

where \( \Psi \) is a crack geometry coefficient (determinable \textit{a priori} from fracture mechanics considerations\(^{65,99}\)). Combining Eq. (19) with Eqs. (8) and (9) yields \( \sigma_F(P) \).

(B) Quasi-plastic Ceramics: Above \( P = P_d \), failure initiates from the tip of a wing crack at a discrete shear fault within the diffuse quasi-plastic zone. Recalling the existence of...
the residual driving force on the shear fault in Eq. (17) (but ignoring interactions between neighboring faults), we obtain the stress-intensity factor:

\[ K = \chi \sigma C^{1/2} + \Psi \sigma C^{1/2} = T_0 \]  
(20)

(\(T_0\) a short-crack toughness). Combining Eq. (20) with Eqs. (15) and (16), we can show that the wing crack extends stably prior to instability\(^9\) at a failure stress

\[ \sigma_f = (3/4\Psi)(T_0/4\chi \lambda \rho \tau_0)^{1/2} \]  
(21)

This equation may then be combined with Eq. (18) to obtain \(\sigma_f(P)\).

The solid curves in Fig. 14 represent fits of the theoretical \(\sigma_f(P)\) functions to the experimental data.

Conditions for accelerated strength losses due to coalescence of adjacent shear faults at high loads, where neighboring wing cracks merge before attaining their critical dimensions, have also been considered.\(^9\)

### VI. Contact Fatigue

Repeated cycling can greatly exacerbate damage in ceramics, especially those with \(R\)-curves, thereby compromising useful life.\(^{109-111}\) Mention has already been of the tendency for structural ceramic components such as bearings and dental restorations to fail prematurely in service. Contact fatigue testing with spheres provides a simple means of characterizing the fatigue properties of such ceramics in the critical short-crack domain.\(^{10,78,112,113}\)

Examples of contact fatigue damage in ceramics are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. Figure 15 compares the surface damage on a moderately coarse alumina (grain size 23 \(\mu\)m)\(^1\) after \(n = 1\) and \(n = 10\) cycles at the same frequency in water. There is conspicuous enhancement in the damage from cycling. Comparative cycling tests in dry nitrogen show reduced damage accumulation, affirming a chemical influence in the water environments. More tellingly, static tests in water with load held constant over the same time duration as Fig. 15(b) also show reduced damage, indicating that the underlying fatigue effect is nevertheless predominantly mechanical.

Figure 16 compares damage accumulation in two microstructural forms of silicon carbide: homogeneous–brittle (left) and heterogeneous–tough (right).\(^{77,113}\) In the homogeneous form, cycling causes slight extension of cone cracks, and ultimately detaches a spurious surface collar from the cone mouth. In the heterogeneous form, damage accumulation is much more accelerated, beginning with a barely detectable quasi-plastic zone at \(n = 1\) and ending with microcrack coalescence and whole surface expulsion of material at \(n = 10^6\). Figure 17 is a scanning electron micrograph of the central severe damage zone in this latter case. Note the appearance of copious debris on the surface and attendant voids in the degraded microstructure. The implications concerning the susceptibility to wear are evident.\(^{12,14}\)

Modeling of contact fatigue is in its infancy. In brittle ceramics, where the fatigue effect is essentially chemical, analysis simply requires the incorporation of an appropriate crack

![Fig. 13](image)

**Fig. 13.** Surface views of contact failure sites in silicon nitride specimens, from tungsten carbide sphere (\(r = 2.38\) mm and \(P = 4000\) N): (a) fine-, (b) medium-, and (c) coarse-grade silicon nitride. Surfaces gold coated after indentation, Nomarski interference. Four-point bend-strength specimens, tension axis vertical. From Ref. 101.

![Fig. 14](image)

**Fig. 14.** Strength of silicon nitride specimens indented with tungsten carbide sphere (\(r = 2.38\) mm), as function of indentation load. Data points are experimental measurements, indentation tests in air—black symbols represent failures from cone crack origins, gray symbols from quasi-plastic zones, and open symbols from other origins. Solid curves are theoretical fits. Boxes at left axis represent strengths of polished, unindented specimens. Vertical dashed lines indicate critical loads. From Refs. 99 and 101.
Panel C. Dental Ceramics

With Irene Peterson, Materials Science and Engineering Laboratory, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland

Ceramics are increasingly being used in dental restorations, especially in crowns. Unfortunately, current ceramic restorations are susceptible to failure by some form of accumulated damage, from chewing, grinding (“bruxing”) and inadvertent crunching—contact forces in the mouth can easily exceed 200 N, over cuspal radii of 2–4 mm. Durability, wear, and fatigue resistance are key mechanical issues, if subordinate to aesthetics (or even to cost and ease in preparation), in design considerations. Contact with spherical indenters offers a simple route to characterization of dental materials, under conditions that closely simulate oral function.

The first quantities of interest are the critical loads to induce damage in the ceramic surface. Figure C1 plots the loads $P_C$ (Fig. C1(a)) and $P_Y$ (Fig. C1(b)) for cone cracking and yield as a function of sphere radius in three selected generic dental materials: porcelain, mica glass-ceramic (analogous to the material in Fig. 8 but smaller mica platelet size), and glass-infiltrated alumina. Both $P_C(r)$ and $P_Y(r)$ increase monotonically, in approximate linear (Section III) and quadratic (Section IV) manner, respectively. The shaded boxes indicate the domain of oral forces and cuspal radii referred to above. The alumina–glass has the highest resistance to cracking, the porcelain the highest resistance to quasi plasticity. However, it is evident that all of the materials are vulnerable to some form of damage during severe contact, especially from spurious sharp objects and from sustained cyclic loading.

The next question is the survivability of a material once damage does occur. Figure C2 shows strength degradation plots (Section V) for the same three monolithic materials as above. Both porcelain and glass-ceramic fail from cone cracks above a critical load, whereas alumina–glass fails predominantly (but not exclusively) from quasi-plastic zones. The porcelain is particularly weak and brittle. Unfortunately, the comparatively high strength properties of the alumina–glass are negated somewhat by inferior aesthetics, necessitating a porcelain veneer.

Indentation–strength tests establish a base for systematic investigation of the crucial role of microstructural in damage tolerance. Strength data on a range of glass-ceramics crystallized at increasing heat-treatment temperatures, with corresponding increasing microstructural scale, are plotted in Fig. C3. Results are shown for surfaces broken after fine polishing (“pristine”) and after damage by sphere indentation (“indented”). Whereas the pristine strengths decrease steadily with microstructural scale, those after indentation pass through a maximum as first cone cracking is suppressed, then quasi plasticity proliferates. Note the ever-diminishing differential between the two curves in the coarser microstructures. Of these microstructures, that crystallized at or about 1040°C appears to offer an optimum combination of high strength and damage tolerance—this is the microstructure represented in Figs. C1 and C2 and that most closely resembles commercially available dental glass-ceramics.

In actual crowns, dental ceramics are often configured in “veneer/core” layers. The lesson from natural teeth is that such combinations can produce extraordinarily resilient, damage tolerant structures, with complex but stable crack patterns (cf. Fig. 19(c)). Contact studies of damage patterns in simulated dental layer structures are under way.

![Fig. C1. Critical load functions $P_C(r)$ and $P_Y(r)$ for generic dental ceramics, for indentations with tungsten carbide spheres. Shaded box designates domain of typical dental function. Some data replotted from Ref. 8.](image1)

![Fig. C2. Strength as function of contact load for same dental ceramics as in Fig. C1, for indentations with tungsten carbide sphere ($r = 3.18$ mm). Some data replotted from Ref. 8.](image2)

![Fig. C3. Strengths of mica glass-ceramics as function of mica platelet size. Data for pristine (unindented) surfaces (open circles), and contact-damaged surfaces (tungsten carbide sphere, $r = 3.18$ mm, and $P = 750$ N)—black symbols represent failures from cone cracks, gray symbols failures from quasi-plastic zones, open symbols from other origins. Data courtesy A. Pajares and Y-G. Jung.](image3)
Fig. 15. Indentation damage in coarse alumina ($t = 23 \mu m$) from tungsten carbide sphere ($r = 1.98 \text{ mm and } P = 2000 \text{ N—cf. } P_c = 1000 \text{ N}$) at 0.002 Hz, in water: (a) $n = 1$ and (b) $n = 10$ cycles. Surfaces gold coated after indentation, Nomarski interference. From Ref. 19.

Fig. 16. Section views of Hertzian contact sites in brittle (homogeneous) and tough (heterogeneous) silicon carbide, from tungsten carbide sphere ($r = 3.18 \text{ mm, } P = 1000 \text{ N, and } f = 10 \text{ Hz}$), in air. Bonded-interface specimens, surfaces gold coated after indentation, Nomarski interference. From Ref. 113.
velocity relation \( v = \sqrt{K} \) into the cone fracture mechanics.\textsuperscript{113} In quasi-plastic ceramics, mechanical processes dominate—damage accumulates primarily by decremental attrition at the sliding shear fault interfaces (Fig. 17). This attrition is manifested as a progressive reduction in the frictional sliding resistance at successive cycles, i.e., in the cohesion term \( \tau_c \) (and/or \( \mu \) terms).\textsuperscript{115,116} Effectively diminishing the yield stress in Eq. (14a). Complex interactions between chemical and mechanical effects can occur (e.g., by reducing the friction at shear faults and enhancing the extension of wing cracks), although these micro-interactions are not yet well understood. Macropscopic friction between the indenter and specimen can cause additional surface “fretting.”\textsuperscript{117}

Contact fatigue is quantifiable by its effect on strength, \( \sigma_f(n) \), at given load \( P \). Figure 18 shows strength data for the same silicon nitrides considered earlier (Fig. 10), for a load well below the single-cycle thresholds for cone cracks \( (P_C) \) in F-grade silicon nitride and M-grade silicon nitride and for quasi plasticity \( (P_p) \) in C-grade silicon nitride. As with the single cycle \( \sigma_f(P) \) curves (Fig. 14), the strengths for F- and M-grade silicon nitride are abruptly degraded at some critical value of \( n \), whereas the degradation in C-grade silicon nitride is more continuous above the critical \( n \). However, note the very rapid decrease in strengths of C-grade silicon nitride at very large \( n \), signaling the end of the useful life of this material.

It is apparent from Figs. 16–18 that quasi-plastic ceramics are more susceptible to fatigue than their brittle counterparts. What makes the quasi-plastic damage mode especially insidious is the difficulty of detection and screening in its early stages. In ceramics where the competition between fracture and deformation is finely balanced, it is possible for the failure mode to change from brittle in single-cycle loading to quasi plastic in multi-cycling loading, making any predictions of fatigue responses from static test data especially suspect.

VII. Layer Structures

Finally, we indicate how current contact testing is contributing to a new design philosophy for ceramic-based layer structures. We have seen how microstructural weakening and coarsening, while improving long-crack toughness, tend to degrade strength and wear resistance. A potential way of averting compromise in design is to tailor laminates with hard/brittle outer ("protective") layers and soft/tough inner ("functional") layers. In principle, such layer systems should exhibit both high wear resistance and high toughness, with reduced susceptibility to strength degradation from damage accumulation. Critical

Fig. 17. Scanning electron micrograph of Hertzian cyclic-contact damage in heterogeneous silicon carbide, from center region of subsurface damage zone at \( n = 10^6 \) in Fig. 16. Note sliding-interface debris and surface cavities from material removal. From Ref. 113.

![Fig. 17](image)

Fig. 18. Strength of silicon nitride specimens indented with tungsten carbide sphere \( (r = 1.98 \text{ mm and } P = 1000 \text{ N}) \) as function of number of contact cycles at \( f = 10 \text{ Hz} \), demonstrating fatigue. Data points are experimental measurements, indentation tests in air—black symbols represent failures from cone cracks, gray symbols failures from quasi-plastic zones, and open symbols from other origins. Boxes at left axis represent strengths of polished, unindentd specimens. Data courtesy S. K. Lee.

![Fig. 18](image)

Fig. 19. Section views of Hertzian contact damage in silicon nitride bilayers, using tungsten carbide sphere \( (r = 1.98 \text{ mm and } P = 3000 \text{ N}) \); (a) monolith of fine-grain material, showing fully developed cone crack with barely detectable subsurface quasi plasticity; (b) bilayer of fine-grain coating on coarse-grain substrate; and (c) similar, but on substrate with 30% boron nitride additive. Bonded-interface specimens, Nomarski optical micrographs. Contact diameter AA indicated. From Ref. 123.

![Fig. 19](image)
elements of the new philosophy are: (i) incorporation of strong rather than weak interlayer interfaces, to avoid delamination; (ii) adjustment of elastic-plastic mismatch between layers so as to partition energy from the contact loading system into competing fracture and quasi-plastic modes, and thus to suppress (rather than deflect) any cone (or other) cracks that originate in the outer layers. This philosophy has been demonstrated on several material systems: ceramic bilayers, alumina/alumina, glass/glass-ceramic, and silicon nitride/silicon nitride; thermal barrier coatings; and simulated dental structures. We briefly describe two examples here.

Our first example, Fig. 19, shows sphere indentations in two silicon nitride bilayers with a common homogeneous top layer ("coating") on two heterogeneous underlayers with quite different toughness properties ("substrates"). In its bulk state (Fig. 19(a)), the coating is a relatively fine silicon nitride (cf. Fig. 10(a)) with well-developed cone fracture. The substrate in the first bilayer (Fig. 19(b)) is a coarse but pure silicon nitride (cf. Fig. 10(c)), corresponding to modest coating/substrate elastic-plastic mismatch. A cone fracture is still evident, but is significantly shallower. Note the appearance of a deformation zone beneath the indent. The substrate in the second bilayer (Fig. 19(c)) has a much more heterogeneous microstructure, with incorporated boron nitride platelets as a softening phase, corresponding to a large coating/substrate elastic-plastic mismatch. The damage pattern is much more complex, with multiple transverse coating fractures extending both downward from the top surface and upward from the interlayer interface. Substrate yield is now pronounced. It is noteworthy that the transverse cracks remain fully contained with the coating in both bilayers—extreme loads are needed to drive these cracks through the coating thickness and cause failure—and that there is no substantial delamination at the interlayer interface. It is clear that the mismatch has a profound influence on the coating fracture, attesting to the damage tolerance of these structures.

Our second example concerns a plasma-sprayed alumina-titania coating on a mild steel substrate. Such coatings are notorious for their extreme defect and pore content. Figure 20 shows indentation damage in this system. Intense diffuse microcracking and yield in the substrate are observed. However, macroscopic cracking is limited: some delamination has occurred at the interlayer interface, but transverse cracks are conspicuously small. FEM analyses of tension and shear stress distributions provide correlations with these observed macroscopic cracking and yield patterns. Thus, despite the wholesale damage intensity, the system remains essentially intact. The charm of these coatings is the very defect complexion that facilitates the damage, dissipating and redistributing mechanical energy beneath the contact, resulting in exceptional damage tolerance as well as in other desirable (e.g., thermal resistance) properties.

Contact mechanics of ceramic-based layer material systems from sphere indentations constitutes a relatively new area of research. Damage modes and geometries are still being identified, at both the macroscopic (above) and microscopic (below) levels, and the roles of elastic mismatch and interfacial bonding are being elucidated. Analyses of elastic-plastic stress fields and indentation stress-strain curves are being developed. Extensions of contact theory and experiment to multilayered and graded structures are being reported. The legacy of Hertz appears poised to survive well into the next century of ceramics research.
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Role of Microstructure in Hertzian Contact Damage in Silicon Nitride: II, Strength Degradation

Seung Kun Lee*† and Brian R. Lawn*

Materials Science and Engineering Laboratory, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

In this Part II of a two-part study of the role of microstructure on Hertzian contact damage in silicon nitride we determine strength degradation properties. As previously, three microstructures are investigated: fine (F), medium (M) and coarse (C), representing a progressive transition from brittle to quasi-plastic damage. In both the F and M materials, failures originate from cone cracks (although limited quasi-plasticity is evident in the latter material). These two materials show abrupt losses in strength at the critical contact loads for cone crack initiation, and steady falloff thereafter at higher contact loads. In the C material, failures occur from critical shear faults within the damage "yield" zones. The strengths in this material fall off much more gradually, without abrupt drop, above about twice the critical load for the onset of yield. Fracture mechanics models for each type of failure mode provide explicit relations for the degraded strength as a function of contact load. These models account for all the essential features in the observed strength degradation data. Particular attention is given to indenter size effects in the strength responses. Sphere radius has a profound influence on the critical loads for the onset of degradation, but relatively little influence on the degraded strengths at higher loads. Implications of the results concerning contact fatigue and wear are briefly considered.

I. Introduction

In Part I, we characterized the contact responses of silicon nitrides with different degrees of microstructural heterogeneity. There we demonstrated that the mode of damage from Hertzian contacts is fundamentally different in homogeneous and heterogeneous microstructures: in homogeneous, fine-equiaxed grain structures, macroscopic cone cracking (brittle mode); in relatively heterogeneous, coarse-elongate grain structures, distributed microscopic damage (quasi-plastic mode). The quasi-plastic response was shown to be governed by the shear component of the contact field, in the immediate subsurface region where the compressive stresses are triaxial and high. The question now arises: How well do silicon nitride ceramics of each microstructural type retain their strength properties after sustaining contact damage from spherical indenters, especially at high loads? This question, foreshadowed by Makino et al., forms the central theme of this part of the study.

Accordingly, we subject the same silicon nitride materials to strength testing after Hertzian contacts, over a broad range of sphere radii. The study focuses on three controlled silicon nitride microstructures: "fine" (F), "medium" (M), and "coarse" (C). Recall that, in addition to grain coarsening, the progression F → M → C also represents increasing α -> β transformation and associated grain elongation.) The two types of contact damage, brittle and quasi-plastic, lead to highly distinct failure modes, from cone cracks in the F and M materials and from the quasi-plastic zone in the C material. Experimental data are represented on strength degradation curves, with inert strength plotted as a function of contact load. The C material, although characterized by a lower laboratory strength, shows a much more gradual strength loss with increasing load—it is more "damage tolerant." The results also indicate the important role of sphere size, not so much in the ultimate degraded strength at high loads but in the critical loads at which degradation first becomes manifest.

Basic fracture mechanics models are used to analyze the data for the two damage types, assuming failure directly from a macroscopic cone crack in the F and M materials and from an individual shear-activated microcrack ("shear fault") in the C material. The models account for the essential data trends in the two material types: in the first type, an abrupt strength loss at the critical load for cone cracking, followed by a slow falloff at higher loading; in the second type, a continuous strength loss above a degradation load well in excess of the load for first yield, followed by an even slower falloff at higher loads. The model allows for an evaluation of the role of sphere size on the strength degradation, and identifies the important material variables for optimum resistance to degradation. It also contains provision for extension to contact fatigue.

II. Experimental Procedure

The silicon nitride materials used here were those described in Part I: (i) "fine" (F-Si₃N₄), with 75 vol% equiaxed α grains of mean size =0.4 µm and 15 vol% elongated β grains of length 1.5 µm and diameter 0.4 µm; (ii) "medium" (M-Si₃N₄), with 20 vol% equiaxed α grains of mean size =5.0 µm and 70 vol% elongated β grains of length 4.0 µm and diameter 0.5 µm; (iii) "coarse" (C-Si₃N₄), elongated β grains of mean length =9 µm and diameter 1.5 µm. In each case the structure contained 10 vo% interboundary glassy phase.

Hertzian indentations were made in air, using WC spheres of radius r = 1.59-3.18 mm, on polished surfaces of prospective tensile specimens, at peak loads up to P = 4500 N. Indented surfaces were examined to determine critical loads for onset of fracture and yield, as described in Part I.

Some exploratory Vickers indentations were made at relatively low loads outside the periphery of the Hertzian contact impressions in C-Si₃N₄, using the lengths of the radial cracks to assess the magnitude of any long-range residual fields around the macroscopic quasi-plastic zones.

Four-point bend tests were made on bars 3 mm x 4 mm x 25 mm, inner span 10 mm and outer span 20 mm, with the
indented surfaces on the tensile side. The edges of the tensile surfaces were prechamfered and polished to minimize edge failures. All specimens were covered by a drop of silicone oil before testing, and were broken in fast fracture (<10 ms), to avoid the influence of moisture ("inert" strengths). All broken specimens were examined fractographically in Nomarski illumination to locate the source of failure, either indentations or extraneous flaws.

Control strength tests were also made on unindented specimens, to measure baseline "laboratory" strengths, as described in Part I.

III. Strength Degradation Curves

In this section we investigate the effects of microstructure and sphere radius on strength degradation, for each of the \( F-Si_3N_4, M-Si_3N_4 \), and \( C-Si_3N_4 \) materials.

Figure 1 shows broken surfaces of strength test specimens containing indentations made with a WC sphere of radius \( r = 2.38 \) mm at load \( P = 4000 \) N. This load is sufficient to produce strength-controlling contact damage in all cases (Part I). Cone cracks are apparent—deep in \( F-Si_3N_4 \), intermediate in \( M-Si_3N_4 \), and vestigial in \( C-Si_3N_4 \) (i.e., shallow surface ring cracks). Likewise, quasi-plastic impressions are apparent in \( M-Si_3N_4 \) and \( C-Si_3N_4 \), especially in the latter. In the \( F \) and \( M \) materials, the final fracture intersects the surface ring crack at a tangent, indicative of failure initiation at the cone base.\(^6\) In the \( C \) material, on the other hand, the fracture traverses the inner contact zone, passing nearly orthogonal to the vestigial surface ring cracks, indicating a fracture origin from within the subsurface quasi-plasticity zone. The fracture origins are therefore fundamentally different in the two material types. Note that the fracture trace becomes more tortuous through the progression \( F \rightarrow M \rightarrow C \), consistent with intergranular fracture in these ever-coarsening structures (Part I).

Results of the indentation-strength tests for the three \( Si_3N_4 \) materials are plotted as inert strength \( \sigma_I \) against indentation load \( P \) in Figs. 2–4. Data points are individual measured strengths: solid symbols represent specimens that broke at indentation sites; open symbols represent specimens that broke away from indentation sites, i.e., from extraneous flaws. Shaded areas on the left axes are laboratory strengths \( \sigma_L \) of unindented specimens (Part I). Vertical dashed lines represent threshold loads \( P_c \) for cracking \( (F-Si_3N_4 \) and \( M-Si_3N_4 \)) and \( P_Y \) for yield \( (M-Si_3N_4 \) and \( C-Si_3N_4 \)) and \( P_D \) for the onset of degradation for failures from the quasi-plastic zone \( (C-Si_3N_4) \). Solid curves are fits from the subsequent fracture mechanics analyses (Section IV). The effects of microstructure and contact radius on the strength characteristics are investigated separately below.
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\(^6\) In the \( C \) material, on the other hand, the fracture traverses the inner contact zone, passing nearly orthogonal to the vestigial surface ring cracks, indicating a fracture origin from within the subsurface quasi-plasticity zone. The fracture origins are therefore fundamentally different in the two material types. Note that the fracture trace becomes more tortuous through the progression \( F \rightarrow M \rightarrow C \), consistent with intergranular fracture in these ever-coarsening structures (Part I).

---

Fig. 1. Micrographs showing failure of silicon nitride specimens in strength tests under inert conditions, for WC sphere radius \( r = 2.38 \) mm at load \( P = 4000 \) N, indentation tests in air: (a) \( F-Si_3N_4 \), (b) \( M-Si_3N_4 \), (c) \( C-Si_3N_4 \). Nomarski illumination, surface gold coated. Tensile direction vertical in plane of diagram.

Fig. 2. Inert strength of Hertzian-indented \( Si_3N_4 \) specimens indented with WC sphere, \( r = 2.38 \) mm, as function of indentation load, illustrating effect of microstructure: (a) \( F-Si_3N_4 \), (b) \( M-Si_3N_4 \), (c) \( C-Si_3N_4 \). Data points are experimental measurements, indentation tests in air; closed symbols represent failures from indentation origins, open symbols from other origins. Shaded box at left axis represents strengths of polished, unindented specimens. Vertical dashed lines indicate critical loads \( P_C \), \( P_Y \), and \( P_D \).
Fig. 3. Inert strength of Hertzian-indentated $M$-Si$_3$N$_4$ specimens as function of indentation load, for WC sphere radii $r$ indicated. Data points are experimental measurements, for indentation tests in air: closed symbols represent failures from indentation origins, open symbols from other origins.

The results of exploratory tests using small Vickers indentations in the field of the greater Hertzian contact impressions in C-Si$_3$N$_4$ revealed relatively insignificant macroscopic stress intensities from the quasi-plastic zone, ≈125 MPa at the contact periphery, over the sphere radius and contact load ranges studied here (Appendix).

(1) Effect of Microstructure

Figure 2 compares strength degradation data $\sigma_f(P)$ for Hertzian tests on F-Si$_3$N$_4$, M-Si$_3$N$_4$, and C-Si$_3$N$_4$, at a common sphere radius $r = 2.38$ mm. F-Si$_3$N$_4$ and M-Si$_3$N$_4$ (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)) show typical brittle responses: no perceptible degradation at $P < P_C$, indicating failures from natural flaws; abrupt dropoff at $P = P_C$, highlighting the effectiveness of cone cracking as a source of strength degradation. The strength continues to fall at $P > P_C$ as the cone cracks are driven deeper with ever-increasing load, but this falloff is relatively slow. In M-Si$_3$N$_4$, the incidence of accompanying plasticity at $P > P_Y$ ($>P_C$) has no perceptible effect on the strength (Fig. 1(b)).

C-Si$_3$N$_4$ (Fig. 2(c)) shows an altogether different response. The ring cracks are only ‘‘skin deep’’ (Fig. 1(c)), and do not cause strength loss. Nor does the onset of plasticity at $P = P_Y$ immediately degrade the strength, even though failures ultimately do occur, at $P = P_D = 2P_Y$ in Fig. 1(c), from the quasi-plastic zone. At this point the strength starts to degrade, but without the abrupt falloff seen in F-Si$_3$N$_4$ and M-Si$_3$N$_4$, and decreases at an even slower rate at higher loads. Thus the quasi-plasticity mode is less deleterious to strength than the traditional cone crack mode. This indicates that the strength properties in C-Si$_3$N$_4$ are controlled by less severe flaws, individual shear faults, within the damage zone.

Observe through the sequence $F \rightarrow M \rightarrow C$ in Fig. 2 that the degree of strength loss at the onset of degradation progressively diminishes, and the remaining strength at any given indentation load within the degradation region (closed symbols) progressively increases. Increased quasi-plasticity correlates with enhanced damage tolerance.

(2) Effect of Sphere Radius

Strength degradation data $\sigma_f(P)$ for Hertzian tests in air are plotted in Fig. 3 for M-Si$_3$N$_4$ (brittle response) and in Fig. 4 for C-Si$_3$N$_4$ (quasi-plastic response), for a range of sphere radii $r$. The designations on these plots are as in Fig. 2.

For M-Si$_3$N$_4$ (Fig. 3), abrupt strength drops are again evident at $P = P_C$. The critical load $P_C$ itself increases monotonically with $r$. Although the degree of strength dropoff at $P_C$ also increases with $r$, commensurate with larger popped-in cone cracks, the strengths at $P >> P_C$ tend to similar asymptotic levels. There is no detectable influence from quasi-plasticity, even at $r = 1.59–2.79$ mm where $P_Y < P_C$, confirming that cone cracking remains the dominant mode over the entire radius range studied in this material.

For C-Si$_3$N$_4$ (Fig. 4), strength degradation occurs smoothly at $P = P_D$. Note that $P_D = 2P_Y$ at all $r (P_C$ for full-scale cone
cracking is off scale). Quasi-plasticity is now the dominant source of failure. Again, whereas \( P_0 \) is sensitive to \( r \), the degraded strength itself at \( P > P_D \) is not. The extremely slow strength falloff in the degradation region again attests to the damage tolerance of this relatively heterogeneous material.

In Fig. 5 we replot the critical loads for first damage and degradation from Figs. 3 and 4 as functions of \( r \). We note that whereas the \( P_Y(r) \) curve for \( M\text{-Si}_3\text{N}_4 \) in Fig. 5(a) can be represented by the function \( P_Y \propto r^2 \), characteristic of a geometrically similar yield process,\(^2\) the \( P_C(r) \) curve is somewhat less dependent on \( r \) (somewhere between \( P_C \propto r^2 \) and \( P_C \propto r \)), indicative of a size dependence in the fracture stress (Part I). Accordingly, the \( P_Y(r) \) and \( P_C(r) \) curves cross each other (recall Fig. 7, Part I), so the response tends toward an increasing quasi-plasticity component at smaller sphere sizes. On the other hand, the \( P_Y(r) \) and \( P_D(r) \) curves for \( C\text{-Si}_3\text{N}_4 \) in Fig. 5(b) appear to have the same quadratic dependence, as may be expected for quantities governed by a common quasi-plasticity process, accounting for the near-constant ratio \( P_D/P_Y \approx 2 \) at all \( r \) in Fig. 4.

IV. Mechanics Analysis

As indicated above, the solid curves in Figs. 3 and 4 represent theoretical fits to the strength degradation data. We now briefly summarize the models used to obtain these fits—a detailed analysis is given elsewhere.\(^3\) It is seen that no degradation occurs up to the critical loads \( P_C \) or \( P_D \), in accordance with the observations in the previous section. Above these loads failure is assumed to occur from indentation damage, as indicated schematically in Fig. 6: in brittle materials, from fully developed cone cracks (Fig. 6(a)); in quasi-plastic materials, from dominant shear faults within the damage zone (Fig. 6(b)). In each case the aim is to derive analytical expressions for the strength degradation function \( \sigma_F(P) \), in terms of underlying material variables.

**Fig. 6.** Schematic showing critical flaws induced by contact with spherical indenter (left), and subsequent strength tests on indented specimens (right): (a) brittle response, failure from fully developed cone crack; (b) quasi-plastic response, failure from shear fault/wing-crack within damage zone.

(I) Failure from Cone Cracks

For the \( F\text{-Si}_3\text{N}_4 \) and \( M\text{-Si}_3\text{N}_4 \) materials with their brittle responses, we use a simple modification of an analysis developed in an earlier study of Hertzian-induced strength degradation in glass.\(^6\) For materials governed by a single-valued toughness \( K_{IC} = T_0 \), as is appropriate to both \( F\text{-Si}_3\text{N}_4 \) and \( M\text{-Si}_3\text{N}_4 \) (Part I),\(^1\) and ignoring any macroscopic residual stresses associated with the indentation quasi-plasticity (Appendix), failure occurs spontaneously from a critical crack of size \( c \) at tensile stress \( \sigma \) according to the familiar strength relation

\[
\sigma_F = T_0/\psi c^{1/2}
\]

(1)

At \( P < P_C \), the strength is governed by the size \( c = c_F \) of the preexisting natural flaws (with \( \psi = \pi/2 \) for line flaws—cf. Eq. (1) in Part I). In this benign region, \( \sigma_F \) is equal to the laboratory (pre-indentation) strength \( \sigma_0 \) independent of \( P \).

At \( P > P_C \), the strength is governed by the size \( c \) of the well-developed cone crack, related to the size \( C \) of a virtual conical surface with tip located above the indented surface,

\[
c = C - R_0/\cos \alpha
\]

(2)

with \( \alpha \) the angle between the cone crack and the specimen surface (Fig. 6(a)). The size \( C \) in turn closely satisfies a relation for pennylike cracks (Eq. (3), Fig. 11, Part I),

\[
P/C^{\psi/2} = T_0/\chi
\]

(3)

with \( \chi \) a crack geometry coefficient. The requisite strength degradation function \( \sigma_F(P) \) may then be solved explicitly from Eqs. (1) to (3). In the asymptotically limiting region of extreme loads at \( P >> P_C (c >> R_0/\cos \alpha) \), \( \sigma_F \) varies slowly, as \( P^{-1/3} \).

While the critical load \( P_C \) for cone cracking is relatively dependent on \( r \) (somewhere between \( P_C \propto r^2 \) and \( P_C \propto r \), Fig. 5(a)), the degraded strength beyond this point is only slowly dependent. An \( r \) dependence in \( \sigma_F \) enters only through Eq. (2), and is important only in the low load region (\( c \) comparable with \( R_0/\cos \alpha \)). Recalling from Part I that \( R_0/\alpha = 1.15 = \) constant, where \( a \) is the contact radius, Hertzian elasticity theory\(^7\) gives \( R_0 = 1.15(4kP_C/3E)^{1/3} \), with \( E \) Young's modulus and \( k \) an
indenter/specimen elasticity coefficient: so that, if \( P_C \propto r^2 \), then \( R_0 \propto r \); if \( P_C \propto r \), then \( R_0 \propto r^{2/3} \).

With the data from the cone crack size and geometry characterization in Part I, Eqs. (1) to (3) can be used to predict a priori the strength degradation curves for \( F_{SiN} \) and \( M_{SiN} \). At \( P < P_C \), the values of \( \sigma_F \) are given directly by the laboratory strengths \( \sigma_0 \) (Section II(3), Part I). At \( P > P_C \), the cone crack parameters are \( \alpha = 19^\circ \) (Section II(3), Part I) and \( \chi = 0.0154 \) (Section IV(3), Part I). The crack geometry coefficient \( \psi \) is determinable from an analysis of crack reinitiation from the cone crack base,\(^6\) yielding \( \psi(\alpha) = 0.71 \) for \( \alpha = 19^\circ \).

The functions \( \sigma_0(P) \) from Eqs. (1) to (3) are included as the solid curves for \( F_{SiN} \) and \( M_{SiN} \) at \( P > P_C \) in Figs. 2 and 3. The predicted strengths pass through the experimental data, within the scatter.

(2) Failure from Quasi-plastic Damage Zones

For the \( C_{SiN} \) material with its quasi-plastic response, we use a recent model for the strength of solids containing shear-activated microcracks.\(^3\) Specifically, the model assumes that failure occurs from a single pennylike shear fault of radius \( l \) with an "extensile" wing crack of annular width \( c \) at its edges (Fig. 6(b)). The critical shear fault is assumed to be located and oriented so as to experience the maximum principal shear stress within the contact field. Similarly, the wing crack is assumed oriented so as to experience maximum tensile stress within the subsequent flexure field. The system goes to failure when the applied tensile stress is sufficient to drive the equilibrium wing crack to instability.

During contact loading, the fault surfaces slide against frictional tractions, leaving a local residual net shear stress at the fault plane,

\[
\tau_\omega = \tau_F - \tau_c \tag{4}
\]

where \( \tau_F \) is the resolved shear stress on the fault plane at peak load and \( \tau_c \) is a resistance "cohesion" stress. (We omit a possible additional Coulombic contribution to the friction from the resolved compressive stresses across the fault plane.)\(^3\) The magnitude of the shear stress \( \tau_{\omega} = \tau_\omega(P) \) in Eq. (4) determines the size of the wing cracks.

The driving force from \( \tau_\omega \) on the wing cracks persists after contact, and superposes onto the driving force from the subsequent applied tensile stress \( \sigma_F \). This driving force is localized at the mouth of the wing crack, and stabilizes the cracks within the superposed tensile field. Accordingly, the wing cracks are predicted to undergo a stage of precursor growth prior to instability, typically by a fault dimension \( l \) or so.\(^3\) For materials with single-valued toughness \( K_{IC} = T_0 \), the equilibrium solution of the composite stress-intensity factor for this stabilized microcrack system yields the strength\(^3\)

\[
\sigma_F = (3/4\psi)(T_0/\psi^2 \lambda \sigma P_\omega)^{1/2} \tag{5}
\]

where \( \psi \) (cf. Eq. (1) and \( \lambda \) are crack geometry terms and \( \chi \) is from Eq. (3). (Strictly, the assumption of single-valued toughness for \( C_{SiN} \) is not correct, since this material has a rising toughness curve (Fig. 3, Part I); but since the wing crack extensions are relatively small prior to failure, we ignore this complication.)

To obtain the requisite function \( \sigma_0(P) \), we need only determine \( \tau_\omega(P) \). This we obtain empirically from FEM analyses of the elastic-plastic contact stress field.\(^3\) Specifically, values of \( \tau_\omega \) are evaluated for a fault located at the point of maximum shear stress beneath the contact, at progressively increasing loads \( P \). For indents which deform elastically, these values can be well represented by the relation\(^7\)

\[
\tau_\omega/\tau_c = \alpha([P/P_F]^{1/3} - 1) \quad (P > P_F) \tag{6}
\]

In Eq. (3), \( \sigma_F^{1/2} = \sigma_0^{1/2} = \text{constant} \) defines the net shear stress \( \tau_\omega \) at which the strength \( \sigma_F \) just equals the laboratory strength \( \sigma_0 \), corresponding to \( P = P_0 \) in Figs. 2 and 4.

Insertion of this "boundary condition" along with Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) yields

\[
\sigma_F = \sigma_0 [(P_0^{1/3} - P^{1/3})/(P_0^{1/3} - P_0^{1/3})]^{1/2} \quad (P > P_D) \tag{7}
\]

Actually, the WC spheres in our experiments are not ideally elastic, as assumed in Eq. (6), but deform plastically (Part I). However, the sensitivity of Eq. (7) to \( P \) is so slow that this is unlikely to lead to serious discrepancy. In any case, plasticity in the indenter will only reduce the value of \( \tau_\omega \). In Eq. (6), so that Eq. (7) will fit, if anything, underestimate the strength ("conservative" prediction).

The resultant strength-load function \( \sigma_0(P) \) for \( C_{SiN} \), using the curve-fitted functions \( P_0(r) \) and \( P_F(r) \) from Fig. (5(b), is included as the solid curves at \( P > P_0 \) in Figs. 2(c) and 4. (The horizontal lines at \( P < P_0 \) correspond to the mean laboratory strengths \( \sigma_0 \) for each material.) The fits account for the continuous, ultralow strength falloff. Note that sphere radius \( r \) enters Eq. (7) only through \( P_0 \) and \( P_F \) (Fig. 5(b)), corresponding to a simple shift along the load axis in Fig. 4.

V. Discussion

In this paper we have presented strength degradation data for three silicon nitride microstructures, nominally fine (F), medium (M), and coarse (C). The response in \( F_{SiN} \) and \( M_{SiN} \) is essentially brittle, with failures originating from cone cracks. Conversely, the response in \( C_{SiN} \) is essentially quasi-plastic, with failures originating from shear faults within the subsurface "yield" zone. Analytical models for fitting the data, and for providing a predictive capability for other potential microstructures, have been described. These models are equipped for an account of indentation size effects and for developing design concepts for bearing and other contact configurations.

The foremost interest here is the role of the \( SiN \) microstructure. \( M_{SiN} \) represents the compromise structure, with dominant cone cracks but also with partial quasi-plasticity. It is this material that most closely resembles current bearing-grade silicon nitride (Part I). It is stronger than its more brittle counterpart, \( F_{SiN} \), apparently because it contains a higher fraction of the more resilient \( B \) phase, even though it has a coarser grain structure and larger flaw size (Part I). Its drawback is that it still shows a substantial strength drop above the critical load \( P_C \) for cone crack initiation (Figs. 2(b) and 3), down to a level of almost one half the laboratory strength. In \( C_{SiN} \) cone cracking is effectively suppressed, with quasi-plasticity damage dominant. The strength shows no abrupt falloff above the degradation load \( P_D \) at which the stable wing cracks associated with the shear faults become the dominant flaws (Figs. 2(c) and 4). The degraded strength is not as low as in \( M_{SiN} \), even though the starting laboratory strength is considerably lower. Hence the development of pervasive quasi-plasticity below the contact imparts damage tolerance to the silicon nitride microstructure. Potential effects of other variables, such as oxidinitride glass composition,\(^10\) are equally amenable to exploration by the contact testing methodology.

The models are explicit in specifying the important material variables in the strength degradation responses for both cone cracking and quasi-plasticity modes. For the brittle materials, high toughness \( T_0 \) in Eqs. (1) to (3) is the usual prime requirement for optimum resistance to strength loss from cone cracking. (Low Young's modulus and high Poisson's ratio are secondary requirements, the first to diminish the tensile stresses in the contact field at any given load, and the second to further diminish these stresses and to keep the cone angle \( \alpha \) small.\(^6\) For the quasi-plastic materials, high \( T_0 \) is also a factor in Eq. (5) (although the value of \( T_0 \) that is pertinent here is the shortcrack toughness, which can have an inverse relation with the conventional long-crack toughness\(^11\)). Another factor in the quasi-elastic case is the microstructural fault size \( l \), with inverse dependence in Eq. (5), so that continued coarsening is
expected to enhance the strength degradation. Yet another factor that enters indirectly in Eq. (5), but is of critical importance in the context of fatigue (see below), is the internal friction term $\tau_c$, or yield stress $Y = 2\tau_c$ via $\tau_c$ in Eq. (4). Diminishing $\tau_c$ increases $\tau_c$, thereby degrading the strength at any given load in Eq. (5). Figure 7 quantifies this degradation in terms of a diminishing "fatigue parameter" $\beta$ ($0 \leq \beta \leq 1$), representing the function $\sigma_f(P)$ derived from Eqs. (5) to (7) as before but with $\tau_c$ replaced by $\beta\tau_c$ in Eq. (6) (recalling from Eq. (2) in Part I that $P_c \propto Y^2 \propto \tau_c^2$). From these considerations we may expect that higher microstructural heterogeneity (reducing $\tau_c$ and $Y$ increasing $\beta$) is likely to enhance plasticity-induced strength degradation, even while increasing long-crack toughness.\(^{10,12-16}\)

Another potentially adverse effect of excessively increasing microstructural heterogeneity is enhancement of material removal from the damage zone,\(^{17,18}\) by coalescence of adjacent wing cracks under extreme loading conditions.\(^3\) Such coalescence is enhanced by the very high local driving stresses from the slipped shear faults ($> 1$ GPa—recall stress—strain curves, Part I) acting on the wing cracks. Considerations of this kind are likely to be important in applications where wear resistance is a major concern. Again, the goals of high toughness and high wear resistance appear to be mutually exclusive. It is on such grounds that the choice of $M$-$Si_3N_4$ as a compromise material for bearing applications is physically justifiable.

Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the strong effect of sphere size in the critical loads for the onset of strength loss, and conversely weak effects thereafter in the strength values at higher loads. This distinctive behavior reflects the differences between near fields, which are highly sensitive to local contact conditions, and far fields, which are not.\(^{1,11,19}\) For $M$-$Si_3N_4$, in Fig. 5(a), there is a trend toward increased quasi-plasticity at smaller sphere sizes, indicative of the size-dependent brittle—ductile transitions that characterize contact fields.\(^{20-22}\) At very small radii (e.g., $r < 1$ mm),\(^2\) the quasi-plasticity will inevitably become the dominant source of degradation in $M$-$Si_3N_4$ ($P_c \ll P_s$), and, ultimately, even in the ostensibly brittle $F$-$Si_3N_4$ (Part I). At this microcontact level where the stress concentrations are high the quasi-plastic zones can be accompanied by the radial cracks that typify "sharp" indenters.\(^2,23\)

We have alluded to the relevance of the strength degradation data to the issues of damage tolerance. It is well established that the laboratory strengths of homogeneous materials are much more sensitive to extraneous flaws than those of heterogeneous materials.\(^24\) The critical loads for cone cracking are also more sensitive to extraneous flaws, especially surface finish flaws,\(^6\) than the critical loads for yield, since the latter process occurs subsurface. We have also seen in Figs. 2—4 how $F$-$Si_3N_4$ and $M$-$Si_3N_4$ are much more susceptible to abrupt strength losses than is $C$-$Si_3N_4$. (Similar flaw sensitivities are observed in strength data on fine and coarse silicon nitrides subjected to thermal shock.)\(^{15}\) Moreover, in $C$-$Si_3N_4$ the losses do not occur until well above the first signs of damage, i.e., $P_d \approx 2P_s$. Unlike their homogeneous counterparts, the heterogeneous materials are capable of sustaining substantial distributed, and detectable, damage before strength is impaired. This raises the prospect of an "early warning" prior to component failure, opening the possibility of nondestructive evaluation.

The two damage models described in Section IV, that for cone cracking in brittle materials is more amenable to a priori predictions of strength degradation behavior. That is because the cone-crack dimensions and geometry in Eqs. (1) to (3) are readily "calibrated" by direct measurement (Part I). The shear-fault/wing-crack model for quasi-plastic materials requires an empirical determination of $P_d$ in Eq. (7) from the actual strength degradation data, so the data analysis represents more a fit than a prediction. Experimentally, it is not so simple to "calibrate" the microscopic wing-crack configurations from direct measurements, thus necessitating the empirical fitting routine. And since the models are subject to several assumptions and approximations, including the assumption that the toughness remains single-valued (even in the $C$-$Si_3N_4$—see Part I), evaluations of material variables from these parameters fits should not be taken too literally.\(^2\) This caution extends to the predicted forms of the strength degradation functions—on the other hand, since the $\sigma_f(P)$ data are slowly varying in Figs. 2—4, such uncertainties are unlikely to be an important limitation in the modeling.

Finally, we acknowledge the restriction of the present study to single-cycle contacts, and to comparatively innocuous laboratory atmospheres. The Hertzian testing procedure is readily extendible to multiple-contact loading, under any specifiable adverse chemical environment, and thus to the study of accelerated strength degradation from contact fatigue.\(^17,18,25-27\) Any such fatigue in highly brittle solids would appear to be exclusively chemical, from water-assisted slow growth crack of the cone cracks, by reducing $P_c$ and enhancing $c$ in Eqs. (1) to (3).\(^17\) Slow crack growth could also enhance the growth of wing cracks in quasi-plastic materials, if water were to gain access to the subsurface shear faults, as would certainly ensue if any microcrack coalescence were to occur. Deleterious effects of water in contact fatigue tests have been well demonstrated in coarse-grain aluminas.\(^22\) But potentially more damaging in the heterogeneous materials is mechanical fatigue, from reductions in friction stress $\tau_c$ (and $\mu$) at the repeatedly sliding shear fault surfaces.\(^18\) This mode of fatigue has been demonstrated strikingly at multiple-contact sites in heterogeneous silicon carbide, as attritional surface debris within the contact damage zone, and ultimately as excessive material spalling,\(^17\) and has been foreshadowed in earlier contact tests on silicon nitride.\(^28\) A more detailed study of the role of microstructure in contact fatigue of silicon nitride is under way.

**APPENDIX**

**Evaluation of Macroscopic Residual Stresses around Hertzian Impressions Using Exploratory Vickers Indents**

In this Appendix we describe evaluations of macroscopic residual stresses around the quasi-plastic Hertzian impressions in $C$-$Si_3N_4$ using simple exploratory Vickers tests. This test has been employed by Makino et al.\(^2\) to explore around Hertzian impressions made with a harder (diamond) and much smaller ($r = 200 \mu$m) sphere than used here (WC, $r > 1$ mm), in a coarse silicon nitride material analogous to our $C$-$Si_3N_4$. The contact impressions in that study represent much higher contact pressures, as indicated by strong anisotropy in the Vickers radial crack patterns, than in our present work (note
at equilibrium, where $\chi$ is a material-dependent coefficient, the subscript V denoting the Vickers configuration. From measurements on 10 Vickers indentations under the same load conditions as specified in Fig. A1, but at various values of $r/a$, Eqs. (A-2) yield $\sigma_v = -125 \pm 20$ MPa, which we consider negligible relative to the much larger values of local residual stresses about the shear faults (>1 GPa) referred to in the text.
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The role of starting powder in the resistance of silicon nitride ($\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$) ceramics to strength-imparing contact damage is studied. $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ materials are prepared from three starting powders, at selectively increasing hot-pressing temperatures to coarsen the microstructures: (i) from relatively coarse $\alpha$-phase powder, essentially equiaxed $\alpha$-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ grains, with limited, slow transformation to $\beta$-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ grains toward the latter half of the temperature range; (ii) from relatively fine $\alpha$-phase powder, a more rapid transformation to $\beta$-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$, with attendant grain elongation; (iii) from fine $\beta$-phase powder, an essentially equiaxed $\beta$-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ structure over the entire temperature range. The resulting microstructures thereby provide a spectrum of $\beta/\alpha$ phase ratios and grain sizes and shapes for investigation. Indentations with hard spheres (Hertzian test) are used to induce damage into the $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ specimens. Examination of the indentation sites indicates a competition between brittle and quasi-plastic damage modes: in structures with relatively equiaxed grains, the damage takes the form of classical cone cracking; in structures with large elongate grains, the damage is distributed beneath the contact as grain-localized microfailures within a subsurface "yield" zone. Bend tests on specimens containing single-cycle contact damage reveal those structures with well-developed cone cracks to be highly susceptible to strength degradation. The microstructures with the greatest resistance to strength loss are those formed from fine $\alpha$-phase starting powder at intermediate firing temperatures ($1700^\circ\text{C}$), with characteristic large, elongate $\beta$ grains. Implications of the results in the context of other mechanical properties, e.g., toughness, wear, and fatigue resistance, are discussed.

I. Introduction

Silicon nitride ($\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$) has been studied extensively for two decades because of its attractive combination of mechanical properties, such as strength, toughness, and wear and fatigue resistance. It is recognized that microstructure is central to these mechanical properties. Nevertheless, the role of microstructure remains poorly understood in $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ ceramics, because of the complex interplay between which variables as grain size and aspect ratio, ratio of $\alpha$ to $\beta$ phase, and composition of glassy second phase—generally, these microstructural variables tend to vary in an independent manner during the sintering process. When $\alpha$-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ is used as a starting powder, transformations to $\beta$-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ during sintering result in pronounced grain elongation. In turn, elongated grain structures give rise to enhanced long-crack toughness (strong $R$-curve). However, this improvement in toughness does not usually extrapolate back to the domain of short cracks, where important properties like strength and wear are determined. In this light, there is a need for exploring routes to the microstructural design of $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ for improved damage resistance properties at the microscale.

This paper investigates the specific roles of $\beta/\alpha$ phase ratio and grain size and shape on damage accumulation in $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$. We achieve control of these microstructural variables via the $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ starting powders (but keeping the composition of oxide sintering additives fixed) and by varying the sintering temperature. By choosing powders of different initial phase content and particle size, the following microstructures are produced with increasing temperature: from relatively coarse $\alpha$-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ starting powder, a progressively coarsening, equiaxed $\alpha$-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ structure, but with limited, slow transformation to $\beta$-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$, toward the latter half of the temperature range; from relatively fine $\alpha$-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ starting powder, a much more rapid transformation to $\beta$-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$, with attendant grain elongation and coarsening; from fine $\beta$-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ starting powder, an essentially equiaxed $\beta$-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ structure over the entire temperature range, with progressive coarsening. Selected hot-pressing temperatures between 1570° and 1800°C provide a matrix of microstructures covering a spectrum of $\beta/\alpha$ ratios and grain geometries for systematic analysis.

To characterize damage accumulation of the $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ microstructures we use indentations with spheres (Hertzian test). The Hertzian test has shown itself to be a powerful means of identifying and quantifying damage in ceramics, including $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$. It reveals in a most compelling manner the critical role of microstructure on the competition between classical cracking (ring, or cone fracture) and quasi-plastic damage (distributed shear-activated microfaulting). Distinction between these two damage modes is directly relevant to applications where highly concentrated loads occur, e.g., in bearings. Indications are that the damage mode in $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ progresses from cracking to quasi-plasticity as the microstructure coarsens and elongates, and as the $\beta/\alpha$ ratio increases. By examining these trends in the present structures we illustrate how crucial control of starting powders can be in the design of $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ ceramics for damage resistance.
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II. Experimental Procedure

(1) Materials Processing and Preparation

Three starting silicon nitride powders were used: relatively coarse $\alpha$-Si$_3$N$_4$ (UBE-SN-E3, mean particle size 1.0 $\mu$m, Ube Industries, Tokyo, Japan), with ~5 vol% $\beta$-Si$_3$N$_4$; relatively fine $\alpha$-Si$_3$N$_4$ (UBE-SN-E10, mean particle size 0.3 $\mu$m, Ube Industries, Tokyo, Japan), again with ~5 vol% $\beta$-Si$_3$N$_4$; and $\beta$-Si$_3$N$_4$ (KSN-80SP, mean particle size 0.5 $\mu$m, ShinEtsu, Tokyo, Japan), with ~20 vol% $\alpha$-Si$_3$N$_4$. Sintering additives, 5 wt% Y$_2$O$_3$ (Fine Grade, H.C. Starck GmbH, Goslar, Germany), 2 wt% Al$_2$O$_3$ (AKP50, Sumitomo Chemical Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), and 1 wt% MgO (High Purity, Baikowski Co., NC), were mixed with each starting powder. The mixed batches were ground as slurries in 2-propanol for 24 h in a planetary mill using zirconia balls in a polypropylene container. After drying, the softly agglomerated powders were crushed and sieved through a 60-mesh screen. These resulting mixes were designated according to the Si$_3$N$_4$ starting powders: AC (E3 powder, $\alpha$ phase, coarse); AF (E10 powder, $\alpha$ phase, fine); B (KSN-80SP powder, $\beta$ phase).

Hot pressing of sample blocks with 50 mm diameter and 5 mm thickness from each powder batch was performed in nitrogen gas at 1 atm under uniaxial compression 30 MPa in

Fig. 1. SEM micrographs of Si$_3$N$_4$ polished surfaces, fired at 1600°C, 1650°C, 1700°C, and 1800°C for 1 h. Specimen designation as follows: AC (E3 powder, $\alpha$ phase, coarse); AF (E10 powder, $\alpha$ phase, fine); B (KSN-80SP powder, $\beta$ phase). Specimens plasma etched in CF$_4$ and O$_2$ gas for 10 min to reveal grain structures.
a graphite die, at 1570°, 1600°, 1650°, 1700°, and 1800°C for 1 h. Top and bottom surfaces of the fired blocks were ground on a diamond wheel, and the blocks diamond sawn into bars 25 mm × 4 mm × 3 mm for evaluation and testing.

Specimen surfaces were polished normal to the hot-press direction to 1 μm finish for characterization. These surfaces were plasma etched to highlight the grain structures. After gold coating, the etched surfaces were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and grain sizes and shapes determined from micrographs using an image analyzer (Bioscan OPTIMAS 4.1, Bioscan Inc., Edmonds, WA), as follows: mean grain sizes, from linear intercepts over all grain boundaries; aspect ratios, as length/width of the 10% largest elongate β grains;14 volume fractions, from grain area determinations of all β grains with aspect ratio ≥3.12 X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to determine the β/α phase ratio for each material.

Densities were measured using the Archimedes method.

(2) Mechanical Testing

Hertzian contact tests were made on polished Si₃N₄ surfaces to determine damage characteristics.27 In these tests, tungsten carbide (WC) spheres of radius r = 1.98 mm were used at peak loads up to P = 4000 N and at fixed crosshead speed 1.67 μm·s⁻¹. The WC spheres themselves tended to deform during indentation,30 so were constantly rotated and ultimately replaced. Section views of the damage patterns were obtained using bonded-interface specimens.32,33 These specimens were prepared by bonding together two polished half-bars at a common interface with a thin layer of adhesive, and then polishing the top surfaces. Rows of indentations were then made on these top surfaces, symmetrically along the surface trace of the bonded interface. The adhesive was dissolved in acetone, and the top and side surfaces of the separated half-blocks gold coated for optical examination in Nomarski illumination. Supplementary observations of the damage were made using SEM to determine the basic nature of the cracking and quasi-plasticity in relation to the microstructure.20

Additional indentation tests were made with the same WC spheres on polished surfaces of each of the Si₃N₄ materials, to obtain critical loads for "yield," Pₙ, and for cracking, P_c. The critical configurations were determined by examining the postindented surfaces over a range of loads, and searching for the signs of first damage.27 Nomarski examination of surfaces

Fig. 2. XRD determination of volume fractions of β and α phases in AC, AF, and B Si₃N₄ (see Fig. 1), as function of hot-pressing temperature.

Fig. 3. Microstructural characterization of AC, AF, and B Si₃N₄ materials as function of hot-pressing temperature: (a) mean grain size, (b) aspect ratio of largest 10% elongate β grains, (c) volume fraction of elongate β grains with aspect ratio >3.

gold-coated after indentation was again used for this purpose. Acoustic detectors were also useful for detecting the critical pop-in load for full cone cracks.27

Strength tests were made on sets of Si₃N₄ specimens fired at 1700°C, to quantify the degrading effects of the contact damage.28 Four-point bend tests were made on polished and pre-chamfered bars (25 mm × 4 mm × 3 mm, inner span 10 mm and outer span 20 mm), with the indented surfaces on the tensile side. The contact damage itself was made over a load range P = 0-4000 N. Specimens were covered by a drop of silicon oil before testing, and were broken in fast fracture (<10 ms), to avoid the influence of moisture ("inert" strengths). Broken specimens were examined fractographically in Nomarski illumination to locate the source of failure, i.e., indentations or other sites.

Routine measurements of Young's modulus (sonic method) and hardness (load/projected area, Vickers indenter24) were carried out on these specimens.

III. Results

(1) Materials Characterization

Results of the microstructural characterization are shown in Figs. 1–3. Figure 1 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
micrographs of the different Si₃N₄ microstructures for each starting powder:

(i) AC Si₃N₄. After hot pressing at 1600°C, this material reveals a microstructure with mainly equiaxed α grains of mean grain size =0.6 μm, but with minor β phase. At 1650°C, the equiaxed α grains are larger, but occasional elongate β grains are now apparent. At 1700°C, the β grains continue their elongated growth, but the α phase still dominates. Finally, at 1800°C, the β phase dominates, but the structure is again predominantly equiaxed.

(ii) AF Si₃N₄. At 1600°C, the material contains mainly equiaxed α grains of mean grain size =0.2 μm, but some elongated β grains are already apparent. At 1650°C these β grains have continued their elongate growth, but at a much faster rate than in AC Si₃N₄; the smaller α grains have also begun to transform to β phase. At 1700°C, the β phase is dominant. At 1800°C, the β grains enlarge further, as in AC, but remain elongate.

(iii) B Si₃N₄. At 1600°C, the structure consists totally of equiaxed β grains, mean grain size =0.5 μm. On heating through 1800°C, the β phase persists, and the microstructures enlarge but remain predominantly equiaxed with only occasional elongate grains.

Density determinations indicate a porosity level <0.1% in all microstructures in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 plots volume percent β and α phase for the three Si₃N₄ starting powder types as a function of hot-pressing temperature. From XRD, in AC Si₃N₄ an α → β transformation takes place, but is relatively sluggish, accelerating only above 1700°C (note that some α phase remains even at 1800°C). The same transformation occurs in AF Si₃N₄, but much more rapidly, reaching completion at 1700°C. There is no detectable phase transformation at all in B Si₃N₄; the β phase dominates over the entire temperature range.

Mean grain sizes and aspect ratios are plotted for the Si₃N₄ materials as a function of hot-pressing temperature in Fig. 3. Overall mean grain sizes (Fig. 3(a)) increase steadily with temperature in all three materials. Aspect ratios (Fig. 3(b)) and volume fraction (Fig. 3(c)) of the elongate β grains increase strongly with temperature in the AF material to 1700°C, and increase only slightly, above 1700°C, in the B material, with AC intermediate. Note especially the dominant population of elongate β grains in AF at 1700°C.

Figure 4 plots Young’s modulus and hardness against hot-pressing temperature for each material. Both modulus (Fig. 4(a)) and hardness (Fig. 4(b)) decline with temperature: in AC Si₃N₄, starting with relatively high values at 1570°C, declining only slightly between 1570°C and 1700°C, and finally falling off between 1700°C and 1800°C; in AF Si₃N₄, starting a little lower at 1570°C, but declining much more quickly, and approaching a similar reduced level at 1700°C; in B Si₃N₄, starting low and staying low over the temperature range. Noting the (inverse) correlation of the curves in Fig. 4 with those in Fig. 2, we replotted the modulus and hardness data as a function of phase content in Fig. 5. The results are consistent with a “rule of mixtures”: for modulus (Fig. 5(a)), between extrapolation limits of high-modulus α phase (340 GPa) and low-modulus β phase (312 GPa); for hardness (Fig. 5(b)), between extrapolation limits of high-hardness α phase (23.1 GPa) and low-hardness β phase (15.5 GPa). Note that whereas the trends are similar in Figs. 4 and 5, the rate of decline relative to temperature is considerably faster in the hardness than in the modulus.
(2) Contact Damage

Figures 6–8 illustrate bonded-interface section views of contact damage formed at a relatively high load \( P = 4000 \) N, for the \( \text{Si}_3\text{N}_4 \) materials fired at 1650°, 1700°, and 1800°C.

(i) \( \text{AC} \ \text{Si}_3\text{N}_4 \). Fig. 6. (a) 1650°C—a classical cone crack forms outside the contact, indicative of a highly brittle material, and signs of minor quasi-plasticity damage are just visible beneath the contact; (b) 1700°C—the cone crack persists, but is smaller, and the quasi-plastic zone, although still comparatively minor, is more apparent; (c) 1800°C—only a barely visible shallow surface ring crack persists (more evident in surface views, not shown), but the quasi-plasticity zone is now well developed.²⁷

(ii) \( \text{AF} \ \text{Si}_3\text{N}_4 \). Fig. 7. (a) 1650°C—a much shortened cone crack, and already a substantial quasi-plasticity zone, are apparent; (b) 1700°C—the damage zone is well developed, and only the vestigial trace of a surface ring crack remains; (c) 1800°C—the shallow ring crack is no longer visible in the section view (although, again, is evident in surface views), and the quasi-plasticity is now totally dominant. The “brittle–ductile” transition evident in this \( \text{AF} \) sequence is therefore similar to that in \( \text{AC} \), but occurs much more rapidly.

(iii) \( \text{B} \ \text{Si}_3\text{N}_4 \). Fig. 8. (a) 1650°C—both cone cracking and quasi-plasticity zones are already well developed; (b) 1700°C—the cone cracking is reduced, and the quasi-plasticity further enhanced; (c) 1800°C—only shallow ring crack traces remain, and the plastic zone is dominant. The quasi-plasticity is more developed than in either \( \text{AC} \) or \( \text{AF} \), and the cone cracking as strongly developed as in \( \text{AC} \), foreshadowing a highly damage-susceptible material.

SEM observations confirmed previous observations of the microstructural nature of the damage processes: the cone and ring cracks in Figs. 6–8 were predominantly (75%) intergranular,²² and the quasi-plasticity zone consisted of individual shear faults at the grain boundaries, with some indication of some shear faulting within some of the elongate β grains.²⁰

Figure 9 plots critical loads for yield, \( P_Y \), and cracking, \( P_C \), as a function of hot-pressing temperature. (Note that these \( P_Y \) and \( P_C \) data all lie below the value \( P = 4000 \) N used to produce the damage patterns in Figs. 6–8.) In Fig. 9(a), \( P_Y \) decreases steadily with firing temperature for \( \text{AC} \) and \( \text{AF} \ \text{Si}_3\text{N}_4 \), ultimately to the temperature-insensitive low value for \( \text{B} \ \text{Si}_3\text{N}_4 \). These temperature dependencies are broadly similar to those for the hardness (Fig. 4(b)), consistent with the well-documented interrelationship between yield stress and hardness.³⁰,³¹ This in turn implies a fundamental correlation between yield properties and \( \beta/\alpha \) phase ratio (Fig. 5(b)). In Fig. 9(b), \( P_C \) increases only slightly with firing temperature (recall that the cracks contract from well-developed cones to very shallow surface rings at the higher temperatures). Values of \( P_C \) are highest for \( \text{AF} \), lowest for \( \text{B} \). These trends in the \( P_C \) data correlate with density of elongate β grains (Fig. 3(b) and (c)), consistent with the dominance of a microstructural geometry factor in the cone crack initiation.²⁷
duce steadily coarsening structures that retain their α-phase identity up to about 1700°C, with significant transformation to β phase only above this temperature. This material tends to be highly susceptible to cone cracking, with major quasi-plasticity only in specimens fired above 1700°C (Fig. 6). For finer α-phase powder (AF), the structures again coarsen, but much more rapidly with respect to temperature, and with larger volume fractions of elongate β grains. This material shows suppressed cracking and enhanced quasi-plasticity over the entire temperature range (Fig. 7). For the β-phase starting powder (B), the structures once more coarsen with temperature, although relatively slowly, and with retention of the β-phase identity throughout. Thus this material is highly susceptible to both fracture and deformation (Fig. 8).

It is of interest to identify more closely those elements of the Si₃N₄ microstructure that govern the deformation and fracture modes. Note that subsurface quasi-plasticity zones are equally well developed in all three materials at 1800°C in Figs. 6–8. (Recall that the hardnesses in Fig. 4(b) and critical loads Pᵥ in Fig. 9(a) each attain near-identical low values at this temperature.) The microstructural feature most closely common to the three materials at 1800°C is the near-saturation β content in Fig. 2. By contrast, there is no such commonality of grain size, shape, or density at 1800°C in Fig. 3. At 1650°C, the incidence of quasi-plasticity is barely lessened in the B material, but is substantially reduced in AF and even more in AC, consistent with reduced content of the relatively soft β phase in Fig. 2. For the fracture mode, we note that cone cracks are equally well developed in two of the materials at 1650°C, B and AC, and relatively suppressed in AF, in Figs. 6–8. (Also, the critical loads Pᵥ in Fig. 9(b) are highest for AF at this temperature.) In this case there is no correlation between material order and β content in Fig. 2. On the other hand, AF has by far the most elongate β-grain shape in Fig. 3(b) and density in Fig. 3(c), if not the largest mean grain size in Fig. 3(a). At highest temperatures, cone cracking diminishes in all three materials, most abruptly between 1700° and 1800°C, where the density of β grains in Fig. 3(c) increases. We conclude that it is β content which constitutes the primary controlling factor in the quasi-plasticity mode, and β grain geometry in the fracture mode.

An important consideration in bearing and other stress-concentrating applications is retention of strength after the introduction of contact-related damage. The plots in Fig. 11 for the Si₃N₄ materials fired at 1700°C indicate that it is the AF structure that is most immune to strength degradation. That is because only shallow ring cracks form in this structure at and above 1700°C (Figs. 7(b) and 9(b)). In this context, the relative protrusion of large elongate β grains in the AF/1700°C material (Fig. 1) is a key feature. It has been argued in an earlier study that suppression of full cone fracture initiation in coarse, heterogeneous polycrystalline ceramics with intergranular fracture is attributable, at least in part, to intergranular deflection of the downward propagating ring cracks away from the trajectories of maximum tensile stresses in the contact field by such long grains. As we have intimated, the damage in AF/1700°C (Fig. 7(b)) is instead distributed as highly stabilized, grain-localized shear faults within a dominant quasi-plasticity zone. Failure then occurs from one such fault within this zone, at a contact load P sufficiently in excess of Pᵥ to grow this fault to a dominant size (Appendix). Ultimately, at excessive loads, or at a sufficiently large number of repeated contacts, microcrack coalescence may occur within the quasi-plastic zone, with reduction in strength to a level approximately equal to that for failure from cone cracks. Nevertheless, for the single-cycle load range considered here, AF produced from the finer α-phase powder appears to be the Si₃N₄ material of choice for superior strength properties.

Our conclusions concerning the central role of microstructure on contact damage and associated strength degradation also have strong implications concerning mechanical properties like toughness and wear and fatigue resistance. Correlations between quasi-plastic contact damage and toughness have been

Figure 10 shows characteristic tensile-surface fracture patterns for AF, AC, and B Si₃N₄ bend-test specimens fired at 1700°C and damaged at contact load P = 4000 N. In AC and B, fracture traces outside the ring-crack peripheries, corresponding to failures from subsurface cone-crack fronts (Figs. 10(a) and (c)); in AF, fracture traces orthogonal to the surface ring cracks, corresponding to failures from subsurface quasi-plastic zones (Fig. 10(b)) (in this case, the accompanying shallow ring cracks play no role). Figure 11 plots strength degradation data as a function of contact load P for the same materials. In each material the strengths remain undiminished at subcritical loads, indicating failures from natural flaws. Beyond critical loads, Pᵥ for AC and B, Pᵥ = 2Pᵥ for AF (see Fig. 9 at 1700°C) the strengths fall off slowly—solid curves in this region are data fits from fracture mechanics models (Appendix).

IV. Discussion

In the present study we have investigated the role of starting powder on Si₃N₄ microstructures (Figs. 1–5), and the relationship of these microstructures to damage accumulation in contacts with spheres (Figs. 6–10). We have shown that by controlling the starting powders and firing temperatures we can produce microstructures with different ratios of β to α phase (Fig. 2), and different grain sizes, shapes, and volume fractions of each phase (Fig. 3). These crystallographic and geometrical microstructural elements determine the competition between fracture (ring cracking) and deformation (diffuse quasi-plasticity) in concentrated stress fields. Specifically, for coarser, predominantly α-phase starting powder (AC), we

![Fig. 7. Side views of Hertzian contact damage in AF Si₃N₄, fired at (a) 1650°C, (b) 1700°C, and (c) 1800°C. Indentations made using WC sphere radius r = 1.98 mm at load P = 4000 N. AA denotes contact diameter. Nomarski optical micrographs of bonded-interface specimens.](image-url)
noted in an earlier study. There it was shown that reductions in the size of any well-developed cone cracks from microstructural coarsening and elongation can be attributed to enhancement of the underlying R-curve (hence long-crack toughness), via increased grain bridging. Other groups have demonstrated this link between microstructural heterogeneity and R-curve behavior even more compellingly. The connection between contact damage and toughness is not superficial; it is the same microstructural features responsible for steep R-curves (large and elongate grains, weak grain or interphase boundaries) that promote quasi-plasticity in the contact damage response, via weakness on the microscale. The combination of suppressed cone cracking and limited quasi-plasticity evident for AF Si₃N₄ in Fig. 7 indicates that the microstructures sintered from the finer α-phase powder, because of their relatively pronounced microstructural heterogeneity, are the best suited of our materials for high toughness applications. At the same time, as noted for B Si₃N₄ in Fig. 8, it is possible to fabricate microstructures with both extensive quasi-plasticity and large cone cracks, so the existence of an extensive yield zone does not itself necessarily lead to high toughness—recall from Figs. 1 and 3(b) that the B material does not contain the elongate grains generally so effective in enhancing toughness.

From the standpoint of wear and fatigue, it is avoidance of quasi-plasticity (and only to a lesser extent ring cracking) that is important, because distributed microfailure damage can lead to easy removal of material on the microscale. This suggests that the high modulus and hardness AC Si₃N₄ developed from coarser α-phase powder (Fig. 4) may be best suited for maximum wear and fatigue resistance.

Finally, we would emphasize that we have considered only two processing variables, starting powder and firing temperature. There are other important variables, most notably type and amount of additive oxides, that can have profound influences on the microstructural complexion of Si₃N₄ ceramics, especially on the composition of the oxynitride glassy phase. More detailed and systematic investigations of chemical and geometrical aspects of the processing and microstructural characterization, in the special context of tailoring damage properties for specific applications, constitute a ripe area for further study.

APPENDIX

Fracture Mechanics Models for Failure from Indentation Cone Crack and Quasi-Plastic Damage Sites in Strength Tests

In this appendix we apply previously described fracture mechanics models for failure from cone cracks and quasi-plasticity zones to fit the strength data in the region where breaks occur from indentation sites in Fig. 10.

(1) Failure from Cone Crack Sites

For the AC and B Si₃N₄ materials, failure occurs from cone cracks (Fig. 12). This kind of failure is governed by the following three simultaneous relations:

(i) A geometrical relation connecting the dimension c of the actual ring crack to the dimension C of a “virtual” cone with its tip located above the contact surface,
C = c + R_0 \cos \alpha_0 \tag{A-1}

with \( R_0 \) the surface ring radius and \( \alpha_0 \) the angle between cone crack and specimen surface (Fig. 12).

(ii) For materials governed by a single-valued toughness \( K_{IC} = T_0 \), an equilibrium stress-intensity factor relation for pennylike cracks,\(^{38}\)

\[ K = \chi P/C^{3/2} = T_0 \tag{A-2} \]

with \( \chi \) a crack geometry coefficient. The parameter \( \chi \) is calibrated from measurements of equilibrium cone crack lengths at given load (e.g., Figs. 6 and 8), using \( C = (\chi P/T_0)^{3/2} \).

(iii) The Griffith strength relation

\[ \sigma_F = T_0/\Psi_C^{1/2} \tag{A-3} \]

with \( \Psi \) a geometry coefficient determined from consideration of the cone crack geometry.\(^{39}\)

The following parameters in Eqs. (A-1) to (A-3) are predetermined for AC and B Si_3N_4 (1700°C) as follows:

(i) In Eq. (A-1), cone angle \( \alpha_0 = 19^\circ \), and surface inner ring crack radius \( R_0 = 238 \ \mu m \) (AC) and 226 \( \mu m \) (B), from section micrographs (e.g., Figs. 6 and 8).

(ii) Coefficients in Eqs. (A-2) and (A-3), \( \chi = 0.0154 \) and \( \Psi = 0.71 \), from previous calibration on Si_3N_4 materials with similar cone crack geometry.\(^{27,28}\)

(iii) In Eq. (A-3), toughness \( K_{IC} = T_0 = 4.2 \ MPa\cdot m^{1/2} \) (AC) and 3.0 MPa\cdot m^{1/2} (B), from independent measurements of radial cracks at Vickers indentations.\(^{40}\)

The resulting calculated functions \( \sigma_F(P) \) are included as the solid curves for AC Si_3N_4 and B Si_3N_4 in Fig. 11.

(2) Failure from Quasi-Plasticity Sites

For the AF Si_3N_4 material, failure occurs from “wing” cracks\(^{41-43}\) associated with individual shear faults within the quasi-plasticity zones (Fig. 12).\(^{34}\) This type of failure is governed by the strength relation\(^{34}\)

\[ \sigma_F = \sigma_0\left[(P_{D}^{1/3} - P_{Y}^{1/3})/(P_{D}^{1/3} - P_{Y}^{1/3})\right]^{1/3} \]

\[ (P > P_{D} > P_{Y}) \tag{A-4} \]

Fig. 9. Critical loads for indentation-induced damage as function of hot-pressing temperature, in AC, AF, and B Si_3N_4 materials: (a) \( P_Y \) for quasi-plastic damage; (b) \( P_C \) for ring cracking. Indentations made using WC sphere radius \( r = 1.98 \ mm \). In (b), open symbols and solid curves denote full cone cracks, closed symbols and dashed curves denote very shallow surface ring cracks only.

Fig. 10. Micrographs showing failure of (a) AC, (b) AF, and (c) B Si_3N_4 materials fired at 1700°C, from strength specimens containing indentations made with WC sphere, \( r = 1.98 \ mm \), \( P = 4000 \ N \). Nomarski illumination, surface gold coated. Tensile direction vertical in plane of diagram.
Fig. 11. Strength degradation for AC, AF, and B Si₃N₄ materials fired at 1700°C, for contacts with WC sphere, r = 1.98 mm. Open symbols indicate failures away from indentation sites, gray symbols failures from quasi-plastic zones, black symbols failures from ring cracks. Points with error bars represent means and standard deviations of a minimum of five specimens; points without error bars are individual breaks. Boxes at left axis denote natural strengths (unindented specimens). Vertical dashed lines indicate critical loads for strength-degrading damage (see Fig. 9).

where $P_Y$ is the critical load for yield (Fig. 9(a), 1700°C), $\sigma_0$ is the natural strength (no indentation damage), and $P = P_D$ at $\sigma_P = \sigma_0$ is the load at which breaks first occur from the quasi-plasticity zone.

The solid curve for AF Si₃N₄ in Fig. 11 is obtained by inserting $\sigma_0 = 960$ MPa, $P_Y = 1100$ N, and $P_D = 2700$ N from a direct fit to the data.
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Fig. 12. Schematic showing critical flaws induced by contact with spherical indenter (left), and subsequent strength tests on indented specimens (right); (a) brittle response, failure from fully developed cone crack; (b) quasi-plastic response, failure from shear fault with wing crack within damage zone. After Refs. 28 and 34.
Contact Damage and Strength Degradation in Brittle/Quasi-Plastic Silicon Nitride Bilayers

Kee Sung Lee,† Seung Kun Lee,*,‡ and Brian R. Lawn*
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Yuseong, Taejon 305-701, Korea

A study is made of the damage resistance of silicon nitride bilayers consisting of a hard overlayer (coating) on a soft underlayer (substrate). The two layers are fabricated with different starting powders, to provide distinctive elongate-grain microstructures, and are cosintered, to provide strong interfacial bonding and thus to minimize subsequent delamination. Contact testing with spherical indenters is used to characterize the damage response. The elastic-plastic mismatch between the layers is sufficiently high as to produce distinctive damage modes in the two layers: predominantly cone cracking in the coating, and quasi-plasticity in the substrate. However, the mismatch is also sufficiently low as to preclude secondary transverse cracks of the kind observed in other bilayer systems to initiate immediately beneath the contact at the coating/substrate interface and propagate upward within the coating. The dominant damage mode shifts from coating fracture to substrate quasi-plasticity with increasing contact load and decreasing coating thickness. Significantly, the presence of the soft underlayer inhibits growth of the coating cone cracks as the latter approach and intersect the interface. The underlayer also substantially diminishes stress losses from the contact-induced damage, especially in bilayers with thinner coatings. The implication is that bilayer structures with thin, hard coatings can preserve benefits from the inherent toughness of soft substrate materials, and at the same time afford surface protection (high wear resistance) to the underlayer.

I. Introduction

Over the last decade there has been a drive to improve the toughness of silicon nitride (Si₃N₄) and other silicon-based ceramics via in situ growth of long, elongate grains.1–12 In Hertzian contacts with spherical indenters these enlarged and elongated microstructures produce diffuse energy-absorbing subsurface quasi-plastic zones, consisting of individual, grain-localized microfailures ("shear faults"13), instead of conventional surface-initiated cone cracks.14–18 At moderate contact loads this quasi-plastic damage has a comparatively minor degrading effect on strength in ensuing flexure or tension.19,20 However, at higher contact loads or numbers of repeat cycles the microfailures tend to coalesce within the damage zone, with consequent accelerated strength loss and material removal.21 Accordingly, quasi-plastic damage can have a highly adverse effect on resistance to fatigue22 and wear23 (although it can also promote machinability24). Improvement in mechanical properties from in situ tailoring of microstructures is not universal.

The search for ceramic structures with superior property combinations has led to a novel concept of layered homogeneous/heterogeneous microstructures with relatively hard surfaces (coatings) on soft underlayers (substrates).24,25 A critical element of this concept is the incorporation of interlayer elastic–plastic mismatch, so as to partition energy from the contact loading system into competing fracture and quasi-plasticity modes, with the principal intent of containing the former mode without unduly promoting the latter. Another critical element is incorporation of strong rather than weak interlayer interfaces, so as to avoid delamination—the aim is to suppress rather than to deflect cone (or other) cracks that originate in the coating. The existence of any compression stresses in the coating from thermal expansion mismatch with the substrate will further inhibit the extension of any such cracks.26,27 In principle, such a composite layer system should exhibit both high wear resistance and high toughness, with reduced susceptibility to strength degradation from damage accumulation.

In a recent study we investigated these critical elements in Si₃N₄ bilayers with uncommonly large elastic–plastic mismatch,28 achieved by incorporating boron nitride (BN) platelets into the sublayer structure.29,30 In Hertzian contact these bilayers showed confined transverse cracking in the coatings, along with extensive yield in the substrates. In thinner coatings with higher mismatch the soft substrate allowed the hard coating to "flex" beneath the contact, further enhancing the transverse cracking. In these cases some of the transverse cracks initiated from the coating/substrate interface rather than from the coating top surface, at relatively low loads. The cracks were highly stabilized, requiring exceptionally high loads to drive them upward through the coating, thereby enabling the crack population to multiply. It was clear that any such proliferation of cracks, while contributing to damage tolerance, could ultimately compromise the structural integrity of the coating, especially if the bilayer were to be subjected to high or repeat loading. It would seem that there are upper limits to the useful range of mismatch in these structures.

In the present work we investigate an analogous Si₃N₄ bilayer system, but with much smaller elastic–plastic mismatch, in an attempt to retain the advantages of the layer concept without inducing excessive transverse cracking. Bilayers with
relatively brittle and quasi-plastic Si$_3$N$_4$ components are fabricated, but without addition of a softening agent in the substrate. The two Si$_3$N$_4$ layers are fabricated from different starting powders, at specified layer thicknesses, but are co-sintered to produce a strong adjoining interface. Contacts with spheres are used to induce controlled damage patterns into the layered specimens and ceramographic sectioning techniques used to examine these patterns. Bend tests on damaged bar specimens are carried out to investigate the role of the different damage modes on strength degradation.

We shall show that whereas the Si$_3$N$_4$ coating layers are still subject to cone cracking, they show no deleterious interface-initiated transverse cracking. Quasi-plastic damage is more limited than in the previous BN-doped substrate structures, but nevertheless appears to play an important role in restricting extension of the surface ring cracks within the coating. Strengths of contact-damaged bilayers are enhanced relative to those of the (comparatively weak) coating material, tending at small coating thicknesses to those of the (comparatively strong) substrate material. The results suggest the prospect of designing layer structures for both high toughness and high wear resistance.

II. Experimental Procedure

(1) Powders and Processing

Two different Si$_3$N$_4$ powders were selected for preparation of the bilayers. The starting powder for the coating layers was α-Si$_3$N$_4$, of mean particle size 1.0 μm (UBE-SN-E3, Ube Industries, Tokyo, Japan), with additives 5 wt% Y$_2$O$_3$ (Fine Grade, H. C. Starck GmbH, Goslar, Germany), 2 wt% Al$_2$O$_3$ (AKP 50, Sumitomo Chemical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), and 1 wt% MgO (High Purity, Bakowski Co., NC). The powder for the substrate layers was α-Si$_3$N$_4$ of average particle size 0.3 μm (UBE-SN-E10, Ube Industries, Tokyo, Japan), with the same sintering additives. Previously, these two final batches were designated AC (α-coarse) and AF (α-fine), according to Si$_3$N$_4$ starting powder—here, we use the simpler designation C (coating) and S (substrate).

A Si$_3$N$_4$ powder batch with 30 vol% BN softening additive from another preceding study was used as a comparison substrate. This material is here designated S30.

The powder batches were each mixed in isopropyl alcohol for 24 h in a planetary ball-mill using zirconia balls in a polypropylene container, to form a slurry. After drying, the softly agglomerated powder was crushed and sieved through a 60-mesh screen. The powders were cold-pressed in a graphite mold of 50 mm diameter to form green state bilayers of coating thickness 1 mm and substrate thickness 3–4 mm. The composite structure was hot-pressed at 1700°C at a pressure of 30 MPa in nitrogen for 1 h. Some monolithic samples of each powder mix were prepared for control studies.

Surfaces of some specimens were polished to 1 μm finish, plasma etched, gold coated, and examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to reveal the microstructures.

(2) Mechanical Testing

Fired bilayers and monolithic controls were cut into bars for mechanical testing. Routine measurements of Young's modulus, using a sonic method, and hardness, using Vickers indentations (load/projected area), were carried out on representative monolithic specimens. For the bilayers, the C (coating) structure was placed on the top, and the S (substrate) structure on the bottom. The top surfaces of the bars were then ground and polished to 1 μm diamond paste finish to produce coating thicknesses $d_c = 20–600$ μm. Additional Vickers indentations were made on polished sides of representative bilayer specimens to evaluate any differential thermal expansion stresses in the coatings, from radial crack measurements. Some specimens were cut in half and the opposing surfaces polished and glued together to produce "bonded-interface" specimens for investigation of subsurface damage in indentation tests. Other specimens were edge chamfered and polished for strength testing.

Hertzian indentations were made on the top surfaces of bilayer specimens, as well as on control monolith specimens, using WC spheres of radius $r = 1.98$ mm at loads up to $P = 4000$ N, in air. On as-polished specimens, rows of indentations were made at small load intervals to determine the critical loads $P_c$ and $P_c$ for first incidence of yield and cracking. Application of a gold coat greatly enhanced detection of the initial damage in Nomarski illumination. For the cracking an acoustic detector placed on the top surface adjacent to the indenter was a useful adjunct. On bonded-interface specimens the indentations were made in rows symmetrically across the interface traces at the top surfaces. After separating the indented specimen halves in solvent and coating with gold, Nomarski illumination was used to view the subsurface damage.

Four-point flexure tests were run on bilayer and monolith bar specimens (25 mm × 4 mm × 3 mm, inner span 10 mm, outer span 20 mm) after indentation. The indentation sites were covered with a drop of silicone oil before testing and centered on the tensile side of the bend fixture. The bars were then broken in fast fracture (<10 ms) to avoid the influence of moisture ("inert" strengths). "Effective strengths" were calculated from beam theory, using the conventional relation

$$\sigma = \frac{3Ql^4}{4wd^2}$$  (1)

with $l$ the moment span, $w$ the bar width, $d$ the composite bilayer half-thickness, and $Q$ the breaking load. Later, in Section III(3), we shall take into account the influence of thermal expansion mismatch (Appendix A) and interlayer modulus mismatch (Appendix B) on strengths evaluated from fracture mechanics considerations (Appendix C).

The broken specimens were examined in Nomarski illumination and scanning electron microscopy to locate the sources and modes of failure, i.e., from cone cracks or quasi-plastic zones. Control stress tests on unindentated specimens were made to measure baseline "natural" strengths.

III. Results

(1) Characterization of Silicon Nitride Layer Materials

Figure 1 shows bimodal microstructures for the two materials. Common to both microstructures at the high end of the bimodal distribution are enlarged, elongated β-phase grains of length ~5 μm and width ~1.0 μm. In the C material (Fig. 1(a)) the volume fraction of this high-end grain component is relatively small (~23 vol%)—the bulk of the microstructure consists of finer, equaxed α-phase grains of diameter ~1.2 μm (~77 vol%). In the S material (Fig. 1(b)) the volume fraction of the high-end grain component is increased (~40 vol%)—in this case the bulk of the microstructure consists of finer elongate β-phase grains of length ~2 μm and width ~0.5 μm (~60 vol%).

Young's modulus and hardness are shown for C Si$_3$N$_4$ and S Si$_3$N$_4$ in the bar chart of Fig. 2, along with comparison values for S30 Si$_3$N$_4$. The C material is slightly stiffer and harder than S, which in turn is very much stiffer and harder than S30. Note that the relative differences are considerably greater in the hardness than in the modulus, corresponding to greater plastic than elastic mismatch. For reference, bearing grade Si$_3$N$_4$, typically falls somewhere between the C and S materials—e.g., measurements on commercially available NBD200 (Norton/ TRW Ceramics, Northboro, MA) give modulus 320 GPa and hardness 17.5 GPa.

The bar chart in Fig. 3 shows critical loads $P_c$ and $P_c$ for first incidence of yield and cracking beneath Hertzian contacts in the same monolith material set. The critical load $P_c$ falls off strongly through the sequence C–S–S30 commensurate
with the hardness trend in Fig. 2. Conversely, $P_C$ increases strongly, such that whereas full cone cracks are generated in C, only shallow surface ring cracks appear in S, and no ring cracking is observed at all in S30 over the load range.\(^{28}\) Note that for C the values of $P_Y$ and $P_C$ are comparable, suggesting a relatively balanced competition between yield and fracture in this material.

Figure 4 plots biaxial compression stresses $\sigma_R$ associated with differential thermal expansion between C and S layers, as a function of coating thickness $d_c$. The data are evaluations from radial crack measurements on the coating sections; the solid curve is a theoretical fit to these data. Details of the data evaluations and fit are described in Appendix A.

(2) Contact Damage in Bilayers

Figure 5 compares bonded-interface section views of damage sites in bulk and bilayer $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ structures, from indentations with a WC sphere of radius $r = 1.98$ mm at load $P = 3000$ N made on the top surface. In the bulk C specimen (Fig. 5(a)) we observe the developed cone crack (a faint trace of the subsurface quasi-plasticity zone below the contact becomes apparent in this material at high magnification). In the bilayer C/S specimen (Fig. 5(b)) the cone crack is substantially shallower and is contained wholly within the C layer (thickness $d_c = 180$ $\mu$m). The quasi-plasticity zone is now more intense and extends into the softer S underlayer. In a C/S30 bilayer specimen (Fig. 5(c)), included here from the earlier study\(^{28}\) for comparison as a case of extreme mismatch, the coating ($d_c = 250$ $\mu$m) contains an array of transverse cracks, including both cone cracks initiated from the top surface and upward-extending "inverted
Fig. 5. Side views of Hertzian contact damage in Si$_3$N$_4$ configurations, using WC sphere of radius $r = 1.98 \text{ mm}$ at load $P = 3000 \text{ N}$: (a) C monolith, showing fully developed cone crack with modest subsurface quasi-plasticity; (b) C/S bilayer, $d = 180 \mu\text{m}$, showing shortened cone crack in C layer and enhanced quasi-plasticity extending into S layer; (c) C/S30 bilayer, $d = 250 \mu\text{m}$, showing proliferation of transverse cracks in C and extensive yield in S30 (from Ref. 28). Nomarski optical micrographs of bonded-interface specimens. Contact diameter AA indicated. Interlayer interface revealed by relief polishing.

cone" cracks initiated at the interlayer interface. Yield and associated microcrack damage in the S30 sublayer is now extensive, and some interfacial delamination is evident. It is apparent that incorporation of a soft underlay can inhibit fracture if the mismatch with the coating material is small, but can enhance fracture if the mismatch is large. Note that the load $P = 3000 \text{ N}$ used in Fig. 5 exceeds both $P_Y$ and $P_C$ for the monolithic C material (Fig. 3), consistent with the appearance of both yield and cracking in the coating layer.

Now consider results for C/S bilayers in greater detail, taking the effects of contact load and coating thickness into account:

(A) Effect of Contact Load: Micrographs of Hertzian contact damage in C/S Si$_3$N$_4$ bilayers with C coating thickness $d_C = 180 \mu\text{m}$ ($\pm 10 \mu\text{m}$) are shown in Fig. 6 over a sequence of contact loads. At $P = 2000 \text{ N}$ (Fig. 6(a)) a cone crack has initiated and there is a limited quasi-plasticity zone, both confined to the coating. At higher loads $P = 2500 \text{ N}$ (Fig. 6(b)), $P = 3000 \text{ N}$ (Fig. 6(c)), and $P = 3500 \text{ N}$ (Fig. 6(d)) both cracking and quasi-plasticity zone expand. However, whereas the cone crack remains confined to the coating, the quasi-plasticity now extends into the substrate. With further loading to $P = 4000 \text{ N}$ (Fig. 6(e)) the cone crack penetrates the interlayer interface, but remains inhibited (note that a second cone crack has now appeared), while the quasi-plasticity expands and intensifies within the substrate. The sequence in Fig. 6 suggests that the response is dominated by coating fracture at low load and by substrate plasticity at high load.

Measured cone crack depths $h$ below the top surface are plotted as a function of load $P$ in Fig. 7 for both the C/S bilayer and the C monolith, for the coating thickness $d_C = 180 \mu\text{m}$. 

Fig. 6. Side views of Hertzian contact damage in C/S Si$_3$N$_4$ bilayers, fixed coating thickness $d_C = 180 \pm 10 \mu\text{m}$, using WC sphere radius $r = 1.98 \text{ mm}$ at loads (a) $P = 2000 \text{ N}$, (b) 2500 N, (c) 3000 N, (d) 3500 N, (e) 4000 N. Nomarski optical micrographs of bonded-interface specimens. Contact diameter AA indicated.
indicated by the horizontal shaded line. The solid curves are representations of fracture mechanics relations for pennylike cone cracks in layers subjected to superposed uniform stresses $\sigma_R$, described in detail in Appendix C. The curve through the monolith data is a best-fit to these relations in the limit $\sigma_R = 0$—this fit is used to "calibrate" essential crack-geometry parameters. The curve through the bilayer data is an ensuing prediction for coatings with $\sigma_R = -190$ MPa ($d_c = 180$ $\mu$m in Fig. 4), using the calibrated crack-geometry parameters. (Note that this latter curve remains valid only while the cone crack remains embedded in the coating, i.e., $h < d_c$ in Fig. 7.) The presence of the expansion mismatch stress would appear to account for the bulk of the data shift between bilayer and monolith, notwithstanding the scatter in data.

(B) Effect of Coating Thickness: The sequence of micrographs of Hertzian contact damage in C/Si$_3$N$_4$ bilayers at fixed contact load $P = 3000$ N in Fig. 8 illustrates the effect of coating thickness on the damage pattern. For a relatively thick coating layer, $d_c = 600$ $\mu$m (Fig. 8(a)), both cone crack and quasi-plasticity zone are wholly contained within the coating. As the coating is made thinner, $d_c = 400$ $\mu$m (Fig. 8(b)), both crack and plasticity zone remain contained within the coating, with attendant slight diminution in the cone crack depth. At $d_c = 180$ $\mu$m (Fig. 8(c)), the cracks are still contained, but the yield zone penetrates into the substrate. In the thinnest coatings, $d_c = 80$ $\mu$m (Fig. 8(d)) and $d_c = 40$ $\mu$m (Fig. 8(e)) the cracks, although still highly constrained, occasionally penetrate into the substrate (e.g., right side of Fig. 8(d)); the quasi-plasticity zone is now contained largely within the substrate. The sequence in Fig. 8 suggests that the response is dominated by coating fracture at high thicknesses, and by substrate plasticity at low thicknesses.

Figure 9 plots cone crack depth $h$ as a function of coating thickness $d_c$, at fixed load $P = 3000$ N. The horizontal dashed line denotes the cone crack depth in the C monolith and the inclined dashed line denotes the locus $h = d_c$ for which the cone crack just intersects the C/S interface. The plot demonstrates quantitatively the extent to which the interface increasingly constrains the cone crack as the coating layer becomes thinner. At small coating thicknesses, $d_c < 180$ $\mu$m, some limited penetration into the substrate does occur, but the constraining influence nevertheless persists down to the smallest coating thicknesses. The solid curve is the fracture mechanics prediction for cone cracks in coatings with nonzero $\sigma_R(d_c)$, using the calibrated crack-geometry parameters from the monolith data.

Fig. 7. Plot of cone crack depth as function of indentation load for C/Si$_3$N$_4$ bilayers (open symbols), at fixed coating thickness $d_c = 180$ $\mu$m (horizontal dashed line), WC sphere radius $r = 1.98$ mm. Data for C monolith (closed symbols) provide baseline reference. Solid curves represent fracture mechanics best-fit to monolith data and ensuing prediction for bilayer.

Fig. 8. Side views of Hertzian contact damage in C/Si$_3$N$_4$ bilayers, at fixed load $P = 3000$ N using WC sphere radius $r = 1.98$ mm: at coating thicknesses (a) $d_c = 400$ $\mu$m, (b) 250 $\mu$m, (c) 180 $\mu$m, (d) 80 $\mu$m, (e) 40 $\mu$m. Nomarski optical micrographs of bonded-interface specimens. Contact diameter AA indicated.
Fig. 9. Plot of cone crack depth as function of coating thickness for C/S Si$_3$N$_4$ bilayers (open symbols), WC sphere $r = 1.98$ mm, at fixed load $P = 3000$ N. Solid curve is fracture mechanics prediction. Inclined dashed line indicates configurations $h = d_c$ for which cracks just intersect the interface; horizontal dashed line indicates crack depth in C monolith.

In Fig. 7 (Appendix C), (Once more, this curve remains valid only while the cone crack remains embedded in the coating, i.e., $h < d_c$). Again, the presence of expansion mismatch stresses would appear to account for the data trends, within the scatter.

Fig. 10. Side view of Hertzian cone crack near C/S interface in Si$_3$N$_4$ bilayer of coating thickness $d_c = 40$ μm, at load $P = 4000$ N using WC sphere radius $r = 1.98$ mm. Note crack penetration from coating (top) to substrate (bottom) without delamination. Scanning electron micrograph.

Fig. 11. Critical loads $P_c$ for cone crack initiation as a function of coating thickness $d_c$ for C/S Si$_3$N$_4$ bilayers, WC sphere radius $r = 1.98$ mm. Horizontal dashed line indicates $P_c$ for the coating monolith.

On those occasions when the coating cone cracks do penetrate into the substrate the crack paths undergo only minor deflections at the C/S interface, without delamination. Figure 10 is an example, for an indentation in a thin coating, $d_c = 40$ μm, at high load, $P = 4000$ N. Note the continuity of the grain structure across the interface in this figure, confirming a strong interface.

While the presence of the substrate clearly has an important
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Fig. 12. Failure origins in bend specimens of C/Si$_3$N$_4$ bilayers, for contacts with WC sphere radius $r = 1.98 \ mm$: (a) $d_c = 200 \ \mu m$, at $P = 2000, 3000, \ and \ 4000 \ N$; (b) $P = 4000 \ N$, at $d_c = 400, 200, \ and \ 80 \ \mu m$. Failure paths tangential to ring crack indicate brittle failure in C layer, through ring crack indicate quasi-plastic failure in S substrate. Tensile axis horizontal.

Influence on the cone crack size, it does not appear to be a strong factor in the critical load for cone crack initiation. A plot of $P_C$ as a function of coating thickness $d_c$ is presented in Fig. 11. The values are relatively unchanged from those for the C monolith (shaded band—see Fig. 3) at thicknesses down to $d_c = 40 \ \mu m$, below which $P_C$ increases.

3) Strength Degradation

Figure 12 shows failure origins on broken bilayer strength-test specimens containing indentations from WC spheres of radius $r = 1.98 \ mm$, for two sets of conditions: (a) for fixed coating thickness $d_c = 200 \ \mu m$, at increasing (postcritical) loads; (b) for fixed load $P = 4000 \ N$, at decreasing thick-
with $\psi_n$ a crack geometry coefficient for Hertzian cones inclined at angle $\alpha$ to the top surface, $T_L$ the toughness (assumed single-valued), $\sigma_{ef}$ an expansion mismatch stress (Appendix A), and $k$ an elastic mismatch coefficient (Appendix B). The solid curves in Fig. 13 are *a priori* predictions of $\sigma_{ef}(P)$ for failure from cone cracks, using Eq. (2) in conjunction with appropriate expressions for the cone crack depth $h$ ($=c \sin \alpha$) as a function of load $P$, for each of the coating thicknesses $d_c$ represented. These curves truncate at the loads corresponding to cone crack penetration into the substrate, i.e., at depth $h = d_c$. The predictions appear to account for the broad data shifts for those specimens that fail from cone cracks in Fig. 13, although the absolute predictions lie outside the range of data scatter.

Once the cone cracks approach and penetrate into the tough substrate, failure occurs from the subsurface quasi-plasticity zones. Corresponding analyses of strength degradation from grain-localized "shear faults" within quasi-plasticity zones are being developed. These are even more complex than the analyses for cone cracks, because of additional driving forces associated with residual local stress fields at the slipped shear faults. These data are empirical fits to $S$ data.

Characteristic failure modes are indicated by peripheral fracture paths tangent to the ring cracks at low $P$ and high $d_c$, and by more centralized fracture paths through the ring cracks at high $P$ and low $d_c$. In conjunction with Figs. 6 and 8, we may associate the first kind of failure with cone cracks in the coating (brittle mode) and the second kind with yield zones in the substrate (quasi-plastic modes).

Experimental data for the strength $\sigma_{ef}$ of C/Si$_3$N$_4$ bilayers as a function of contact load $P$ are plotted in Fig. 13, for C layer thicknesses $d_c = 100, 200$, and $400 \mu m$, as well as for the C and S monoliths. Data points are from indented specimens: open symbols indicate breaks away from indention sites, gray symbols failures from substrate quasi-plastic zones, and black symbols failures from coating cone cracks. Different regions of load dependence are apparent in the strength data: at $P < P_c$ (vertical dashed line), no significant load dependence; at $P = P_c$, abrupt falloff; at $P > P_c$, slowly continuing falloff, with failures first from cone cracks and later, at higher loads and thinner coatings, from quasi-plastic zones. The effects of coating thickness are manifest: whereas at $P < P_c$ the strength values for the bilayers differ little either from each other or from the C or S bounds, at $P > P_c$ the data shift strongly upward from the C lower bound toward the S upper bound.

Fracture mechanics analyses of strength degradation for failures from cone cracks have been developed for monolithic materials, including Si$_3$N$_4$. Analogous computation of strengths in bilayer systems is complicated by the additional stress terms associated with mismatch between coating and substrate: from mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients during initial cooling (Appendix A); and from mismatch in elastic moduli during subsequent flexure (Appendix B). For a flaw of characteristic dimension $c$ with negligible residual contact field, the strength under such conditions may be written (Appendix C)

$$\sigma_{ef} = (T_L/N_c c^{1/2} - \sigma_s)/k$$

IV. Discussion

In this study we have confirmed that microstructural tailoring can have a vital influence on the damage tolerance of bilayer structures. An essential element in the tailoring is avoidance of a weak interface at the interlayer junction, in the present instance by cosintering the starting powders. We have focused specifically on Si$_3$N$_4$ bilayers with harder coatings on softer substrates, with modest mismatch. In contacts with spheres the coatings show mainly cone cracking and the substrates mainly quasi-plasticity (Figs. 5, 6, and 8), which mode dominates the composite damage depends on the contact load and coating thickness: cone cracking tends to dominate at low loads and thick overlayers; conversely, quasi-plasticity tends to dominate at high loads and thin overlayers. The failure mode of the bilayer structure in flexure strength tests (Fig. 12) is also sensitive to these factors: coatings provide the sources of failure at low loads and thick coatings, and quasi-plasticity zones the sources at high loads and thin coatings—delamination is not observed in these modest-mismatch bilayers.

These results suggest some prescriptions for layer design using adjoining materials with modest elastic–plastic mismatch. In the case of the Si$_3$N$_4$ bilayers studied here the important microstructural elements are fine α-phase grains in the coating microstructure, to improve hardness, and coarse, elongated β grains in the substrate microstructure, to enhance quasi-plasticity. For these kinds of structures it may be concluded that thin, harder (and more brittle) wear-resistant coatings on softer (and tougher) underlayers may usefully provide surface protection without seriously compromising strength properties. Where possible, the layers should be co-fired to minimize the risk of delamination failure.

The typical damage pattern in the present Si$_3$N$_4$ bilayer systems provides a marked contrast to that in analogous bilayer substrates containing BN platelets (cf. Figs. 5(b) and (c)). In the latter system the elastic–plastic mismatch is much greater (Fig. 2), and the yield in the substrate consequently much more extensive, allowing the coating to undergo a substantial component of "flexure" on the soft support beneath the contact. Such flexure leads to intense concentration of tensile stresses within the coating at the coating/substrate interface, with consequent generation of upward-extending transverse cracks at relatively low loads. While such cracks tend to be highly stable, they also tend to proliferate within the coating, compromising the subsequent integrity of the bilayer. In the present Si$_3$N$_4$ system the mismatch is too small to allow significant buildup of coating tensile stresses at the substrate interface, restricting the fracture to conventional cone cracking. At the
same time, as we have seen, the mismatch is sufficient to promote failures from subsurface quasi-plasticity zones at high loads and thin coatings.

The data in Figs. 11 and 13 warrant further comment, because collectively they characterize the contact loading conditions under which bilayer structures with modest (but nonzero) mismatch may operate without incurring intolerable stress losses from contact damage. Figure 11 indicates that the critical contact load \( P_c \) for cone crack initiation is largely insensitive to coating thickness \( d_c \). The present bilayer system, at least down to \( d_c = 50 \mu m \) (relative to the sphere radius 1.98 mm used in our experiments). On the other hand, Fig. 13 indicates that the ensuing abrupt stress decrement at \( P = P_c \) is very much sensitive to \( d_c \). This behavior is consistent with St. Venant's principle in elasticity theory.\(^{29}\) In the near field outside the contact circle at the top coating surface, where the cone cracks initiate during indentation, the maximum tensile stresses are very high and are relatively unaffected by the presence of moderate thermal expansion stresses or yield in the remote substrate; in the far field below the contact, where the cone cracks propagate (Fig. 8), the tensile stresses are much more strongly influenced by these extraneous factors, especially at higher \( P \) and smaller \( d_c \).\(^{28}\) In the thinner coatings the higher thermal expansion stresses and increased subsurface yield ultimately suppress cone fracture, leading to the change in mode of failure observed in Fig. 12.

A complete understanding of this latter kind of quasi-plasticity-initiated failure in layered structures is currently under study.

### APPENDIX A

#### Differential Thermal Expansion Stresses in Bilayer Coatings

In-plane biaxial stresses \( \sigma_R \) from C/S coating/substrate thermal expansion mismatch are measured from the lengths of radial cracks at the vertical corners of Vickers indentations on coating sections (Fig. A1). The stress-intensity factor \( K \) for Vickers radial cracks of half-length \( c \) is given by:\(^{31}\)

\[
K = \chi_2 P (c/2)^{3/2} + \psi_2 \sigma_\theta c^{1/2} = K_{IC} = T_0 \quad \text{(A-1)}
\]

with \( \chi_2 = 0.066 \) an indentation coefficient for fine-grain Si\(_3\)N\(_4\), \( \psi_2 = 0.77 \) a geometrical radial crack coefficient,\(^{40}\) and \( T_0 \) the toughness (assumed single-valued)\(^{17}\). Measurements from comparative Vickers indentations in the C monolith (\( \sigma_R = 0 \)) enable the determination \( T_0 = 4.2 \) MPa m\(^{1/2}\).

The stresses \( \sigma_R \) can also be calculated from a force balance relation for bilayers with thermal expansion mismatch between coating (c) and substrate (s):\(^{27}\)

\[
\sigma_R = (\alpha_c - \alpha_s)E_c \Delta T / \{(1 - \nu_c) + (1 - \nu_s)(E_c/E_s)(2d_c/d_s)\} \quad \text{(A-2)}
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the thermal expansion coefficient, \( E \) is Young's modulus, \( \nu \) is Poisson's ratio, and \( d_s \) is layer thickness. The solid curve through the coating data in Fig. 4 is a best fit of Eq. (A-2) to the data, with the adjustments \( \alpha_c - \alpha_s \).

#### APPENDIX B

### Bending Stresses in Layer Structures with Different Elastic Moduli

Consider a bilayer consisting of two rectangular bars of same width \( w \), but of different thickness \( d_c \) and \( d_s \) and modulus \( E_c \) and \( E_s \) (c = coating, s = substrate), perfectly bonded at the common interface (Fig. B1). The composite bar is subjected to bending, with layer c on the tensile side and layer s on the compression side. Although the strain distribution across the bilayer is linear and continuous, the stress distribution suffers a discontinuity at the interface.

We are specifically concerned with the maximum tensile stresses in the coating at the top surface, \( \sigma_c \), and in the substrate at the interlayer interface, \( \sigma_s \). The stresses of interest in four-point bending are related to the effective strength \( \sigma_e \) in Eq. (1) by

\[
\sigma = (3P/(4wd^2))k = k\sigma_e \quad \text{(B-1)}
\]

where \( k \) is a dimensionless factor (unity for \( d_c = d_s, E_c = E_s \)). The stress distributions can be determined in a straightforward manner from thin beam theory.\(^{41}\) Let us write

\[
dl = d_c/d_s \quad \text{(B-2a)}
\]

\[
\varepsilon = E_c/E_s \quad \text{(B-2b)}
\]

For the tensile stress in the top surface of the coating (layer 1), we obtain

\[
k_c = (2 + 1/\delta + \delta \epsilon)/(3\epsilon + (1 + \delta \epsilon^3)(1 + \epsilon \delta)/(1 + \epsilon \delta^2) \quad \text{(B-3)}
\]

For the tensile stress in the substrate at the interlayer interface we have

\[
k_s = (1/\delta - \epsilon \delta)/(3\epsilon + (1 + \delta \epsilon^3)(1 + \epsilon \delta)/(1 + \epsilon \delta^2) \quad \text{(B-4)}
\]
Fig. B2. Plot of elastic mismatch parameters $k_c$ and $k_0$ for coating and substrate in flexure, as function of reduced coating thickness $d_i/d_c$. The coefficients $k_c$ and $k_0$ are plotted as a function of $\delta$ in Fig. B2, for $E = E_i/E_c = 335/315 = 1.06$ appropriate to our Si$_3$N$_4$ bilayer system.

APPENDIX C

Calculation of Cone Crack Depths and Strengths for Bilayers

For the Si$_3$N$_4$ bilayers that fail from cone cracks in the coating we use a fracture mechanics analysis developed elsewhere.\textsuperscript{16,34}

The cone crack depth is determined from the following geometrical relations, from Fig. C1:

\begin{align*}
h &= c \sin \alpha \\
c &= C - R_0 \cos \alpha
\end{align*}

(C-1) (C-2)

with $\alpha$ the cone angle, $C$ the face length of a virtual conical surface with tip located above the indented surface, and $R_0$ the radius of the surface ring crack. To a first approximation, the cone cracks at contact load $P$ satisfy an equilibrium stress-intensity relation for penny-like cracks\textsuperscript{17}

\begin{equation}
K = \frac{\psi_0 P}{C^{3/2}} + \psi_0 (\sigma_R \sin^2 \alpha)^{1/2} = T_0
\end{equation}

(C-3)

with $\psi_0$ and $\sigma_R$ Hertzian coefficients for straight-ahead cone extension, and $T_0$ the toughness (again assumed single-valued). This latter relation incorporates allowance for the action of the (resolved) stress $\sigma_R$ on the cone crack response (Appendix A).

Equations (C-1) to (C-3) form the basis for the computations of cone crack depths in Figs. 7 and 9, plotted in those two figures as the solid curves. We take $\alpha = 25^\circ$ and $R_0 = 238 \mu$m from direct measurements (e.g., Figs. 6 and 8), along with $T_0 = 4.2$ MPa-m$^{1/2}$ (Appendix A). (Actually, $\alpha$ and $R_0$ may be expected to vary with $\sigma_R$, and hence with coating thickness, but any such variations are slight enough to be masked by the data scatter in our Si$_3$N$_4$ system.) The value of the parameter $\psi_0$ is simply that for mode I straight-ahead extension, $\psi_0 = \pi^{1/2} = 1.77$.\textsuperscript{42} The parameter $\chi_0 = 0.031 s$ is "calibrated" from a best fit of Eqs. (C-1) to (C-3) to the $h(P)$ data for monolithic C Si$_3$N$_4$ in Fig. 7 ($\sigma_R = 0$). The corresponding curves for the bilayer data in Figs. 7 and 9 are predictions, using appropriate values of $\sigma_R(d_c)$ from Appendix A in Eqs. (C-1) to (C-3). (Note that this analysis is valid only while the cone crack remains embedded in the coating, i.e., $h < d_c$ in Fig. 9.)

Strength degradation functions may be determined from conventional fracture mechanics for failure from cone cracks in flexure.\textsuperscript{34,42} Above the critical load $P_c$ for cone initiation, the stress-intensity factor for equilibrium cone cracks in an applied field $\sigma_A$ and superposed field $\sigma_R$ is

\begin{equation}
K = \psi_0 \sigma_A^{1/2} = T_0
\end{equation}

(C-4)

where $\sigma = \sigma_A + \sigma_R = k_R \sigma_R$. Failure then occurs spontaneously from the cone base according to the strength relation

\begin{equation}
\sigma_f = (T_0/\psi_0 \alpha^{1/2} - \sigma_R)/k
\end{equation}

(C-5)

with $\psi_0$ a crack geometry coefficient for Hertzian cones at angle $\alpha$. This relation again makes allowance for the presence of thermal expansion mismatch stresses $\sigma_R$ (Appendix A) and for stress modifications associated with the elastic mismatch parameter $k_0$ in flexure (Appendix B). At failure, the cone crack reinitiates unstably in predominantly tensile mode from its base, at some angle to $\alpha$, thereby determining $\psi_0$. Below the critical load $P_c$, the $\psi$ term in Eq. (C-5) is governed by the geometry of preexisting natural flaws, independent of $P$.

The functions $\sigma_f(P)$ calculated from Eq. (C-5), in conjunction with Eqs. (C-2) and (C-3), are included as the solid curves at $P > P_c$ in Fig. 13. For these calculations, $\psi_0$ is determined from a previous analysis of crack reinitiation from the cone crack base, from which $\psi_0 = 0.037 \alpha = 0.93$ approximately for $\alpha = 25^\circ$.\textsuperscript{34} Appropriate values of $d_c$ are computed from Appendix B. (Note again that this analysis is valid only while the cone crack remains embedded in the coating.)

Acknowledgment: We thank T.-J. Tsuang for providing the solution in Appendix B.
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Contact-Induced Transverse Fractures in Brittle Layers on Soft Substrates: A Study on Silicon Nitride Bilayers
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An analysis of transverse cracks induced in brittle coatings on soft substrates by spherical indenters is developed. The transverse cracks are essentially axisymmetric and geometrically conelike, with variant forms dependent on the location of initiation: outer cracks that initiate at the top surface outside the contact and propagate downward; inner cracks that initiate at the coating/substrate interface beneath the contact and propagate upward; intermediate cracks that initiate within the coating and propagate in both directions. Bilayers consisting of hard silicon nitride (coating) on a composite underlayer of silicon nitride with boron nitride platelets (substrate), with strong interfacial bonding to minimize delamination, are used as a model test system for Hertzian testing. Test variables investigated are contact load, coating/substrate elastic-plastic mismatch (controlled by substrate boron nitride content), and coating thickness. Initiation of the transverse coating cracks occurs at lower critical loads, and shifts from the surface to the interface, with increasing elastic-plastic mismatch and decreasing coating thickness. This shift is accomplished by increasing quasi-plasticity in the substrate. Once initiated, the cracks pop in and arrest within the coating, becoming highly stabilized and insensitive to further increases in contact load, or even to coating toughness. A finite element analysis of the stress fields in the loaded layer systems enables a direct correlation between the damage patterns and the stress distributions: between the transverse cracks and the tensile (and compressive) stresses; and between the surface yield zones and the shear stresses. Implications of these conclusions concerning the design of coating systems for damage tolerance are discussed.

I. Introduction

The mechanics of contact-induced cracks in hard, brittle layers on deformable but tough substrates are of interest in relation to the potential failure of practical coating systems in concentrated loadings. Examples include wear-resistant ceramic coatings on metal substrates, thermal barrier coatings, ceramic layer structures with alternating homogeneous and heterogeneous microstructures, and bioceramics like teeth (enamel on dentin) and bone. The chief aim in designing such systems is to provide an optimum combination of underlying substrate toughness with surface protection by the coating layer. The terms of failure mode, the literature has focused almost exclusively on delamination at the coating/substrate interfaces, indeed, existing engineering design virtually mandates that these interfaces be made weak, in order to deflect cracks and so enhance the toughness. More recently, however, layer structures have been fabricated with relatively strong interfaces, with the explicit aim of suppressing the delamination failure mode and relying on the substrate to absorb penetrant fractures. The limiting factor then becomes the brittle failure of the coating itself.

The layer fractures under explicit consideration here are those of near-axisymmetric form that initiate from the top surface at external contacts and that propagate transversely through the coating. These transverse cracks are most readily studied using spherical indenters ("Hertzian contact"). They are of practical importance because they provide for potential removal of part or all of the coating and for access of the environment to the substrate. Two forms of these fractures have been previously identified: cracks that initiate at the coating-free surface outside the contact circle and extend downward; cracks that initiate at the coating/substrate interface within the contact circle and extend upward. We shall encounter both forms here, plus another that initiates between the first two from within the coating interior. We propose that all such transverse cracks can be usefully considered in terms of a generic quasi-conical geometry.

The principal aim of this paper is to demonstrate the fundamental nature of this class of contact-induced transverse cracks, and to describe the stress states that drive them. As a model material system for study we choose a composite silicon nitride bilayer system with large elastic-plastic mismatch. The top coating layer is a hard, wear-resistant silicon nitride of moderate grain size; the underlying substrate layer is a relatively soft, damage-tolerant silicon nitride material with boron nitride platelet inclusions. Hertzian contacts are used to induce the damage in the layered specimens, and ceramographic sectioning techniques are used to examine these damage patterns. Key variables investigated are coating layer thickness, ranging from 120 to 1200 μm, and substrate composition, ranging from 5 to 30 wt% boron nitride additive phase. We show that crack densities in the coating increase with decreasing coating thickness and with increasing substrate boron nitride content. Quasi-plastic deformation in the soft underlayer (and to a lesser extent also in the coating) enhances the cracking. Once initiated, the cracks are highly stable, somewhat insensitive in dimension to the contact load and to material (and environment) properties such as toughness, arresting as they approach the bounding surfaces or interfaces of the coating. This arrest con-
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"We use the term "quasi-plasticity" in the context of ceramics that deform by a microstructural shear fault mode to distinguish from traditional dislocation-driven plasticity deformation in metals.
dion leads to multiple but still-confined cracking at higher loads, plus some subsidiary cracking in the substrate, contributing to the damage tolerance of these structures. Ultimately, at even higher loads, the coating fails.

Stress analysis of the Hertzian-type contact fields in the coating/substrate structures is conducted using finite element modeling (FEM). Attention is focused on the distributions of principal tensile stresses, to quantify the fracture patterns, and shear stresses, to quantify the quasi-plastic zones. These considerations confirm that the cracks propagate in predominantly mode I, and highlight the role of elastic–plastic mismatch in enhancing these fractures. Calculations performed for the different experimental coating thicknesses and substrate compositions show how the tensile stress distributions are modified by layer geometry and degree of mismatch. In particular, these calculations reveal how the nature of the stress field changes from essentially classical Hertzian, in thick coatings with low substrate mismatch, to essentially flexural, in thin coatings with high substrate mismatch.

II. Experiment and Calculation

(1) Processing and Preparation of Silicon Nitride Bilayer Specimens

Silicon nitride bilayers were prepared using a derivative of the procedures previously described for producing monolithic16 and multilayer structures.17,14 A common powder processing and firing procedure was used for the coating and substrate layers, to ensure strong interlayer bonding in the finished product.

The silicon nitride starting powder for the coating layers was α-Si₃N₄ (UBE-SN-E10, Ube Industries, Tokyo, Japan) with sintering additives 2 wt% Al₂O₃ (AKPSO, Sumitomo Chemical Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), 5 wt% Y₂O₃ (H. C. Starck GmbH, Goslar, Germany), and 1 wt% MgO (High Purity, Bakowski Co., NC). Substrate layer compositions were prepared from the same starting powder, but with BN (Aldrich Chemical, Milwaukee, WI) additions of 5, 10, 20, 30 wt%. All powder batches were ball-milled using alumina balls in isopropanol alcohol for 24 h. After oven drying and sieving, the powder mixes were cold-pressed in a graphite mold of 50 mm diameter to form green state bilayers of coating thickness 1–2 mm and substrate thickness 3–4 mm. These were then hot-pressed at 1730°C at a pressure of 30 MPa in nitrogen for 1 h.

The top surfaces of the fired bilayer specimens were then ground and polished to 1 μm diamond paste finish to produce final coating thicknesses d = 120, 250, 400 and 1250 μm for indentation testing. Some side surfaces normal to the coating surface were also polished, for exploratory cross-section indentation tests. Other specimens were cut in half and the opposing surfaces polished and glued together to produce "bonded-interface" specimens,19,18 for investigation of subsurface damage in Hertzian contact tests. Microstructural examination was carried out by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

(2) Indentation Tests

Exploratory Vickers and Hertz indentation tests were made on polished surfaces, both normal and parallel to the hot-pressing direction. One set of Vickers indentations was made at load P = 100 N in specimens of each of the component materials, to determine elemental deformation and fracture responses. Another set was made in polished side sections of bilayer specimens (i.e., in a plane containing the hot press direction), with the pyramid center located a fixed distance 75 μm from the interfaces and with the diagonals aligned parallel and orthogonal to the coating/substrate interfaces, to confirm that the lower radial crack may penetrate into the substrate without substantial delamination.6 Hertzian indentations were made with a WC sphere of radius 1.98 mm at loads P = 1000–2000 N, symmetrically across the interfaces, as a further test for delamination.

Indentation stress–strain curves were measured on the top surfaces of individual coating and substrate and composite bilayer specimens, using WC spherical indenters of radii r = 1.21–12.7 mm at loads up to P = 4000 N. For these tests, it was useful to coat the top surfaces with a gold film before indentation, to render the ensuing residual contact impressions visible in Nomarski illumination. From measurements of contact radius a at each value of P and r, indentation stress, p-indentation strain, and indentation strain, Δr/Δr, could be evaluated, enabling construction of the stress–strain curves. Indentations were also made on individual component materials to determine critical loads P-indentation for first residual impressions, and thence yield stresses Y, from p-indentation = P-indentation/πa² = 1.1Y.19

To evaluate the contact damage, Hertzian indentations were made on polished surfaces, which were then gold coated and viewed in Nomarski contrast. Subsurface damage was examined using bonded-interface specimens. The indentations were made symmetrically along the traces of these interfaces on the top surfaces, using WC spheres of radius r = 1.98 mm at loads up to P = 4000 N. After separating the indented specimen halves in solvent, a gold coat was once more applied to the side surfaces for viewing in Nomarski contrast.

Some serial sectioning by polishing away the top indented surface was also conducted on indented bilayer specimens to confirm the crack geometry inferred from the bonded-interface specimens.

(3) FEM Analysis

An FEM algorithm, described in detail elsewhere20–22 and foreshadowed in earlier studies by others,23,24 was used to determine the contact stress fields in the bilayer systems. In this algorithm, a sphere of radius 1.98 mm is loaded incrementally onto the top surface of the prescribed layer structure. The interface between coating and substrate is maintained intact throughout the loading process. The sphere and specimen are represented by a grid with maximum mesh dimension < sphere radius r or coating thickness d.21,22

For a given set of input parameters representing the individual bilayer materials, a stress–strain curve can be reconstructed and calibrated against corresponding experimental data (with data for the sphere material from a previous study20). Input material parameters for each of the constituent layer components were determined in this way, in accordance with a shear stress criterion for deformation. This criterion is expressible in terms of a uniaxial compression stress–strain function σ(ε):20,21

\[
σ = \begin{cases} 
εE & (ε \leq Y) \\
Y + α(εE - Y) & (ε \geq Y)
\end{cases}
\]

with Young’s modulus, Y a uniaxial yield stress, and α a strain-hardening coefficient in the range 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 (α = 1, elastic; α = 0, plastic).

Calculations using this algorithm were performed for layer structures with coating thicknesses d = 120, 250, 400, and 1250 μm, for each substrate composition specified in the preceding subsection. Corresponding point-by-point computations of the principal stresses σ₁, σ₂, and σ₃ below the contact were derived from these calculations:21,22 for evaluation of fracture, contours of the most tensile stress σ₁, and corresponding σ₁–σ₃ stress trajectories; for evaluation of quasi-plasticity, contours of maximum principal shear stress τ = \(\frac{1}{2}(σ₂ - σ₃)\), specifically the yield zone boundary, τ = \(\frac{1}{2}Y\).

III. Results: Characterization of Layer Materials

In this section we present results of initial characterization tests carried out on the composite silicon nitride bilayer systems, beginning with the individual material components in order to establish a proper basis for the ensuing fracture analysis in Section IV. Table I summarizes the quantitative results.

(1) Basic Properties of Component Materials

SEM examinations of the polished specimens revealed microstructures similar to those reported in earlier studies, rela-
tively isotropic in the monolithic Si$_3$N$_4$ and highly anisotropic in the Si$_3$N$_4$–BN composites. For the Si$_3$N$_4$ coating, the microstructure had elongated β grains of length =5 μm and diameter =0.8 μm, with =10 wt% glassy phase. For the Si$_3$N$_4$–BN substrate layer, the BN had the form of platelets 1.5–10 μm in diameter and 0.2–0.6 μm thick, with these platelets strongly aligned normal to the hot-pressing direction, i.e., parallel to the coating/substrate interfaces.

Exploratory Vickers indentsions on polished surfaces normal and parallel to the hot-pressing direction provided useful data to compare material properties. Hardness values $H$ on bulk material surfaces were found to be insensitive to the surface orientation relative to the hot-pressing direction. These values are seen in Table I to decrease with increasing BN content, by more than a factor of 3 in the 30 wt% composite material, confirming the softening effect of the additive phase. No such isotropy was apparent in the radial crack patterns. In the substrate materials the radial crack lengths were markedly greater in the direction normal to the hot-pressing direction, by 40% in Si$_3$N$_4$–10% BN, =80% in Si$_3$N$_4$–20% BN, and =120% in Si$_3$N$_4$–30% BN. This trend is consistent with the observed textural anisotropy in the composite structures. (A smaller discrepancy of <10%, and of the same sign, was also observed in the base Si$_3$N$_4$ coating material, suggesting some minor texturing in the microstructure.) In all materials the radial cracks deflected locally along interphase boundaries, especially at the large BN platelets in the composite structures, indicating the existence of weak internal interfaces.

Values of Young’s modulus $E$ in Table I were determined for the different material components from the initial linear slopes of indentation stress–strain curves (see Section III(3)). The values of $E$ decrease with increasing BN content, commensurate with a more compliant platelet phase. Yield stresses $Y$ measured from first detection of residual impressions also decrease significantly with increasing BN content, in accordance with the trend in hardness values listed in Table I. These results confirm that the addition of the BN phase has a substantial softening effect on the silicon nitride structure.

### (2) Crack Behavior at Coating/Substrate Interface

Vickers indentsions made at polished sections of coating/substrate bilayers are useful in confirming the intrinsic strength of the interfaces. First, indentations made in the coatings and substrates away from the interfaces show the same radial crack dimensions as the tests on the bulk specimens, within experimental scatter (<5%). This indicates that the level of residual stress in the coating is negligibly small. Indentations made in the coating close to the interface, at fixed distance 75 μm and load $P = 100$ N, show significant departures from symmetry. Examples are shown in Fig. 1, for substrates with 10, 20, and 30 wt% BN additive. The key observation is the absence of any delamination along the interfaces, indicating that the toughness of the interface is at least one half that of the substrate material. Instead, the lower radial cracks penetrate into the tougher substrate (Table I), where they are arrested. Note that the initially orthogonal radial cracks appear to be attracted toward the interface as they extend, most noticeably in the bilayer with the highest BN content, as commonly observed with indentation cracks adjacent to a low modulus layer. Hence elastic–plastic mismatch between the coating and substrate materials is a factor in the fracture behavior.

Hertzian indentations across the coating/substrate bilayer interface serve to reinforce the above Vickers results. Figure 2 shows a damage pattern using a WC sphere of $r = 1.98$ mm at increasing $P = 2000$ N on a bilayer with 10 wt% BN substrate. Multiple ring cracks initiate on the Si$_3$N$_4$ coating side, and penetrate the interface onto the Si$_3$N$_4$–BN substrate side, where they quickly arrest. Again, delamination is absent. There is indication of a residual depression at the contact area within the ring cracks, especially in the softer substrate material.
(3) Calibration of Indentation Stress–Strain Curves

Indentation stress–strain data for the individual component materials are plotted in Fig. 3. The solid curves in this figure are FEM-generated functions using measured values of $Y$, with $E$ in the initial elastic region and $\alpha$ in the subsequent quasi-plastic region adjusted to give best fits (Table I). The monolithic silicon nitride shows slight nonlinearity in the stress–strain curve above the yield point at $p_y = 1.1Y = 9.2$ GPa (Section II(2)). As the BN content increases, and $Y$ and $\alpha$ simultaneously decrease (Table I), the curves deviate more from linearity, indicating the enhanced quasi-plasticity.

![Fig. 2. Hertzian indentations in Si$_3$N$_4$/Si$_3$N$_4$–10 wt% BN bilayer, made symmetrically across interface trace, with WC sphere $r = 1.98$ mm at $P = 2000$ N. Note crack penetration from Si$_3$N$_4$ side to Si$_3$N$_4$–BN side, without delamination.](image)

![Fig. 4. Indentation stress–strain curves for Si$_3$N$_4$/Si$_3$N$_4$–30 wt% BN bilayer composites, for Si$_3$N$_4$ coating thicknesses $d$ indicated. Solid curves are FEM predictions, using material parameters calibrated from Fig. 3. Upper and lower dashed curves are bounds for Si$_3$N$_4$ and Si$_3$N$_4$–30 wt% BN component materials, respectively, from Fig. 3.](image)

Indentation stress–strain data for the Si$_3$N$_4$/Si$_3$N$_4$–BN coating/substrate systems are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In these figures the solid curves are now $a$ priori FEM predictions, using the parameters calibrated from Fig. 3. Figure 4 shows curves for the different coating thicknesses, $d = 120, 250, 400$, and $1250$ $\mu$m, at fixed substrate composition 30 wt% BN. In this figure, the upper and lower dashed curves are bounds for monolithic Si$_3$N$_4$ and Si$_3$N$_4$–30% BN respectively (from Fig. 3). The solid curves show a progressive shift away from the hard Si$_3$N$_4$ upper bound toward the soft Si$_3$N$_4$–30% BN lower bound as the coating thickness decreases, indicating a correspondingly greater influence of the substrate material. (Note how this transition manifests itself as a maximum in the stress–strain curve in the $d = 120$ $\mu$m data, indicative of load transfer from coating to substrate.) Figure 5 shows curves for the different substrate compositions, 10, 20, and 30 wt% BN, at fixed coating thickness $d = 250$ $\mu$m. Again, the upper dashed curve is the upper bound for monolithic Si$_3$N$_4$. Once more, the.

![Fig. 3. Indentation stress–strain curves for component materials used in fabrication of Si$_3$N$_4$/Si$_3$N$_4$–BN bilayers. Solid curves are FEM fits.](image)

![Fig. 5. Indentation stress–strain curves for Si$_3$N$_4$/Si$_3$N$_4$–BN bilayer composites, Si$_3$N$_4$ coating thickness $d = 250$ $\mu$m, showing effect of BN content in substrate. Solid curves are FEM predictions, using material parameters calibrated from Fig. 3. Upper dashed curve is bound for Si$_3$N$_4$ from Fig. 3.](image)
role of the soft substrate in determining the stress-bearing capacity of the composite bilayer is apparent.

IV. Results: Analysis of Transverse Fracture Patterns

We are now in a position to describe the fracture patterns observed in the silicon nitride bilayers, and to analyze the stress distributions responsible for this damage. In Figs. 6–9 we show section-view micrographs from bonded-interface specimens indented with a WC sphere of radius $r = 1.98$ mm, representing the effects of indentation load, substrate composition, and coating thickness. Corresponding FEM-generated contours of principal stresses are included in Figs. 6, 8, and 9: principal shear stresses at left, shaded areas indicating yield zones ($\sigma_3 - \sigma_1 = \tau$); principal normal stresses at right, shaded areas indicating tensile zones ($\sigma_1 \geq 0$), dashed curves indicating $\sigma_3$ stress trajectories (Fig. 6 only).

In this section we limit analysis of the stress fields to essentially qualitative aspects, deferring quantitative considerations to the Discussion.

(1) Effect of Indentation Load

Figure 6 shows a sequence of micrographs of Hertzian contact damage at increasing indentation load, $P = 800, 1000, 1500, 2000$ N. Corresponding FEM-generated contours of principal stresses included for comparison: left, principal shear stress, with shading indicating yield zones ($\sigma_3 - \sigma_1 = \tau$); right, highest principal normal stress, shading indicating tensile zones ($\sigma_1 \geq 0$), dashed curves indicating $\sigma_3$ stress trajectories.
1500, and 2000 N, in Si₃N₄/Si₃N₄-30 wt% BN fixed composition bilayers with coating thickness \( d = 250 \mu m \). The most conspicuous damage in the hard Si₃N₄ coatings is a variety of transverse cracks, increasing in number with load: outer cracks initiating at the top surface outside the contact circle, extending downward and outward, in near-classical cone crack manner; inner cracks initiating from the coating/substrate interface closer to the inner contact axis, extending upward and inward; cracks initiating within the coating beneath the contact circle, intermediate in radial location between the prior two types in Fig. 6(d), extending upward and inward toward the top surface and downward and outward toward the lower interface. Serial sectioning by polishing away the top indented surface confirms that all of these cracks are essentially axisymmetrical, with consequent common (if distorted) quasi-conical geometry. For the coating/substrate configuration shown in Fig. 6, the first cracks to appear are those initiated at the interface \((P < 800 \text{ N})\), followed by those initiated within the coating \((P = 1000 \text{ N})\), and finally those initiated at the top surface \((P = 1200 \text{ N})\). A feature of the transverse cracks in Fig. 6 is that they appear to arrest as they approach the bounding surfaces of the coating, even through large load increases—the crack density is sensitive to load, crack size is not.

Substantial damage also occurs in the soft Si₃N₄-30 wt% BN substrates in Fig. 6. There are indications of extensive quasi-plasticity in this sublayer.\(^7\)\(^{16}\) (Actually, limited quasi-plasticity is observed in the coatings as well, at higher magnification than in the micrographs in Fig. 6, especially at the higher loads.) Some accompanying cracking is also observed in the substrate, extending from the quasi-plastic damage zones and in some cases back to the interface. This combination of quasi-plasticity and cracking appears to contribute to the interface delamination at the highest loads in Fig. 6. Control indentation tests on bulk Si₃N₄-30 wt% BN specimens reveal only quasi-plastic damage, without any such accompanying cracking, indicating again that it is the layer configuration that enhances the fracture tendency.

The damage patterns in Fig. 6 may be compared with the FEM-generated shear and tensile stress fields at left and right. The intensity and spatial scale of these stress fields expand with the indentation load. In the coating, the locations of transverse crack initiation correlate strongly with the regions of high tensile stress concentration, indicated by degree of shading. A primary maximum in the tensile field occurs at the intersection of the coating/substrate interface with the contact axis; a secondary maximum occurs at the top surface outside the contact circle; and a saddle point occurs between these two maxima. Only the second of these concentrations is manifest in the classical Hertzian field in homogeneous solids,\(^6\)\(^{27}\) demonstrating again a significant influence of elastic-plastic mismatch on the stress distribution in the bilayer structure. The location of the surface maximum displaces increasingly beyond the contact circle with increasing load in Fig. 6, implying a progressive dilution of this maximum. Qualitatively, there also appears to be a correlation between the crack profiles and the FEM-generated stress trajectories\(^{27}\) (although quantitatively, the trajectories are more steeply inclined to the top surface than the corresponding cracks by \(=5\times10^4\), a discrepancy not atypical of Hertzian fractures\(^{28}\). This correlation confirms that the fractures are predominantly mode I.

In the substrate, the locations of the quasi-plasticity zones correlate with the FEM-predicted yield boundaries in the shear contour plots in Fig. 6. (Note also that the shear stress contours indicate limited yield in the coating at the higher loads, consistent with the high-magnification observations referred to above.) The substrate yield zones become extensive at the highest loads; the implication is that the harder coating on its softer substrate support base sustains an ever-increasing component of "plate flexure" in its loading.\(^4\) The relatively minor cracking observed in the highly deformed anisotropic substrate layer does not appear to correlate quite as well with the tensile stress contour and trajectory patterns.

At higher loads, the damage intensifies and the system ultimately fails. An example is shown in Fig. 7 at \( P = 4000 \text{ N} \), in a bilayer with 20 wt% BN substrate. In this case we show the half-surface as well as the side view. Excessive cracking is apparent. Comprehensive damage has occurred in the substrate, resulting in material removal and coating failure. The coating itself exhibits strong residual flexure from yield and multiple cracking.

(2) Effect of Substrate Composition

Figure 8 shows micrographs of Hertzian contact damage in Si₃N₄/Si₃N₄-BN bilayers with 10, 20, and 30 wt% BN content in the substrate, for fixed coating thickness \( d = 250 \mu m \) and load \( P = 2000 \text{ N} \). In this sequence, the extent of transverse fracture in the coating and yield in the substrate increase markedly with BN content. Indeed, whereas the damage is well developed in the bilayer with 30 wt% BN substrate (Fig. 8(c), cf. Fig. 6(d)), the damage is only in its initiation stage in the bilayer with 10 wt% BN substrate (Fig. 8(a)). These results confirm most strongly the critical role of elastic-plastic mismatch in the damage mechanics. Again, the transverse fractures dominate delamination.

Comparison with the computed tensile and shear stress fields in Fig. 8 adds weight to the micrographic results. The intensity of both the coating tensile stress and substrate shear stress increases strongly with the elastic-plastic mismatch. Another manifestation of the mismatch is evident in the location of the primary maximum in the tensile field, at the top surface in the bilayer with 10 wt% BN substrate (as in the classical Hertzian field) but at the coating/substrate interface in the bilayer with 30 wt% BN substrate (cf. Fig. 11, later). Again, this implies an increasing component of plate flexure in the coating stress distribution with increasing mismatch. The yield boundaries in the shear field correlate with the sizes of the observed quasi-plasticity zones in the substrates.

(3) Effect of Coating Thickness

Figure 9 shows micrographs of Hertzian contact damage for diminishing Si₃N₄ coating thickness, \( d = 1200, 400 \) and 250
μm in Si₃N₄/Si₃N₄-30 wt% BN fixed composition bilayers at fixed load P = 2000 N. No cracks are evident in the thickest coating (Fig. 9(a)); instead, the only damage is a limited subsurface quasi-plastic zone, akin to the damage seen in tougher monolithic Si₃N₄ materials. In the coating of intermediate thickness (Fig. 9(b)) the quasi-plastic damage is suppressed in favor of transverse fractures, in this case in their early stage of formation. On the other hand, some quasi-plasticity is now evident in the soft substrate. In the thinnest coating (Fig. 9(c)) the transverse crack pattern is well developed (cf. Fig. 6(d)), and yield in the substrate is substantial. The influence of layer geometry in promoting fracture in the coating is apparent.

Comparison with the computed stress fields accounts for the observed transition in mechanical response with coating thickness. The coating thickness in Fig. 9(a) is large compared with the contact zone, so the damage is little influenced by the presence of the substrate. In this case the stress fields are virtually indistinguishable from those of an ideal Hertzian contact: the maximum tensile stresses are concentrated at the outer top surface, and the maximum shear stresses directly below the contact area. In Fig. 9(b) the coating thickness and contact zone size are comparable, and the substrate begins to influence the damage pattern. The tensile stresses at the coating/substrate interface are now slightly greater than those at the top surface, as reflected in the appearance of interface as well as surface transverse cracks in the micrograph. Some yield is now evident in the substrate. In Fig. 9(c) the coating thickness is smaller than the contact size, and the transverse crack pattern is well developed. The tensile stresses have intensified strongly at the coating/substrate interface. At the same time, the compression zones have also intensified, so the cracks, once initiated, are highly stabilized. This stabilization allows for the initiation of multiple transverse cracks. The yield zone in the substrate below the thin coating is now highly developed, implying once more an increased component of flexure in the overlying coating.

V. Discussion

In this study we have investigated the fracture behavior of silicon nitride bilayers with hard coatings of different thicknesses on softer substrates of different compositions. A feature of the bilayers is the presence of a relatively strong coating/substrate interface, where fracture energy is absorbed in the substrate rather than at the interface, with crack arrest rather than crack deflection. We have used Hertzian contacts on bonded-interface specimens to demonstrate the damage modes in these structures—transverse cracks in the coating, and quasi-plasticity in the substrate. The transverse cracks initiate at various locations in the coating: at the top surface, outside the contact circle (as in classical Hertzian fractures); within the interior of the coating, closer in below the contact.
Fig. 9. Contact fracture in Si$_3$N$_4$/Si$_3$N$_4$-30 wt% BN bilayer composites, Si$_3$N$_4$, using WC sphere $r = 1.98$ mm at $P = 2000$ N, illustrating effect of coating thickness: (a) $d = 1200$ µm, (b) $d = 400$ µm, (c) $d = 250$ µm. Note increased damage at decreasing coating thickness.

circle; at the coating/substrate interface, immediately below the contact center. All three types are essentially axisymmetrical, with essentially quasi-conical geometry. There is a distinctive tendency away from surface-initiated toward interface-initiated fracture with increasing indenter load, decreasing coating thickness, and increasing elastic-plastic mismatch between layers.

The experimental observations in the bilayer structures are supported by FEM stress analysis, using calibrated elastic-plastic parameters from control tests on bulk constituent materials. For the coatings, we have demonstrated strong qualitative correlations between the calculated tensile stress extrema and the observed crack starting points, and between calculated stress trajectories and observed crack paths, implying predominantly mode I fracture. Some quantitative evaluations of the tensile stress maxima at the top surface and lower interface, for the same WC sphere radius $r = 1.98$ mm represented in Figs. 6–9, reinforce these correlations:

(i) **Effect of indentation load.** The solid curves in Fig. 10 are plots of the computed stress maxima as a function of load, for Si$_3$N$_4$ coating thickness $d = 250$ µm and Si$_3$N$_4$-30 wt% BN substrate. The points on these curves correspond to the experimental loads $P = 800$, 1000, 1500, and 2000 N in Fig. 6. Also indicated in Fig. 10 are the loads at which each kind of cracking initiates (C). Both maxima increase monotonically with load, the interface stress at a much faster rate than the surface stress. This is symptomatic of a highly nonlinear system (Fig. 4). Note that the interface maximum dominates the surface maximum above $P = 250$ N, explaining why the upward-extending interface cracks tend to form before the downward-extending surface cracks. The surface and interface stresses at the critical fracture loads in Fig. 10 are both significantly higher than the strengths of equivalent bulk Si$_3$N$_4$ monolithic specimens ($\approx$1000 MPa), and are unequal, which is not atypical of crack systems in highly inhomogeneous stress fields.

(ii) **Effect of substrate composition.** In Fig. 11 we show the tensile stress maxima as a function of substrate BN composition, for Si$_3$N$_4$/Si$_3$N$_4$-BN bilayers with Si$_3$N$_4$ coating thickness $d = 250$ µm at load $P = 2000$ N: again, the solid curves are the computed functions, and the data points correspond to the experimental BN contents 10, 20, and 30 wt% from Fig. 8. The interface stress maximum is sensitive to the BN content, but the surface stress maximum is not. This accounts for the increased density of upward-extending interface cracks for the 20% and 30% BN contents in Fig. 8. However,
Fig. 10. Maximum principal tensile stresses in contact field in Si₃N₄/Si₃N₄-30 wt% BN bilayer composites as function of load, using WC sphere \( r = 1.98 \) mm. The two maxima shown occur at the top surface outside the contact and at the coating/substrate interface along the contact axis. Points C indicate onset of fracture. (Cf. Fig. 6.)

Fig. 11. Maximum principal tensile stresses in contact field in Si₃N₄/Si₃N₄-BN bilayer composites with coating thickness \( d = 250 \) µm as function of BN composition in substrate, using WC sphere \( r = 1.98 \) mm at \( P = 2000 \) N. Dashed curves are extrapolations back to values at same locations in Si₃N₄ monolithic material. (Cf. Fig. 8.)

Fig. 12. Maximum principal tensile stresses in contact field in Si₃N₄/Si₃N₄-30 wt% BN bilayer composites as function of coating thickness, using WC sphere \( r = 1.98 \) mm at \( P = 2000 \) N. Dashed curves are extrapolations back to values at same locations in Si₃N₄ monolithic material. (Cf. Fig. 9.)

These results indicate the changing nature of the coating stress field from ideal “Hertzian” to effectively “flexural” with increasing load, decreasing substrate hardness relative to the coating (mismatch), and decreasing coating thickness. At high loads hard, thin coatings on thick, soft substrates deform more as flexing plates with supported outer edges (where the encasing substrate remains elastic), shifting the tensile stress concentration progressively away from the upper outer free surface through the coating interior toward the lower coating/substrate interface. At the same time, the flexure induces highly compressive stresses on the opposing sides of the neutral planes within the coating. The result is the arrays of highly stabilized transverse coating fractures seen in Figs. 6–10.

The quantitative analysis of the crack systems described here is by no means complete. The FEM algorithm enables one to investigate prescribed indentation and coating variables (load, mismatch, coating thickness) numerically. The complexity of the highly nonlinear and inhomogeneous tensile stress fields would appear to preclude analytical fracture mechanics solutions. Moreover, even the elastic-plastic FEM solutions described in Sections III and IV are restrictive. They pertain strictly to uncracked bodies, whereas the coatings considered here contain multiple cracks. The capacity of fracture mechanics to determining ensuing crack energies and paths from pre-existing (precrack) contact fields in finite bodies with an acceptable degree of accuracy has been shown to be limited, even for single cone fractures in monolithic, homogeneous elastic bodies. Such limitations are likely to be even more apparent in the multiple crack systems in the layered, inhomogeneous inelastic bodies of interest here. More objective numerical procedures that enable piecewise determinations of crack growth in the ever-evolving rather than the prior stress field would appear to be necessary for the determination of appropriate mechanical-energy-release rates or stress-intensity factors. This is especially the case in determining crack evolution histories, and in seeking accounts of the enhanced crack stability and multiplicity in thinner coatings on softer substrates.

There are other potential complications that we have minimized in this study. First, macroscopic in-plane layer residual stresses from thermal expansion mismatch or sintering stresses can also have a strong influence on the crack behavior, leading to suppression of coating fracture in favorable circumstances. In our bilayer systems such in-plane stresses ap-
pear to be negligibly small (Section III(2)). Second, local residual tensile stresses around indentation quasi-plasticity zones are known to have profound effects on crack evolution during unloading, especially in layer structures with yielding substrates; whereas residual stresses do not appear to have much influence on the transverse cracks, they can be especially effective in opening up any interfacial delamination cracks during the unloading half-cycle. The observation that delamination is minimal in our silicon nitride bilayer systems provides some justification for ignoring unloading effects in our FEM calculations. Finally, anisotropy is another factor that can exert a strong influence on fracture behavior. The highly textured microstructures in the Si$_3$N$_4$-BN bilayers may explain the tendency for such cracks to align themselves parallel to the interface in Figs. 6-9.

The crack patterns identified in this study are of interest in relation to engineering layer design. Transverse cracks may be expected to play a major role in the failure of ceramic coating structures where contact stress concentrations are a common form of loading, e.g., in bearings, cutting tools, surface-coated engine components, and so on. This class of cracks is particularly relevant to layer structures with strongly bonded coating-substrate interfaces. In this context, the transverse cracks are highly stable, leading to multiple initiation with consequent energy absorption, so that even highly brittle coating systems can be damage tolerant. (Again, superposed compression stresses could help reduce or even suppress transverse coating fracture.) This high stability means that the crack sizes are governed more by the layer thickness than by material properties; the cracks tend to contain themselves within the boundaries of the coating over a wide range of contact loads. On the other hand, initiation of the cracks will surely be sensitive to material properties, such as elastic-plastic mismatch (e.g., Fig. 8) and coating-substrate protection. The present results indicate hard, tough coatings with low elastic-plastic mismatch, with thicknesses at least as large as the characteristic contact dimensions. As always, these requirements must ultimately be balanced against the costs of fabrication and finishing.
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